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Abstract

Experimental and Numerical hwestigation of Shock Wave Propagation Through Complex

Geometry, Gas Continuous, Two-Phase Media

by

James Chien-Chih Liu

Doctor of Philosophy in Nuclear Engineering

University of Cali_'ornia at Berkeley

Professor Vhgil E, Schrock, Chair

The work presentexi here investigal:es the;phenomenon of shock wave propagation

i in gas cot_tinuous, two-phase media. The tlaotivation for this work stems from the need to

understand blast venting consequences in the HYLIFE inertial confinement fusion (ICF)

reactor. The HYLIFE concept utilizes lasers or heavy ion beams to rapidly heat and

compress D-T targets injected into the center of a reactor chamber. A segmented blanket of

falling molten lithium or Li2BeF4(Flit,) jets eacircles the reactor's central cavity, shielding

the reactor structure from radiation damage, absorbing the fusion energy, and breeding

more tritium fuel.

Xrays from the fusion microexplosion will ablate a thin layer of blanket material

from the surfaces which face toward the fusion site. This generates a highly energetic

vapor, which mostly coalesces in the central cavity. The blast expansion from the central

cavity generates a shock which propagates through the segmented blanket- a complex

geometry, gas-continuous two-phase medium. The impulse that the blast gives to the

liquid as it vents past, the gas shock on the chamber wall, and ultimately the liquid impact

on the wall are all important quantities to the HYLIFE structural designers.

The work here presents a numerical method called the Transient Shockwave

Upwind Numerical Analysis Method for ICF (TSUNAMI). It is a tool for analyzing two-

dimensional blast venting in the HYLIFE reactor. TSUNAMI relies on the assumptions of
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adiabaticandidealgasbehaviorbythevaporandimmobileliquidtosimplifytheproblem

oftwo-phaseshockpropagationtoaproblemofsinglephasegasdynamicsina fixed,

complexgeometry.

To validate theaccuracyof the numericalmethod,experirner)_Adata for comparison

was obtained from the Liquid Jet Array Shock Tube (LJAST). The experiment provided

transient pressure data for gas shocks impacting an array of solid cylinders and an arrayof

liquidjets with similargeometry to the HYLIFE blanket. The comparisons showedthat the

numerical method accurately predicts shock propagation through a cylindrical array.

Furthermore, the experiment provided liquid impact data indicating that liquid jets striking

the wall impart only Bt.n'noullistagnation pressures and not waterhammerpressures.

The application of TSUNAMI to the HYLIFE reactor calculations revealed that

venting is very dependent on the blanket geometry. Calculations were performed using

two types of blanket geometries, one with a hexagonally pack arrayof cylindrical jets and

the other with a slab array. Both geometries resulted in asymmetric wall loading by the

blast, but the slabjets received much less impulse th_)nthe liquidjets due to less form drag.

The work here also investigated the effect of condensation on shock reflection. A

method of integrating the kinetic theory of condensation with transient gas dynamics is

presented. The method was applied to the HYLIFE reactor with slab geometry which

revealed a negligibleeffect of condensationdue to the lackof condensing surfacearea.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I. 1 Background and Motivation

Research into Fusion Energy holds the great promise of developing an abundant,

economical, reliable and ecologically sound energy source for the future. One often

compares fusion research to the process of trying to simulate in small scale, the

th¢:'rnonuclearprocesses in our own sun. However, unlike our sua and most other stars

which fuse four hydrogen atoms to produce helium, the reactiol',,which is likely to be used

in commercial applications is that of deuterium (D or 2H) and tritium (T or 3H), heavy

isotopes of hydrogen.

D+T -=-)n+ct+ 17.6MeV (1.1)

Deuterium can be found abundantly in sea water while tritium can be produced from the

absorptionof a neutron by lithium.

6Li+ n (thermal) ---) 4He+ T + 4.78 MeV (1.2)

7Li + n(fast) ---)4He+ T + n- 2.47 MeV (1.3)

Einstein's Law, E = mcz, applies equally to fission and fusion. However, DT fusion,

producing 17.6 MeV from 5 atomic mass units (ainu) yields about 3.5 MeV/amu versus

fission which produces about 200 MeV from about 236 ainu, about 0.85 MeV/amu.

Hence, fusion has a higher efficiency in convening mass into energy than fission. A

similarcomparison can b¢ made for chemical fuels which release energy many ordersof

magnitude smallerthan fission.

For fusion to occur, the positively-charged deuterium and tritium nuclei must be

given sufficient energy to overcome their Coulomb repulsion. This requires heating the

fuel to very high temperatureswhere it becomes a completely ionized plasma, and then

confining it long enough for collisions to ).akeplace. Achieving this goal has typically

taken two paths, one of Magnetic Conffi:ement Fusion (MCF) and one of Inertial

Confinement Fusion (ICF). in the MCFconcept, fusion energy production is relatively
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constant as strong magnedc fields conf'mc the hot plasma and provide a continuous thermal

barrier between the reactor vessel wall and the edge of the plasma. The key technological

issues which must be overcome in MCF are magnetic field stability and strength, radiation

control and heat extraction for commercial use.

The ICF concept makes use of a series of thermonuclear rnicroexplosions. Laser or

ion beam irradiation of small pellets or targets ablates an outer layer and by shock

compression, drive the core D-T reactants to i000 times norm,,ddensity and temperatures

of I06 K, where thermonuclear ignition occurs. For several nanoseconds, the fuel confines

itself due to its own inertia, hence the term inertial confinement. For ICF to work, research

must demonstrate commercially usable driver beams and targets, and long term vessel

survivability under the stress of repetitive microexplosions.

Radiation exposure on stnJctural components in fusion systems is a major concern,

especially in ICF. The DT fusion reacdon releases 17,6 MeV of energy which appears as a

14.1 MeV neutron and 3.5 MeV alpha particle. In ICF, the fusion neutrons travel away

from the micro-explosion and can cause neutron embrittlement if they are allowed to

deposit in the reactor struck. The alpha particles have only very short deposition lengths

and do not travel beyond the micro-explosion's fireball. However, the alpha particles,

along ,vith a small fraction of the neutrons, interact quickly with debris in the fusion micro-

explosionandconvertsomeoftheirenergyintox-',_ysandtransfersometotargetdebris

kineticenergy.BecauseICF isapulsedconcept,thiswillproduceintensepulsesofx-rays

whichareexpectedtoablateanynearbyexposedsurfaces.Roughlytwo-thirds(68%)of

thetotalfusionyieldisexpectedtobeemittedfromthefimbaUasneutronenergy,one.sixth

(16%)asx-rays,andone-sixth(I6%) asdebriskineticenergy.

The High-YieldLithium.lnjectionFusionEnergy(HYLIFE)reactor[Blinket,al.,

1985;Moiret.al.1992]isoneICFconceptwhichmitigatestheradiationexposureproblem

andprovidesapossiblemethodofextractingheatfromthefusionforcommercialpower

production.ResearchforthisdesignisajointeffortsponsoredbytheU.S.Departmentof
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Energy through the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The concept employs lasers

(HYLIFE-I) or heavy ion beams (HYL_-II) to repetitively heat DT fuel pellets injected

into the center of a reactor vessel. The center of the vessel is surrounded by a continuously

falling annular blanket of molten metal or molten salt, which forms a central cavity where

the fusion takes place. The first design concept, HYL_.I [Blink, et al. 1985], utilized

liquid lithium for the blanket material, incorporated laser drivers, used i800 MJ yield

targets and had a 1.5 Hz repetition rate (figure I.l), HYLIFE-II [Moir et al., 1991]

proposes to use a lithium fluoride and beryllium difluoride (Li2BeF4 - "FIibe") molten salt,

350 MJ yield targets, a heavy ion beam driver and a 6 to 8 Hz repetition rate. Lithium is an

essential component in the blanket because it must be used to capture fusion neutrons to

breed tritium fuel, which has only a 12.26 year half-life and is not available in significant

quantity on earth. HYLIFE-II uses Flibe rather than pure lithium to eliminate the lithium

fire hazard. (See Fig. i.2). In this case, breeding is aided by the (n,2n) reactions on

beryllium, a component in Flibe.

The geometry, of the blanket in HYLIFE incorporates a segmented, discrete jet array

which superimposes 0.5 m of molten salt along all lines-of.sight out for neutrons and

xrays, except at the beam ports, which will incorporate other shielding techniques because

the beams require direct line-of-sight to the target. The ,_lanket is segmented to allow the

blast, which is comprised of x.ray ablated blanket material and debris, to vent quickly

through the blanket. The presence of this protective bleatket,although beneficial in terms of

radiation damage to structural components and tritium fuel production, is expected to

generate a new set of hydrodynamic phenomena, each of which requires a detailed

understanding in order to verify the soundness of the concept.

A brief chronology of events following a shot is given in Table 1.1. The sequence

of phenomena in HYLI_ can be separated into three time categories: early, intermediate,

and late, At early times, the first nanoseconds to 50 to 100 microseconds after fusion, x-

raysa.mdepositedinathinlayeroftheexposedliquidsurfacesandtheneutronsdeposited
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deeperand more uniformly in the blanket and debris expandingoutward towardthe

blanket. (Seealsofigure 1.3). Duringthisperiod,theenergydepositionby thex-raysand

neutronsis expectedto initiate thephenomenaof x-ray ablationandneutronisochoric

heating[Chert!992].

Thespectrumofx-raysemittedinICFisapproximatelythatofablackbodyat350

eV. Forthisspectrum,theliquidlithiumwillabsorbthemajorityofthex-rayenergyin

justtensofmicrons,andFlibeinjustseveralmicrons.[Orth1989,Chen1992].Because

thedepositionofmostofthex-rayenergymosdyoccursinsucha smallvolume,the

energyperunitmassissufficienttovaporize,dissociate,andpartiallyionizethethinlayer,

whichsubsequentlyexplodesofftheblanketsurface.Thisscndsa shockintotheliquid

andmaycausespallingofftherearoftheinnerjets.Theablationblow-offalsoimpartsa

smalloutwardmomentumtotheinnerjets.Furthermore,becausethegeomet_/ofthe

blanketisroughlyannular,theinnerexposedsurfaceswillre-directmostoftheablated

massbackintothecentralcavitywhereitwillcollidewiththeoncomingtargetdebris.The

implodedabladonmaterialanddebriswillstagnateandmixinthecentralcavity,aprocess

knownasthermalization.Theablatedmaterialwhichisnotdirectedintothecentralcavity

expandsintothevoidsintheblanket.Thecombinedvapormassin(.hecentralcavity

radiatesatsufficientintensitytoevaporateevenmorevaporofftheinnerjetsurfaces.The

combinedvapormass,orblastmaterial,thenexplodesoutwardandmustventthroughthe

blanket.Thecentral-cavityprocessesareanalyzedbyChenetal.[1992b].

Alsooccurringasanearlytimephenomenonisisochoricheatingoftheblanket(i.e.

heatingatconstantvolume)by neutrons.The neutronsdeposittheirenergymore

uniformlyintheblanket.Althoughtravelingatalowervelocitythanthexrays,theystill

deposittheirenergyinatimetooshortfortheblankettorelaxvolumetrically,Thus,the

blanketsuddenlypossessesapressuremuchgreaterthanthepressureinthesurrounding

void,whichisnearzero.Thepressurerelaxationintheliquidblanketbeginsfromthe

surfaceofeachliquidjetorslabintheformofarelieforrarefactionwavepropagatingin
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toward the center of the jet. As the rarefactionwave moves inward, the liquid it passes

throughacceleratesin theoutwarddirection. Chen [1992]showc,d that for cylindricaljets,

this creates tension in the liquid due to the divergent geometry, and if the neutron

deposition impartssufficientenergydensity to the blanket,the tensionmay b¢greatenough

to cause the disassembly of the blanket in the form of annuli expanding away fromeach

cylindrical jet core. For slabs there is no tension undl the two plane waves meet on the

midplane, Within the f.'u'stseveral microseconds, the disassembly is underway, and may

completely close off the flow channels in several hundredmicroseconds. However, most

of the ablatedmaterialwhichmakes up the blast is expectedto reachthe innerjets at around

50 microseconds[Chertet al. 1992b]and pass fromthe innercavity beyond the t"u'strowof

jets beforetheycompletely close off.

Disassembly is not a uniformprocessbecause the liquid which is closer to (i.¢. has

a shorter stand-off distance away from) the fusion micro-explosion encounters a higher

intensity of neutrons thanliquid situatedfartheraway. The otherjets will disassemble with

lower velocities and the jets or slabs far_er away from the center may not even absorb

enough neutron energy to fracture. The gradient in absorbed neutron energy density

therefore causes the inner liquid to disassemble more violently than the outer liquid.

Momentum is conserved so there is negligible mo.':':,...-,ntumcontribution by the neutrons.

However, a small mass of'liquid is accelerated at high velocity toward the center of ehe

cavity rcsuitingin a net outwardmomentumcontributionto the remainingliquid.

At intermediatetimes, 50 microsecondsto 1millisecond, the majorityof the ablated

material reaches the inner surface of the iets and then vents through. The rebounding

ablated vapor forms blast wave which moves into a lower pressure (probably sub-

atmosphericpressureor vacuum but possibly or likely a higherpressurethan at shottime)

vapor emanating from the liquid at lower eaergy. The less energetic vapor will tend to

expand in all directionsincluding into the vent channels. The approachingblast therefore

encountersan atmospherebetween the jets whichconsists of the smallerfractionof ablated
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material which did not get directedinto the centralcavity. B_ause of the main innercavity

blast material possesses a large portionof the ablation energy, its venting is expected to

occur at an outward velocity which exceeds the sound speed of the atmosphereahead of it.

The atmosphereahead of the blast will thereforeundergocompression by the supersonic

blast and a compressive wave, that is, a shock wave will propagateahead of the blast into

the atmosphere, Within one millisecond, the pri_ blast front impacts the _t sa'uctural

wall (FSW) and delivers an impulse to the wall. In addition, formand viscous drag bythe

blast flowing around the cylinders or slabs contributes moreoutward momentum to the

liquid.

Condensation momentum flux also contributesto the liquidradialmomentum away

from the microexplosion site. Mass transfers occur simultaneously with all other

processes, fromearly to late dines. At early times, x-rayablation, followed by re-radiation

fromthe imploded ablated layer,cause net evaporationof material fromthe innerexposed

surfaces. At intermediatetimes, as the blast vents between the channels in the blanket, the

very hot vapor will encounter much colder liquid surfaces and undergo a rapid energy

exchange with the liquid. At first, the stagnation of the vapor against the cold surfaces

generates high temperaturesand pressuresin the vaporwhich drivesnet condensation into

the liquid. But as the venting progresses and the pressuredrops in the wake of the blast,

:vaporation may occur off of surfaceswhich have been heated by the priorcondensation,

Later,at times greaterthan 1millisecond,mostof the vaporhas passed beyond the blanket

and occupies the void between the blanket and FSW. The chamber vapor must be

condensed priorto the next fusioncycle (667 ms in HYL_-I or 125ms in HYLIFE.II)to

bring the particle density to below 1022for HYLIFE.I or 3 x 1019per m3 for HYLIFE.II

[l_link et al. 1985, Moir 1991]. In the HYLIFE-II concept, a proposed droplet spray

performs this condensation function by providing an adequate amount of cold liquid

surfaces for the vapor to condense on.



1.2 Objectives

The objectivesof the research presented in the followingchapters are to investigate

the gas dynamics phenomenon of shock wave propagation through a gas continuous, two-

phase medium as it applies to the blmflcetgeometry in HYLII_, and then to apply the

knowledge to obt_n estimates of the final wall loads in the reactor. Specifically, the work

focuses on how the shock speed and pressureratiochange upon traversingthe jet array,

what impact this has on the shock loadi_lgon the FSW, and what impact it has on the

momentumexchange with the blanket. ']_e work takes two approaches,experimental and

numerical. The objective of the experiment is to simulate in small scale shock wave

propagationin a jet geometrysimilarto that in the HYLIFEreactor,while the objective of

the numerical work is to develop a computational method which can then be verified by

comparison with theexperimental data. The numericalwork which follows is limitedonly

to gas dynamicseffects and assumes ideal gas behavior. This simplification providesonly

a qulaitative assessment of the real situation in ICF, because, as outlined above, the actual

fusion process is followed by many other simaltaneously occurringphenomena such as

radiation heat transfer, real gas effects, isochoric heating, condensation, and liquid jet

disassembly, all of which will have some affect on the blast venting. However, the

consideration of only ideal gas dynamics with neglect of energy transfer mechanisms like

radiation and condensation providesa conservativeestimate of the FSW pressure loading,

because the adiabatic ideal gas assumption maximizes the energyavailable in the gas to do

,vdv work. Lastly, the combined simultaneous occurrenceof all the phenomena outlined

above requiresactual ignition of a largeyield fusion pellet, which is still beyond the state-

of-the-art.

The specific goals of the experiment are to provide pressure trace data of shocks

propagatingthrough arraysof discrete solid and liquid jets which are similar in geometry

proposedin the HYLIFEreactor. In addition, anothergoal is to providewall loading data

due to the impacts first by the attenuatedshock followed by (in tests using liquid jets) the
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accelerated liquid. The use of both solid and liquid cylinders permits the comparison

between shocks propagating in a rigid geometry versus a deformable geometry. The

experiment uses room-temperature (295K) non-condensable air and helium as the gaseous

medium and therefore prohibits the possibility of mass transfer through condensation or

evaporation,

The numerical investigation portion of the research applies the theories of gas

dynamics to develop a finite difference method for tracking shock waves in complex but

fixed two.dimensional geometries. We chose to implement a finite difference method

known as the Godunov method [Godunov et al., 1961] in combination with an ideal gas

Riemann [i 860] solver [Colella and Glaz, 1985]. One particular task in the development of

the numerical method is the generation of bour_daryconditions which accurately model the

complex geometry found in the HYLIFE reactor blanket, which may consist of plane as

well as curved surfaces. After development of the numerical method, the next goal is to

reproduce the experimental results obtained in the experiment, and then second, to apply

the method to provide an estimate of blast venting consequ,.'nces for various proposed

blanket geometries in the HYLIFE reactor design. It is intended that this research will lay

the groundwork for a method, which will later incorporate models for the simultaneous

interaction of the other phenomena in ICF reactors. In this regard, Chen's work [1992b]

has already introduced radiant energy transportand real gas effects for the centralcavity gas

dynamics. In addition, here, the last chapter of this thesis develops a method for assessing

condensation in shock wave gas dynamics. Both Chen's work and the work on

condensation _e limited to simple geometries. Chen [1992] has performed simple

geometry 2-D (r,z) calculation for real gases, however, currently available computing speed

and cost have limited the complex two-dimensional calculations to ideal gases only.

1.3 Previous Work

One can argue that the concept of ICF has existed as long as thermonuclear devices



have been around, but the actual engineering and design of pulsed ICF reactors has only

gained attention in the late 1970's and '80's [Dolan 1982]. Much of this progress in ICF

reactor design stems from the progress in laser or heavy-ion beam technology which can be

eventually used to drive the fusion. As such, little research exists in the literature on the

investigation of shock wave propagation in gas-continuous, two-phase media for the

coarsely separated flow geometry of an ICF reactor blanket. Most of the previous work

done in predicting blast venting consequences in ICF comes from the HYLIFE-I study.

Glenn [1980] was to f'trst to actually model the lithium vapor blast venting in the

HYLIFE-I reactor (see figure 1.4). His model predicted the divergent and impulsive cross

flow of lithium vapor over a packed columnar array of cylinders. His analysis considered

gas dynamics in a one-dimensional diverging channel in the radial direction of varying

cross section with steady-state drag coefficients for supersonic flow. His work was also

extended to include two-dimensional, radial-axial (r-z) calculations. In addition, he also

included simple diffusive radiation transport and gas/liquid heat transfer models. Glenn's

work provided extensive, and at the time, the best available parametric predictions on wall

loading and liquid impulse for 200 to 4000 MJ yield targets at 1 to 20 Hz repetition rates.

His work produced comparisons of gas-to-liquid impulse and wall loading for varying

cases of adiabatic vapor and non-adiabatic vapor. He also showed that drag due to viscous

skin friction was negligible compared to form or profile drag. However, Glenn recognized

deficiencies in using drag coefficients based on steady state Reynolds as well as Mach

numbers and also modeling of the blanket flow passages as one-dimensional in the radial

direction. His model was incapable of predicting important multi-dimensional effects such

as shock reflection, oblique shocks, and the phenomenon of supersonic flow separation.

Glenn's predictions lacked experimental verification and as such he concluded that any

further analyses should also be accompanied by experimental verification.



Table 1.1 Chronology of Physics Events in HYLIFE-II [Mob" 1991]
Time Realm ........physics event Description .... ,.... .....

-60 x 10"3s Fuel pellet enters 3-m radius chamber at 50 m/s

-15 X 10"9S Driver beams begin contacting the target.

0 x 10"12s Fusion burn begins.

10 x 10"12s Fusion burn ends, having released up to 350 MJ.

2 x 10.9 s X-rays begin vaporizing inner surfaces of inside row of jets at
radius 50 cm

10 x 10.9 S Neutrons (traveling at 5 cm/ns) begin volumetrically heating inner
jets.

20 x 10.9 S Neutron volumetric heating of all jets is complete.

11 x 10-6s Neutron generated isochoric heatin_ tension in inner most row of
jets causes cylindrical fracture to begin.

20-30 x 10.6 s Vaporized and partially dissociated and ionized) jet material reaches
chamber center, thermalizes, radiates to the f'u'st row of jets (causing
a second wave of ablation)

10-30 x 10.6 s Vapor expanding from center of chamber reaches vicinity of jets, re-
thermalizes as it impacts the slower vapor near the jets and beings
two-phase shock propagation through jet structure,

O.1 x 10-3 s Major vapor propagation through jet fragments is well under way,
imparting an outward momentum that adds to outward momentum
created by the gradient in neutron isochoric heating and to the x-ray
ablating momentum.

O.1-0.2 x 10.3 s First vapor blast penetrates jet curtain.

0.3 x 10.3 s Vapor impacts FSW after fragmenting the existing condensation
spray jets and accelerating the small droplets toward the vessel wall.
This impulse stresses the FSW.

1-2 x 103s Uniform vapor pressure established within chamber. Massive
transient condensation is initiated.

2.5 x 10.3 s Uninhibited condensation jet spray begins to enter chamber.

20 x 10.3 s Jet fragments consolidate to form a thick annular two-phase region.

0.065 s Clearing is completed along the path for the next pellet to enter the 3-
m radius chamber at 50 m/s.

O.1 s Enough vapor has condensed to permit another driver pulse.

0.125 s New Flibe jets are established for next chamber pulse (assuming 16
m/s over 2 m). Driver beam path clearing is completed and next
fusion burn begins.

iiiii i i i i ill
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1.4 Brief Review of I.D Gas Dynamics

In the design of the experiment as well as numerical computations, we make a

number of references to shock propagation in shock tubes and the generalized Riemann

shock problem [Riemann 1860]. For example, to design the experiment with sufficient

length and strength, one needs prior knowledge of the range of shock speeds in a gas,

pressure rises across the face of shock waves and the pressures resulting from the impact

of these shocks on a rigid surface. One can obtain quantitative design estimates from

Riemann's analytical solution to the general shock tube problem. Riemann's solution is

also the kernel for the computational scheme. It is instructive at this point to present a basic

review of one-dimensional gas dynamics as it pertains to the shock tube problem.

The generalized shock tube problem begins with the premise that initially, an

interface separates a long tube into two sections, a left and a right side (see figure 1.5).

The gases on each side of the interface possess uniform states (i.e. density, velocity and

pressure) which axe different from each other. In a laboratory shock tube, both left and

right velocities are usually zero, but in the general Riemann problem, the velocities need not

be zero, (i.e. the gases need not be stationary). At time equal to zero, the two gases are

"allowedto interact. Riemann's model assumes that the gas is inviscid and ideal. An ideal

gas is one whose pressure, density and temperature are related by the ideal gas law:

p=pRT (1.4)

where p is the pressure, p the density, R the ideal gas constant (i.e. ratio of universal gas

constant with molecular weight), and T the temperature. The enthalpy is the sum of

internal energy and pressure volume product (h _ e + pv). In differential form it may b¢

realtcd to the temperature by:

dh = cpdT (1.5)

where cp is the isobaric specific heat. Assuming that the specific heat is relatively constant,
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the enthalpy can be rewritten as:

h=c,(r-r,,) (1.6)

where T,,f is a reference temperature. The internal energy, e, of an ideal gas can be given

by an expression similar to the enthalpy:

e=c,(T-T,¢) (1.7)

where c, is the constant volume specific heat. For the ideal gas, the specific heats are

related by the expression:

c,-c,=R (1.8)

A useful constant is the ratio of specifics heats 7given by:

y=_ (1.9)
Cv

The subject of one-dimensional gas dynamics has been extensively developed for

the model of ideal gas with constant specific heats (therefore constant _. The specific heats

of all real gases have significant temperature dependence even when the gases conform

closely to the ideal gas law. The fact that 7is less sensitive to temperature than are Cpand c,

gives justification for the simple theory. Many closed form results are obtainable with this

simplification. They are not exact, but the error is often acceptable for practical application.

Referring back to the shock tube and figure 1.5, Riemann determined that for any

arbitrary combination of initial left and fight states there is a unique solution which must fit

one of four categories. He showed for any possible combination of initial density, velocity

and pressure on either side of the interface, the solution must be one of the following types:

1.) a fight-traveling compression wave (i.e. shock) and left-traveling expansion wave (i.e.

rarefaction), 2.) a left-traveling shock and fight-traveling rarefaction, 3.) left- and right-

traveling rarefactions, or 4.) left- and fight-traveling shocks. (See figure 1.6). Cases 3 and

4 occur when the initially the velocities are non-zero and either away from either at the

interface or toward each other. Case 3 is the problem of two rarefactions colliding and
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reflecting, and case 4 is the case of two shocks colliding and reflecting.

To further clarify Riemann's statement, one can examine the classic ideal shock

tube problem which is a special case of the first type. In this example, a diaphragm divides

two regions initially at rest (i.e. velocity is zero in the lab frame in both gases). The left

stateinitiallyhashigherpressurethantherightstate.Attimeequaltozero,thediaphragm

isremovedandthehigherpressurematerialexpandsintothelowerpressureregion.The

expandinggasl_'omtheleftcompressesthematerialtotherightandsendsaright-traveling

shockwave ahe_._d.At thesame time,a rarefactionwave travelstotheleft,settingthe

higherpressuregasintomotiontowardtheright(figurei.7).The rarefactionisnotan

abruptdiscontinuity,butisafanbecauseittendstospreadforreasonswhichareexplained

insection1,4.3.As longasthehigherpressuregascontinuestoexpand,itwillcontinueto

drivetheshockintothelowerpressuremedium andthusthehigherpressuregasisoften

referredtoasthedrivergas.The lowpressuresideisoftenreferredtoasthedrivenortest

gas.

1.4.1 isentropi¢ and Non-isentrople Processes

Reversible adiabatic processes occur at constant entropy (independent of the EOS)

and are called isentropic. For the isentropic process:

pv r = _ = constant (1.1 O)
pr

where v is the specific volume and 7is given by:

v= L0Xnv.J,=7 g, p

When pv = RT, as in an ideal gas, the product of specific volume to pressure ratio and the

derivative of term:
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p 5_ __ RTLayk v jj = l

and therefore, ?'= cdc_.

Shock waves are an irreversible, adiabatic compression phenomenon. Entropy

increases in accordance with the conservation of mass, momentum and energy across the

plane wave (discontinuity).

1.4.2 Sound Speed

The sound speed is defined as the rate at which infinitesimally small isentropic,

adiabatic compression or expansion waves travel in a gas. Since these waves are sm',_l

their passage does not induce any net motion in the medium they travel through. For any

fluid, the sound speed is defined as [Liepmann and Roshko, 1957]:

"3p .t,_

I

where c is the sound speed and the subscript s implies that the derivative is evaluated for

isentropic conditions. Substituting equation (1.10) into the sound speed and evaluating

results in:

c- . (1,13)

Combining with the ideal gas law gives:

c=(_r) ''2 (1.t4)

1.4.3 Formation of (Finite Amplitude) Shock and Rarefaction Waves

Both shocks and rarefactions can be considered the superposition of many
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infinitesimally small amplitude compressionwaves or expansion waves. In the example

shock tube, the diaphragm removal immediately initiates the propagation of these many

v, aves, the compression waves move downstream while the expansion waves move

upstream. Each wave travels at the sound speed local to its surroundings relative to the

gas. Thus, for the many weak compression waves that form the shock, the lead wave will

always compress and heat, however slightly, the material it traverses, thus leaving behind it

a medium with a higher local sound speed. The compression waves which follow at the

local sound speed, therefore travel at a higher speed than the lead wave. As a result, in a

superposition of many small compression waves, any trailing waves will always overtake

and merge with the lead wave. This process continues until all the compression waves

merge into a single steep shock front, which for most analytical purposes may be

considered a discontinuity (figure 1.8).

Rarefaction waves, for the same reason, will spread as they propagate. The

leading expansion wave travels upstream at the sound speed of the material it moves into.

The material which has been traversed by the lead wave is expanded slightly and cooled so

the local sound speed just behind the lead wave is slower. The passage of successive

expansion waves imparts an ever increasing downstream velocity to the expanded medium.

Therefore each following wave travels at an ever slower sound speed and must also travel

upstream against a downstream flowing gas. A rarefaction wave therefore spreads as it

propagates in a gas (figure 1.9)

1.4.4 The Euler Equation of Gas Dynamics

The conservation of mass in an Eulerian frame for a one-dimensional compressible

flow with no area change [Liepmann and Roshko, 1957], can be expressed by:

O_.pp+_pu)=0, (I,15)
_t _x
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Similarlytheconservationof energy can be writtenas:

p e+ +-_xpu e+ ._xu_=O, (1.16)

wheree is the internalenergy, The Eulerequationis theconservationof momentum foran

inviscid fluid. Here, it is applied to the compressiblemedium:

*u "+Oxaxj '

In both the energy and momentum equations, viscosity and heat conduction are

neglected, All real gases are viscous and heat conducting, but in gas dynamics analysis,

these diffusive terms can often be neglected because they are small compared to inenial or

convective terms [Liepmann and Roshko 1957, pp.305-61. Often the three equations are

expressed in vector form which is convenient for numericalsolution methods presented in

chapter 3. Using a littlealgebraic manipulationyields the expression:

_F(U)
°3U+ -0, (1 18)
0t 0X

where U is the matrix of conserved properties:

U= (p, pu, pE) r, (1.19)

and F(U) is the flux tensor,

F(U)= (pu, p +pu t , puE + up)r. (1.20)

The variabie,E = (e + ue/2) is defined as the sum of internal and kinetic energies within

the gas.

An important gas dynamics concept that will be mentioned repeatedly is the

characteristic. Characteristics represent solution curves in the x.t plane that trace the
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progressof waves in the system, In the gas dynamics to be discussed here, these waves

represent solutions of constant U, which satisfy equation (1,18), To determine these

characteristics,equation (l,18) can be written in non-conservativeform [LeVeque, 1990]

as:

av
o-7+ (1,21)

where

V= ,and A= u (I,22)

pc2

Thequantity'r= lipisthespecificvolume.TheeigenvaluesformatrixA definetheslope

ofthecharacteristicsinx.tspaceandtheircorrespondingeigenvectorsdefinethegas

dynamicsquantitieswhichareconstantalongthecharacteristics.TheeigenvaluesforA are

u.c,u,andu+c wherecisthesoundspeedasdefinedinequation(I.12)[Leveque1991].

Theseindicatethatingasdynamics,thevelocityofthewavestravelateitherthegas

velocityoratthesoundspeedrelativetothegasvelocity.

Thecharacteristicsdefineapathinx.tspacewheresomefunctionalquantities

remainconstant.Theconstantvaluefunctionsarefoundbytakingthedotproductofeach

eigenvectorcorrespondingtoeacheigenvaluewithe,"l,'/_+ ,_dl//_andsettingequalto

zero,where2j,istheeigenvalueandthesubscriptkrepresentseitherthe+ wave(u+c),the

-wave(u.c)orthe0 wave(u).ColellaandGlaz[1985]givetheconstantvaluefunctions

as:

--_dp=O, 2_= u (1.23)
ap

pcdu + dp =O. _ =u+c (1.24)
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pcdu-dp = O, /I.,,,u.c (1,25)

1.4,SShock Waves • theRanklne,HugonlotEquations

Onecanconsidertheproblemofalongtubewithaconstantcross-sectionwithin

whichpropagatesa shockdiscontinuity(figure1.7),The shockmoves intothe

undisturbedmediumaheadofitwithsomeshockspeeds andindoingsocompresses,

heatsandacceleratesthegastosomevelocityUp,Theuseofadiscontinuitytorepresent

theshockfrontisagoodassumptionasshocksfrontstendtohavethicknessesofonly

severalmolecularmeanfreepathsthick.[Zel'dovichandRazier1966,pp,73,244].The

considerationoftheshockasadiscontinuityhoweverexcludestheapplicationofEuler's

equationsindifferentialform,Instead,onemustapplythe"jump"relationshipswhich

representconservationofmass,momentum a_denergyacrossasuddenfinitejump in

states,

The firststepinapplyingtheconservationrelationsistoperforma changeof

referenceframesfromthatofafixedobserverinthelaboratoryframetoonemovingwith

theshockfront(figure1.10).Inthemovingframeofreference,gasappearstobeentering

andleavingtheshockfrontatspeeds:
I

uI = uI- s (1.26)

I

u2= u:)-s (1,27)

respectively.Forgasinitiallyatrest,ul= 0 andsou;=-s,the shockspeed.

Thenfora constantcrosssectionshocktube,onecanwritetheconservationofmass,

momentuma_denergyrespectively:
I

Plul= P2U; (1.28)
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tsUIIPt+PtU_2= P=+ t..: 2 (1,29)

2 2

whereh/and h: axeenteringandexitingenthalpiesof thegas,whichforanidealgaswith

constantspecificheatscanb¢expressed:

_=,-_=c,(r,- r=)

=(_-__/IR(T,-re) (i.3l)

Substitutingthisexpressionforenthalpyintoequation(1,31) yields:

Y- l)Pt 2 p_ 2

Thegoalofthisanalysisistoproduceasetofgoverningrelationsbetweenthe

initialundisturbedgaspropertiesandtheshockedgas,Theserelationships_cludetheratio

ofpressures,densitiesandvelocitiesacrosstheshockfront.To obtainthepressureratio

acrosstheshockfront,thefirststepistoapplytheconservationofmassand,nomentum

fromequations(I.28and1.29)toeliminateu/andu:fromtheenergyequation.

p_u;=plu;--+.,=
(1,33)

UI = p:

p,+p,u;z=p_+p2u;_

" _ +&u;'=P_lu,,
"*ut = p: p: p_ i (1.34)

-+.;,==_
o:t'- j
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applyingto theenergyequationgives:

p, 2 _,:,p,-p,; _y-_jp, 2_p,Ap,-p,)

A Littlealgebraicmanipulationyields:

One can substitutethe identity:

(y+ 1)+ (y- i)
= ..... = + ] (1.37)

intoequation(1.36)_d obtaintheexpression:

,-laY l
&= ....._P_A _+ // (l,3s)

One can re-write this equation in termsof the ratioof densitiesor velocity to obta_',

_+_
g_n._.`!--`p'--= _ (I,39a,b)

_,r+l)p,

Equations(1.38)and(1.39)we knownastheRaJddne-HugoniotEquations.[Ra.nkine

1870, Hugoniot !887],

Shock strength, meaning the pressure ratio across a shock, can be expressed as a

function of Mach number and 7,. Since 7'is assumed constant, the shock strength varies

only with Mach number for a given gas. The Mach number of a shock moving into a gas

initiallyat rest is def'medas:
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Ct ¢t

whereu_ is shockspeedandc_the localsoundspeedMeadof theshock. NotethatM

dependsonthecoordinatesystem,M isgreaterthan1enteringtheplaneof theshockand

M is lessthanoneleaving,Themomentumequation(1.29)canberewrittenas:

The sound speed in the undisturbedmedium of region 1 is given by equadon (1,13):

G= , (1,42)

Hence, one can re-writeMt as:

('/"Mt = ul _ . (1.43)

The equation for Math number (1,43) and density ratio (1,39a) can be substituted into

(1,41) and (1,39b) to obtain the familiar equations for pressure ratioand density ratios

acrossa shockas a functionof Math number:

_1.= 2 _/_a_-_ff 7 l), (1,44)
p_ ),+1

& (r. t)M
p,= i)M,'-+2' ( 45)

1.4.6 Rarefaction Waves. Riemann lnvarlants

As explained above, a r_efacdon wave reversiblyand adiabatically expands gas

and is thus an isentropicexpansion. This is _ approximationwhose validity is basedon

empirical observation, Riemann showed mathematically that for an isentropicwave of

finiteamplitude,theapplicationofEuler_sequationstoapacketofmassundergoingan
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isentropicchangeof statewouldyield two quantitieswhich wouldremainconstantthrough

out theprocess.Theseconstantsare knownasRiemanninvaziams. Forsmall variations

in pressurein anisentropicchangeof state,_demannshowedthat the pat'ticlevelocity of

the flow changeslocallyaccordingto:

du= ±c(d_pl (1,46)

He obtained(1.46)by firstdefiningthecondensationY inducedina smallamplitude

compressionaccording:

p = p,(l + _) (1,47)

where._issome functionF = F(x.c_t),andthenlineatizlngthesoundspeedaccordingto

theTaylorseriesexpansion:

The state denoted by the subscript l represents the gas state initially at rest. By replacing

the pressure gradient term in ELder'smomentum equation with:

 ,apAax)=a2 , c149)

Riemm'mderivedtheacousticequations:

+ =o  l.so)
/)x '

Riemanncross-differentiated (1.50) and(1.51) and solvedfor dx/dt - el. Combining this

result with (1.47) and (1.51) yields (1,46). Liepmann and Roshko [1957, pp, 65.75]

provide a more in-depth derivation,

In equation (1,46), the sound speed c is taken locally, and by substituting the

isentropic relationships (equation 1.10) into the relationship for sound speed, one then
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obtains:

(]- P ,,(_,-I)/2

¢'-¢1_y_ " (1.52)

where c_ is the sound speed in the initial unexpanded material. For a packet of gas, initially

at rest, which under goes an isentropic change of state, the total change in velocity of the

panicle will then be the integration of du from the beginning to final state. This can be

expressed:

_ -_--7_/ Lk)-_-l) - 1=+ (c-c,). (1.53)

Equation (1.48)implies that:

2 2
u+_c = _c_, (1.54)

7-1 7-1

and since c_ is a constant, the quantity u+2c/(7-1) is invariant in undergoing an

isentropic change of state. The dual sign indicates the possibility that the passage of the

rarefaction wave can set gas into motion with either positive or negative direction. What

the Riemann Invariants represent physically, are in essence conservation of momentum

held in the form of directed kinetic energy (represented by the velocity u) and internal

energy (represented by the sound speed or pressure and temperature). As gas becomes

more rarefied, its directed velocity increases but its sound speed decreases (i.e. pressure

and temperature decrease). The conversion of directed energy into more random internal

energy is observed to alter the sound speed in the medium by a ratio of 2 / (7- 1).

1.4.7 Analytical Solut'_on to Classic Shock Tube Problem

From our original definition of the classic shock tube problem, the tube is initially

separated into two uniform regions at rest, the left side having higher density and pressure

than the right. (See figure 1.7). When one removes the diaphragm, a shock propagates to
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the right and a rarefaction to the left. The undisturbed gas to the right of the shock is

denoted region 1. The region immediately to the left is the region of gas which has been

compressed and accelerated by the traversing shock. This region is denoted region 2. A

moving interface separates the shocked gas from the expanding gas and is known as the

contact surface. Because the gas is assumed inviscid, diffusion is not permitted across the

shock interface. By definition, the pressure and velocity on either side of the contact

surface must be the same because no gas flows across the interface. The expanded driver

gas just to the left of the interface is denoted region 3. Gas in region 3 achieves its state

upon isentropic expansion through the rarefaction fan. The head of the rarefaction fan

moves into the undisturbed high pressure gas which is denoted region 4.

The combination of Riemann invariants and the Rankine-Hugoniot equations

permits one to solve analytically for the emerging shock and rarefaction waves as a function

of diaphragm pressure ratio (P4/Pl). Between regions 1 and 2, the pressure ratio across

the shock is given as a function of Mach number by equation (1.44):

P...2.2= 27_M_ -(7_ - 1),
Pl 7_+ 1

The equation written here includes a subscript for the isentropic constant y. In this

notation, ),is assumed to be constant on both sides of the shock, but may vary across the

contact surface, whose purpose will become apparent further on.

The absolute velocity of material just behind the shock is given by equations (1.27)

and (1.44) as:

P

=s-u =u,-u

(?'-llP2 + I
,kY+l)Pt

=u;- u, y_ [ & , (1.55)
"I"

_'+1 p_
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The Riemann invariant applied to the expansion of region 4 gas to region 3 states

that:

2 2

u, +-_--]_/ c, =u, +'__/c_. (1.56)

Since the gas in region 4 is initially at rest, u4 = 0. Hence, solving equation (1.56) for

sound speed c3 gives:

c_ = c_ - _'_- 12 uj. (1.57)

From the isentropic relation p / pr= constant and the definition of sound speed, one can

arrive at the expression:

P, (_1 r'-'-- = (1.58)
P3 \Cj)

Combining equations (1.50), (1.51), and (1.52) with the fact that velocity and pressure are

equal across the contact surface (i.e. u2 = u3, P2 = P3) yields the dependence of shock

strength on the original diaphragm pressure ratio.

P..d._=2"/,M:-('/,-1)[IPt _'+ I ?'l + 1 \ c_ A. M l )J . (1.59)

Equation (1.56) determines a limit on the highest Mach number shock which can be

achieved in a shock tube. In the limit that P4 / Ps ''} **, then:

1 ?,_-1 ct Mr- ----}0. (1.60)
)'1+ l k c, )\

For Mach numbers much larger than unity, the inverse Mach number is small, and so the

maximum Mach number approaches:

M _ y,+l(c_.._]. (1.61)
7'4-11,,ci)

From thisexpression,oneobservesthatthestrongestorhighestMach numbershocksare

achievedusingadrivergaswhicheitherhasalow specificheatratioand/orahighsound
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speed. Monatomicgases have the highest specific heat ratiowhile multi-atomicgases have

progressively lowerspecific heat ratio. Also, the sound speed is inverselyproportionalto

the squareroot of the molecular weight. Hence, a light gas like hydrogen or helium is

preferredas a drivergas, while nitrogen, air, or heavy noble gases areused for the test gas.

The sound speed is also proportional to the square rootof the temperature in the gas, so

anothermethod of improving shock strength is to heat the drivergas.
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Figure 1.1. HYLIFE-I Reactor Chamber
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2dr
+ dc

Jdv

$

Figure 1.8 Shock front formation. The formation of a shock front in a shock tube due
to expandingdriver gas is analogous to a,ccelerating a piston in a tube sheet. As the
piston accelerates to its final vel,octtyv, tt sends inf'mitesmalcompression waves ahead
at ever higher velocities, which m turnpropagatein a medium with ever higher sound
speed c. Finally, all the small compression waves must ovep.e.keand merge at the
front. [Backer 19221.
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Figure 1.9 Rarefactionwave formation, The formationof a rarefactionwave which
Opagatesintoa gasisanalogousto withdrawingapistonin a tubeshaft.As the

ist'on"accelerates'toitsfinalvelocityv, it sendsinfinitesmalexpansionwavesback
to.thegas.The gashowever,travelsateverhigherdownstreamvelocities,andthe

traihngexpansion_vavesmustin turnpropagatein a mediumwitheverslowersound
speed c, The result is that a rarefaction spreadsas in propagates.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND APPARATUS

2.1 Introduction

To study shock attenuation in jet arrays with geometry similar to that found in the

actual HYLIFE ICF design, the experimental apparatus named the Liquid Jet Array

Shock Tube (LJAST) was built. The experiment provides quantitative shock attenuation

data which will be compared to the numerical predictions (chapter 4) to partially validate

the computational method for predicting the gas dynamics in HYLIFE (chapter 3).

Because only a fusion detonation can cause x-ray ablation and neutron isochoric heating,

simulating these processes was impractical and not attempted. This chapter has two main

pans. Because the design of the experiment considered a number of geometric and

hydrodynamic parameters expected to exist during the HYLIFE tlast venting, the f'trst

part discusses methodology for performing scoping calculations in the HYLIFE reactor.

The second part discusses the design of the experiment.

2.1.1 HYLIFE Geometric and Hydrodynamic Parameters

Both the HYLIFE-I and the early HYLIFE-II designs incorporate cylindrical jets

fortheblanketgeometry.The laterHYLIFE-U designincorporatesslabjets.Because

thedesignand constructionoftheLJAST experimentbeganpriortothedecisiontouse

theslabgeometryintheHYLIFE-IIdesign,thejetgeometryfortheexperimentwas

basedonlyon thecylindricalgeometrycases.Both theHYLIFE-I and-IIcylinder

blanketsconsistofa 50% packingfractionofliquidjetsatthemidplane.InHYLIFE-I,

thejetsarc20 cm indiameter.InHYLIFE-II,thejetsaxe5 cm indiameter.By

inspection,ahcxagonaUy-packedgeometryprovidesthegreatestpackingfractionforany

pitch-to-diameterratio.Table2.1providesalistingoftheHYLIFE-Iand-IIparameters.
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Table 2.1 HYL_-I and -II Geometric and Hydrodynamic Parameters [Molt 1991]

HYLIFE-I HYLIFE-2 (cylin.)

Vessel Radius 5 m 3 m

Inner Cavity Height 6 m 2 m

Pellet Yield 1800 MJ 350 lVIJ

Blanket Liquid Lithium Flibe (LiaBeF4)

Packing Fraction 50% 50%

Jet Diameter 20 cm 5 cm

Repetition Rate 1.5 Hz 8.1 I-Iz

Operating Temperature 770 K 923 K

Blanket Inner Radius 0.5 m 0.5 m

Blanket Outer Radius 2.1 m 1.5 m

As discussed previously, prior to the fusion pellet injection, the pressure within

the vessel must be less than 1 Pa to allow for laser beam propagation or 0.01 Pa for heavy

ion beam propagation. Shortly after the fusion, the x-ray ablated material will blow off

the inner surfaces of the jets. In the original HYLIFE-I study [Blink, et al., 1985], there

was the belief that all the ablated material would implode on the central cavity where it

thermalizes and then re-explodes as a blast. Blast venting was assumed to occur into a

relative vacuum. This over-estimates the mass and energy in the blast because, while

most of the material will be directed toward the centra_lcavity, a smaller fraction will

remain which expands and fills the void among the jets. Figure 2.1 shows an

approximate schematic of the inner cavity geometry and the surfaces which will be

ablated. The determination of the fraction of mass directed toward the central cavity used

the numerical method to be described in chapter 3. Figure 2.2 shows the geometry used

for the calculation. Assuming symmetry and neglecting the curvature in the jet

positioning simplified the computational grid to 75 nodes by 26 nodes. Based on data
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from Chen [1992], a fluence of 9.2 MJ/m2 was assumed to be entirely deposited in 15

micron thick layer of Flibe on the flu'st row cylinders, and a fluence of 7.6 MJ/m2 was

assumed to be entirely deposited in 12.3 micron thick layer on part of the second row

(figure 2.1). The FIibe vapor generated in the ablation process was assumed to be an

ideal gas. An interface (figure 2.2) divides the inner cavity from the jet array region. By

tracking the mass flux across this interface, the numerical method is able to determine the

mass fraction ejected into the central cavity. Figure 2.3 shows the percentage of mass

into the central cavity. The calculation predicts that 84% of the ablation mass is directed

into the central cavity and 16% remains in the jet array region.

Table 2.2 Properties of Lithium and Flibe Liquid [Chen, 1992]

Lith!um (.770 K) ......... Flibe (923 K)

Liquid Density 485 kg/m 3 1992 kg/m 3

Specific Heat Ratio 1.67 1.2

X-ray Attenuation Coeff. 1.8 x 105 m"l (~1 keV) 9.9 x 106 m"1(~1 keV)

X-ray Mean Free Path 41.5 X 10-6m 1,14 X 10-6m

Heat Capacity 4200 J/kg-C 2350 J/kg-C

Heat of Vaporization 1.96 x 107 J/kg 7.91 x 106J/kg

Sound Speed 4500 m/s 3200 m/s

Molecular Weight 6.92 g/mole 33 g/mole ....

If one assumes that the mass not ejected into the central cavity carries a

proportional amount of energy which is then uniformly distributed among the jets then

the average pressure of the ablated vapor if expanded to fill the void in the jet array

would be given approximately by the ideal gas law in energy form as:

E(7-1)
p = (2.1)

V
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where g is the internal energy in the ablated vapor, V the void volume between the jets,

and 7the specific heat ratio One can derive equadon (2.1) from equation (1.4) and

applying equations (1.7) through (1.9). For the HYLIFE-I and -If parameters, if one

assumes that approximately 16% of the x-ray energy (x-ray energy comprises ~ 16% of

the total yield) is allowed to remain among the jets, and the volume is assumed to be the

void among the jets, then from the values in Table 2.1, the pressures would be on the

order of:

P = (1800x 106J)(16%)(16%)(1.67 -1) = 7.9x lOJPa
zt(2.12-0.52 m_)(6m)( 1.-.5 p. f .)

for HYLIFE-I and

p = (350x106J)(16%)(16%)(1.2-1) =2.9xlOJPa
7r(1.5_-0.5 _m2)(2m)(1.-.S p.f ,)

for HYLIFE-II. The assumption of adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas neglects

immediate condensation on cold jets and radiative losses which would lower the density,

internal energy and pressure in the ambient vapor. Also, the assumption of the ablated

mass carrying with it a proportional amount of energy neglects the non-uniformity of the

x-ray energy deposition which may direct more energetic vapor into the central cavity

and keep less energetic vapor among the jet void. Hence, the calculated pressures

represent an upper bound.

One can obtain a lower bounding estimate of the pressure based on an assumption

of an ideal gas at the liquid saturation temperature. This assumes that the mass which is

not ejected into the central cavity expands to f'dl the void among the jets but in doing so

its temperature is lowered to approximately the liquid surface temperature, Tt,. The

calculation requires some estimate of TL,and the mass ablated. There is a question as to

what the liquid surface temperature is following ablation. Tt, will depend on position and

time, especially whether the surface was ablated or not. Unablated surfaces, which make
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up the majority of the surfaces in the jets will have a temperature which is Tt.,, the

original liquid temperature, plus some AT due to neutron heating. By inspection,

assuming AT is zero, i.e. Tt, is equal to T_ yields the lowest pressure for bounding

estimate.

Estimating the amount of mass ablated requires knowledge of _t¢ thickness of the

x-ray ablated layer. Assuming that a mono-directional x-ray attenuation relationship

governs the x-ray deposition, then the fluence is given by [Chen, 1992]:

l(x) = Io exp(-.F,x) (2.2)

where i(x) is the photon energy fluence in (J/m 2) as a function of penetration distance into

a material, Io the surface photon energy fluence, and 22the total macroscopic photon

attenuation cross-section (m'_). The local energy density due to the x-ray deposition is

then just the gradient of the fluence divided by the material density, or:

1 d [loexp(_,_x)]= 2?
i(x)= _ _ -_-/oexp(-Zx). (2.3)

Equation (2.3) provides a method of determining the penetration depth at which

vaporization of material will begin. Two significant depths now become important. The

fir'st, $1, is the penetration depth to which the energy deposition is equal to or exceeds the

required cohesive energy (i.e. the heat of vaporization plus sensible heat) needed to

completely vaporize the liquid, and the second, 82 is the depth to which the energy just

exceeds that of saturated liquid. Both 81 and 82 are dependent on the saturation

conditions which are pressure dependent. Moreover, the pressure itself will be a function

of time and position. The pressure rise caused by x-ray heating takes the first several

microns of the liquid to beyond the supercritical pressure. However, once the ablated

material blows off, the pressure in the wake drops to approximately the order of 1

atmosphere [Chert 1992]. The blowoff of ablated material is assumed to be controlled by
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the lower pressure, and therefore, the heat of vaporization for these calculations is

assumed to correspond to I atmosphere pressure. At this pressure, the heat of

vaporization will not vary much from the values given in Table 2.2, which permits their

use for the calculation. A smaller mass evaporated and cooled to T_=will result in a lower

bounding pressure. Hence, for conservatism, only the mass of the fully vaporized layer

(81) is considered. From properties in Table 2.2, the thickness 8j as given by equation

(2.3) is:

i(81) = hfg = -_-Io exp(-,_81). (2.4)

where his is the heat of vaporization. The fluence, Io, is given by the x-ray fraction of the

yield divided the surface area for a sphere at the inner blanket radius. Solving for d_l

gives:

8#(HYLIFE - I) - 41#rn.

81(HYLIFE - II) = 7.1#rn.

Then an order of magnitude approximation of the mass is just the product of the thickness

and the projected surface area for a sphere. This gives:

4xR2oP81_, 0.062ke (HYLIFE- I)

_,0.045 kg (HYLIFE- II)'

Assuming that 16%of the mass expands and cools to near saturation temperature gives a

lower bound estimate on the ambient pressure inside the jet array void which the blast

will encounter. From the ideal gas law,

nRT .. ¢16%mass 1(8 3144 Pa - m' _¢TP=-"?- t,,t ' K
,, 234 I:'a (HYLIFE - #)

.. 266 Pa (HYLIFE - H)
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Hence the pressure that the blast will encounter inside the jet array will be equal to or

greater than the order of 2 × 102 Pa or approximately 2 torr (mm Hg) and may be as high

as several atmospheres to I0 atmospheres, It is important to note here that the estimates

for bounding vapor pressure in the ambient volume around the jet array are single values

for pressure. In fact, the actual pressure will be a function of space and time.

2.1.2 HYLIFE Shock Strength and Pressure Ratio

One of the most important factors in estimating the shock strength and the

propagation time of a shock through a medium is the Mach number, defined in equation

(1,35) as ratio of shock wave speed to the sound speed of medium the wave is moving

into. For large pressure ratios which are expected in the ICF environment, one can use

equation (i.56) to obtain an estimate of the maximum Mach number. Strictly speaking,

equadon (1.56) applies only to the 1-D plane flow case of initially quiescent vapor on

either side of a diaphragm (i.e. a shock tube). However, by assuming that the thermalized

vapor in the inner cavity represents the high pressure driver gas and the ambient vapor

which fills the void between the jets in the blanket represents the test gas, equation (1.56)

can be the applied as a method of scaling the shock strength in ICF.

One obtains the pressure ratio between the vapor inside the central cavity and the

ambient atmosphere around the blanket by the applying equation (2.1) to the central

cavity and then dividing by the expected pressures in the ambient atmosphere.

P, (1800MJ)[16%+.8(16%)](1.67-1)
-- rc(.5_m)i6m) ..... =7,4xlO_Pa (HYLIFE-I)

=(350MJ)[16%+.8(16%)](1.2-1) = 1.3x 10_Pa (HYLIFE-II)
tc(.5_m)(2m)

Using the higher of pressures computed in section 2.1.1 yields pressure ratios of:
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_.=7.4 x 107 Pa _
1,0×10pa- 74<m'UFE-I)
1.3 x 107 Pa

= ....... = 36 (HYLIFE - ll)
3,6 x 10J Pa

From equation (1,15), one can express the sound speed ratio cl/c4 in equation

(1,51) as the ratio of temperatures to the one-half power, Assuming the constant volume

specific heat remains constant, then the ratio of temperature scales as the ratio of gas

internalenergies.Of coursethisassumptionisquitecrude sincevaporization,

dissociationand ionizationallareinvolvedfortheFlibeablation.From thegeometric

argumentinsection2.1.1,theratioof innercavityenergytothatintheambient

atmospherearoundtheblanketisgivenby:

c4 _ T4
(2.5)

2(lO% Ey_ta-u_s)............ - ..... =0.33m

16% Ey_hj-,_ij ) + O.8(16% Eyi#ld_ways)

which applies for both the I-IYLIFE-I and -II since each is assumed to share the similar

geometries. Inserting the sound speed ratio and the pressure ratios into equation (1.56)

and solving for Mach number gives:

M = 5.0 (HYLIFE-I)

= 5.0 (HYLIFE- I1)

These Mach numbers assume relatively high pressure and sound speed in the ambient

atmosphere which surrounds the blanket. By inspection, if the amount of energy which

the mass carries varies such that the partitioning of the total vapor energy favors more

deposition in the central cavity, then the Mach number will be higher.
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2.2 Experimental Apparatus

Figure 2.4 provides a general overview of the experimental apparatus. The main

components are the shock tube, diaphragm assembly, pressure vessel, test section, liquid

deliverysystem,andinstrumentation.The systemisdesignedtobepressurizedonthe

shocktubesideto6.9MPa (1000psi)andevacuatedinthelowpressuresidetoIPa(10"2

torr).A systemofdiaphragmsseparatesthetworegionsundlthetimeoftheburst.The

pressurevesselhouses the testsectionwhose sidesare constructedof a clear

polycarbonatematerialand instrumentedwithfastresponsepiezo-electricpressure

transducerslocatedon thetestsectionsidesand theend of thevesselwall,Data

acquisitionisdonebyaPC withadigitaloscilloscopeboard.The vesselhasfourround

glassportsforvisualobservationandilluminationofthetestsccdon.

ShockTube

The goaloftheshocktubeistoproducestrongshocksfollowedby a sustained

periodofrelativelysteadysupersonicflow.Basedonconsiderationsinsection2.l,the

designconsidersa rangeofMach numbersfromI toS. Forsimplicity,thedesigndoes

notutilizegasheating,combustionordetonation,andthetubeislongenoughsothatthe

shock which is initially sent into the test section, has ample time to interact with the jet

arraybeforeany pressurewavesduetoeffectsfromtheoppositeendoftheshocktube

propagateintothetestsection.Heliumandairserveasthedrivergas,butheliumintoair

ispreferredbecauseitprovidesa higherMach number forthesame pressurerado,

acco_g toequation(i.56).Thedriverandtestgasesareallowedtoequilibratetoroom

temperaturebeforetheshockisinitiated.The maximum operatingpressureonthehigh

pressuresideissetat6.9MPa (1000psi).

The shocktubesectionismade from4 inchIronPipeSize(IPS),9.3cm (3.66")
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innerdiameterschedule40 carbonsteelpipe.A schedule40,carbonsteelcapisbutt

weldedontoone end. A standardschedule40 flange,approximately28 cm (If")in

outsidediameterwitha 4 inchIPSinsidediameter,isbuttweldedtotheotherend.The

shocktube'slengthis122cm (48")anddeterminedby theflowduration.Inanyshock

tube,theregionbetweenthedownstreamheadingshockfrontand contactsurfaceis

relatively constant until the originally, upstream heading rarefaction reaches the end cap

of the shocktube, reflects and catches up downstream with the contact surface. Once the

reflected rarefactioncatchesup with the contactsurface, the pressure andvelocity inthe

region between the shock front and the contact surfacewill becomenon-uniform. To

insure that the primary flow behind the shock front maintains its uniformity when it

interacts with the jet array,the shock tube length must be made sufficiently long to delay

the reflected rarefaction. Re rarefaction travels at the sound speed in the local medium

while the shocktravels at the Mach number multiple of the soundspeed in the local

medium, Equation(2.6) definesa conservativecriteria for the shocktubelength;the time

for the rarefactionto travel the lengthof the shocktubeis greaterthan twice the time for

the shocktubeto traversethe distanceto the endof the testsecdon,i.e.

flow time in shock tube Z t._¢ length _. 2 test length (2,6)
c4 M/c/

For this relationship to hold for weak shocks, (i,e, M = 1) and when the species driver and

testgas are thesame(i.e,c4 = cz), the tube lengthrelationshipbecomes:

c
tubelength Z 2 .'..:_-test length = 2xtest length (2,7)

M IC I

To reach its maximum speed and form a planar front, a shock wave must travel

some distance downstream which varies with the diaphragm opening time, Mach number,

and sound speed [Gaydon and Hurle 1963]. Therefore, to produce a planar shock close to

the maximum possible speed for the given diaphragm ratio, the length of the tube leading
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to the test section must provide this formation distance. With no real method of

accuratelymeasuring the LIAST diaphragmopening times, the length for the test secdon

tube relies on the experimental data of White [1958]. Extrapolation of White's data

indicates that the formationdistance for a 9 cm diameter tube, is less than 30 cm (i foot),

Hence, the LJASTexperiment includes a 30 cm sectionof pipejust downstreamfromthe

diaphragm. For a test section which is atso 30 cm in the length, the conservativecriterion

_ven in equation (2.6) a shock tube length of 1.2 m.

As mentionedabove,theshocktubehastwo ends. Oneendis cappedand the

otherhasa flange. The flangedendisdesignedaspanof thediaphragmassembly,and

its surfacemustsealagainstpressure,Therefore,theflange'sfaceis machinedwith a

12.7cm (5,5")diameterx 0.3175cm (0,125") deepsquareO-ring groove. When the

shockis released,thediaphragmpetalsopenanda shockwill traveldownstream,The

shock,however,may reflectbackupstreambeforethe rarefactionreflectsbackfromthe

buttcap. This may generatea blowbackstrongenoughto blowthe diaphragmpetals

from a downstreampointingpositionto an upstreampointingposition.To _dlowfor

stress relief during possible blow back, the inner lip on the flange is given a radial

curvature of 0.48 cm (3116"), Finally, to allow for a connection to a high pressure gas

supply, the end cap is machined with a pipe threadedhole and fitted with a Swagelokm

connector (figure 2,5). The shock tube has been hydrostatically tested for 30 minutes

with waterpumped to 34 MPa (5000 psi). This providesa known safetyfactorof at least

5 times the designed maximumoperatingpressureof 6.9 _-tPa(1000 psi).

Diaphrarn_Assembly

The diaphragm assembly (figure 2.6) is designed to operate with either one

diaphragm or two diaphragms. The assembly consists of two bun.welded, schedule40,

4 "IPSflangesandathird,equivalent-sizedsolidblindflangewhichhashaditsinside
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machinedoutto 4" IPS. Oneeachof thetwoschedule40,4" IPSflangesisweldedonto

either theendof the shock tubeor the end of the pipe leadingto the vessel. The flangeon

theshocktubeisalignedfacingtheflangeonthevessel.Thethird,orintermediateflange

restsbetweenthetwo. By inspection,thethirdflangeprovidesan intermediate,

pressurizablevolumewhentwodiaphragmsaresandwichedaroundit.Thethirdflange

alsohasmachinedpipethreadholeleadingfromtheedgeintotheintermediatevolume.

TheholeisfittedwithanotherSwagelokfittingwithtubingconnectionsthatallowfor

pressurizationanddepressurizationcontroloftheintermediatevolume.

When onlyone diaphragmisused,themechanismforburstingthesingle

diaphragmisasimple,rapidoverpressurebroughtonbydrivergasaddition.Thesingle

diaphragmisusuallyplacedbetweentheflangesclosesttothevessel.Eachdiaphragmis

machinedwitha uniform-depth,X.shapedgroove(figure2.6).At thegrooves,the

materialisthinner,andtherefore,underpressure,thediaphragmismostlikelytofail

alongthesegrooves,resultinginfourrelativelyuniformpetals(figure2.7).Thevesselis

evacuatedandthentheshocktubeisslowlypressurizeduntilthediaphragmiswithin

10% ofthepredictedburstpressure.Drivergasinthensuddenlyaddedtotheshocktube

untilthepressureburststhediaphragm.Theadvantageofthesinglediaphragmoperation

isthattheburstwillalwaysbeassuredbecausethediaphragmwilleventuallyfailifthe

pressurecontinuestoincrease,However,thedisadvantagesarethatthetimingand

pressureatwhichthediaphragmultimatelybreakswiLldependontheconsistencyinthe

diaphragmmanufacturing.

Usingtwodiaphragmsinsteadofone,canimprovethetimingandtheburst

pressure'suniformity.Thefirstdiaphragmisinsertedbetweentheshocktubeflangeand

the intermediateflange,andthe seconddiaphragmis insertedbetweenthe intermediate

flange and the flange on the vessel, With two diaphragms in place, an intermediate

volume is formed inside the diaphragmassembly. This intermediatevolume is kept filled
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toapproximatelyhalfthepressureinthedriversection.By inspecdon,thisconfiguration

causesthetotalpressuredifferentialtobesharedequallybetweenthetwodiaphragms,

andpermitsthedriverpressuretobeincreasedtotwicethesinglediaphragmpressure.

Becauseneitherdiaphragmisabletoholdbackthedriverpressurebyitself,ashockcan

beinst_tlygeneratedby a rapiddepressurizationoftheintermediatevolumewhich

placestheent_'edifferentialacrossthet'trstdiaphragm.To depressurizetheintermediate

volume,asolenoidvalve_V2) isconnectedtotheintermediateflange,whichopensand

relievesthepressureintoanaccumulatorreservoir(figure2.6).Thedifferentialbetween

thedriverandvesselpressuresneednotbefixedattwicetheburstlimitofa single

diaphragm.Aslongasthetotaldifferentialbetweendriverandvesselpressuresisgreater

thantheabilityofeithersinglediaphragmtowithstand,thenthedouble-diaphragm

configurationworks.However,caremustbe takentomaintainthemanufacturing

tolerancestoassurebreakageofthediaphragmsatauniformandknownpressure.

The threeflangesareclampedtogetherby meansofeight,2.86cm (I.125")

diameterthreadedstudsandnuts.Alignmentofflangesanddiaphragmsisbymeansof

guidepinsprotrudingfromthedownstream-sideflangefaceswhicharealsousedas

diaphragmretainerpins(figure2.6).The upstream-sideflangefaceshaveprecisely

alignedholeswhichacceptthepins.Thediaphragmsthemselvesaremadefromeitherof

twomaterials,Low pressurerunsupto60psiusea0.13mm (0,005")thickmylarplastic

sheet.Higherpressurerunsuse0,020"to0.050"thick6061-T6aluminumsheet.To

facilitateproperpetalling,themylardiaphragmsarehand-scribedwitharazorinacross

patternand thealuminummachinedwiththesamepatternusinga 0.8mm (I/32")

diametermillbit.Thehand-scribingofthemylarisnotsufficientlyconsistenttoproduce

auniformandpredictableburstpressure,andsothemylarcanonlybeusedsingly,Most

ofthealuminumdiaphragmsaremadefrom0.813mm (0.032")thick6061-T6aluminum

sheet.Themachiningprocessworkhardensthemetalnearthegroovewhichmay cause
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non-unifo_ petaliing. To relieve the work hardening, the machined aluminum

diaphragmsare annealedat about800oCfor 5 minutes, Sometrial and error experiments

wereperformedon themachinedaluminumdiaphragmstodeterminetheburstpressure

asa functionofgroovedepth.The experimentsdeterminedtheapproximatelylinear

relationship:

burst pressure(psi) - 332- 2JSOOx (2.8)

where x is the depth of the machined scribe marks in inches (figure 2.8).

Vessel

A pressure vessel houses the test section for three purposes. The first is to

provide a low pressure environment which closely approximates the initial ICF

environment just prior to the blast arrival. The second is to act as a pressure vessel to

contain the shock which is sent down the tu_. The third is as a reservoir to store the

fluid delivered into the system as liquid jets (figure 2.9),

The vessel is made from schedule 40 fittings and has three basic sections, the lid,

the mid-section and the base. The lid is m,,a:lefrom a cast 30 cm (12" IPS) diameter end

cap with an 8.9 cm (3 1/2") diameter hole machined on top. A 30 cm (12") long section

of 8.9 cm (3 1/2" LPS) diameter pipe is welded over this hole for fluid delivery. A 2"

diameter pneumatically actuated ball valve (BVI) caps the pipe. To attach the lid to the

vessel, a 5 cm x 1.27 cm (2" x 1/2") thick ring of steel with a 30 cm (12" LPS) inside

diameter is welded to the lid's base. The ring serves as a flange. A similar flanse is

welded onto the top of the vessel's midsection, Thirty-two 0,794 cm (5/16") nuts and

bolts secure the lid to the vessel.

The midsection of the vessel is made from a schedule 40, 12" to 6" IPS reducing

tee. The 12" section is part of the vessel while the 6" opening connects to the shock tube.

Inside the midsection, at mid-level, two welded braces provide a support and anchor for

the test section. A 6" to 4" IP$ schedule 40 concentric reducer is butt welded on to the 6"
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opening of the midsection which is then welded to the 30 cm of pipe leading to the

diaphragm assembly. At the diaphragm assembly, the vessel-side flange has a 1/2" pipe

threaded fitting which allows for gas evacuation.

Three welded-or, stainless steel window fittings for thick quartz blanks are

provided at the normal and two opposing 45 degree positions on one side of the vessel.

Another window is in located on the opposite side of the vessel also normal to the test

section. This provides back lighting during photography (figure 2.9).

The base of the vessel expands to 24" diameter IPS. A 24" to 12" diameter IPS

concentric reducer welded to both the midsection and base, connects the 12" IPS

midsection to the 24" IPS base. The majority of the base is made from a 61 cm (24 '°)

long section of 24" diameter IPS pipe. The base is capped by a 24" IPS end cap with a

machined 3/4" pipe fitting at the center for fluid extraction. The vessel, with its cap

secured and schedule 80 PVC fittings mounted above the lid, was hydrostatically tested

for 30 minutes at 0.34 MPa (500 psi). The volume of the vessel, 0.42 m3 (15 ft3), is 10

times the volume of a standard helium cylinder (0.042 m 3, 1.5 ft3). This assures safety

because, should the entire contents of a single standard cylinder originally at 2500 psi

empty into the vessel half filled with Liquid, the final pressure in the vessel will be still

less than 0.34 MPa (500 psia).

Test Section

Figure 2.10 shows the test section assembly. The assembly consists of the test

section and the conical diffuser. The test section is a rectangular box having dimensions

8.26 cm (3.25") wide by 8.26 cm (3.25") high by 26.67 cm (10 1/2") long. Its top is a

1/2°' thick aluminum orifice plate with an array of 48 holes each 0.95 cm (0.375") in

diameter. The holes are hexagonally-packed at a 50% packing fraction. The conical

diffuser, mounted above the orifice plate and connected to the fluid delivery pipe entering
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from the vessel's lid, directs liquid down to the orifice plate. The bottom support plate is

a 3.81 cm (1.50") thick aluminum plate with its center machined out in the area just under

the jet array orifices. This opening exists so that the liquid jets can fall unimpeded out of

the test section. To run the experiment with a solid cylindrical array rather than a liquid

jet array, an optional lower orifice plate can be inserted into this opening and then solid

polycarbonate rods press fit into holes to make an array of solid rods (figure 2.11). The

side plates of the test section are made of 1/2" thick Tuffakm polycarbonate which is

impact rated against .22 caliber projectiles at 3000 fps. This provides a suitable

transparent medium for observation and photography. One of the side plates is left clear

while the other side has 5 mounts for the pressure transducers. Seven 6" long bolts clamp

the test section together. The front and back of the test section are open.

The test section entrance has an inside recessed lip which fits around a square

metal fitting. The fitting is cast inside acrylic plastic, which fills the inside of the 6"

section of the reducing tee that makes up the midsection of the vessel (figure 2.12). The

shock tube leading to the vessel has a circular cross-section but the test section is square.

Therefore, prior to entering the test section, the cross sectional shape of the acrylic

casting, must change from round to square. ChisneU [1957] gives the relationship from

one-dimensional analysis for shock wave Mach number change for a change in cross

sectional area as:

6A 2 M tSM

a - K(M 2 - I) (2.9)

where A is the cross-sectional area, 54 the change in area, M the Mach number, and K a

weak function of Mach number which varies between 0.5 for weak shocks and decreases

to 0.394 as M becomes large. From equation (2.9) it becomes clear that a change in

cross-sectional area will change the Mach number originally determined by the

diaphragm pressure ratio. Additionally, work by Bird [1958] on shock strength increase
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in converging channels indicates that the theoretical Mach number increase in converging

channels is most closely approached in gradually varying channels. Therefore, to

maintain a constant Mach number in the approaching shock, the acrylic casting is

designed to preserve the cross-sectional area and change shape gradually. The

manufacturing of the acrylic casting begins with a wax plug shaped to create a gradual

round-to-square u'ansidon of constant cross sectional area. That is, the wax transition

piece is round on one end and square on the other end such that the cross-sectional areas

on either end follow the simple relationship:

rcD--'-_2= s 2. (2.10)
4

The wax, plug is made from a special high temperature paraffin which is able to withstand

the exothermic reaction of the uncured acrylic resin when it is poured around the plug.

However, the paraffin possesses a lower melting point than the cured acrylic and is easily

liquefied by a heat gun after the curing is complete.

Liquid Delivery system

As mentioned above, one can fit the LJAST test section with either an array of

solid cylinders or deliver liquid past the orifice plate to establish the jets. When jets are

desired, liquid can be drawn from a 55 gallon drum though a 3 1/2" IPS schedule 80 PVC

pipe (figure 2.4). The specific liquid used here is either water, or more preferably

standard mechanical vacuum pump oil (because water is conductive and is able to short

out the pressure transducer cabling while the oil is electrically inert and has lower vapor

pressure). Flow is controlled with a 2" diameter, pneumatically actuated PVC ball valve.

The valve assembly connects the steel pipe emerging from the lid to the PVC pipe

leading to the 55 gallon drum (figure 2.4). Inside the vessel, a diffuser cone connects the

lid opening to the orifice plate. The differential driving pressure needed to deliver the
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liquid was provided by pumping the vessel down to the vacuum condition for the test.

One of the difficulties in using liquid is establishing smooth jets. Jet downward

velocity, packing fraction of the jets, orifice plate design, and jet Reynolds numbers are

factors which determine whether or not the exiting jets will be smooth. The first factor,

jet velocity, affects the Reynolds number and therefore the degree of turbulence in the jet.

A slower and therefore more laminar jet is desirable, however, if the jet velocity is too

slow it may suffer from necking down. and therefore the packing fraction will decrease.

A jet necks down as it falls according to a relationship dictated by gravitational

acceleration and conservation of mass. One can show that for any distance z, through

which a jet falls, the void fraction in a hexagonally-packed array as a function of distance

away from some orifice plate is given by:

Vtop ( _r D2 "]

where Vtopis the velocity of a jet just exiting the orifice plate, g the gravitational constant,

and P/D the pitch to diameter ratio. For a 50% packing fraction (i.e. 50% void fraction) it

is straight forward to show that the corresponding P/D is 1.35. The goal is to use the

minimum initial jet velocity which produces a relatively uniform jet array that varies by

less than 10% in void fraction as it falls through the vertical dimension of the test section.

Using equation (2.11), a fall height of 10 cm in the test section, and P/D of 1.35, the jet

velocity must greater or equal to 2.9 m/s.

Another factor in jet smoothness is the design of the top orifice plate. Because of

the relatively high packing fraction, the jets are close to each other. The main flow

coming down the conical diffuser strikes the orifice plate and encounters a myriad of

holes (figure 2,13). To facilitate the funneling of liquid through the holes, a

countersinking bit was used to machine the upper lip on each hole trod therefore produce

a smoothly rounded entrance. This improves the jet smoothness over that produced by a
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simple fiat plate with non-countersunk holes. For the oil, this modified plate is sufficient

to produce smooth jets at 3 m/s, but for water this was not achieved.

Turbulence in the water jet was considered as one possible cause. For water, the

diameter based Reynolds number at 3 m/s is:

Re = paD (2.12)
#

(lO00kg / m'_)(3m / s)(.Olm)
= = 30,000 (water)

(0.001Pa - s)

(900kg / m3)(3m / s)(.Olm)
= = 135 (pumpoil)

(0.2Pa-s)

which is turbulent for water but laminar for the oil. This is due mostly to the large

difference in viscosities which are 0.001 Pa-sec. for water and and 0.2 Pa-sec for oil. For

water, decreasing the velocity to 2.5 m/s and inse_ting a short conical wedge of aluminum

honeycomb on top of the orifice plate to provide upstream flow straightening improved

the jet smoothness.

Homogeneous nucleation was a concern for the water because the water,

originally at room temperature (295 K) was being delivered into a low pressure

environment corresponding to approximate 275 K saturation temperature. However, it

could not be concluded absolutely from photographic data whether some jets underwent

homogeneous nucleation or if the apparent bubbles carried remaining gas trapped in the

elbows or above the ball valve not evacuated in the original priming of the piping system.

Figures 2.14(a) through 2.14(c) show three typical views of smooth jets, partially smooth

and turbulent jets, respectively. Figure 2.14(a) shows smooth jets for water at about 2.5

m/s flow velocity. The jets are typical of the smooth jets formed with both oil and water,

except an aluminum honeycomb is used in the water cases for flow straightening prior to

the orifice plate. Figure 2.14(b) shows relatively smooth jets at about 2.5 m/s formed

with water and a tube bank above the orifice plate. Although the jets appear smooth, they
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are not as smooth as those in figure 2.14(a) due to very minute surface roughness which

isn't apparent in the photograph, but is inferred by in the change in light transmission

intensity. It was observed qualitatively that the smoother the jets, the greater the light

transmission. Figure 2.14(c) shows a turbulent jet flow, which results when no upstream

flow straightening is used with water.

The maximum driving head available for fluid delivery is one atmosphere

assuming negligible pressure inside the vessel. This must equal the sum of all the

pressure losses the fluid encounters, which consists of the dynamic pressure compo_aent

of the jets, the gravitational head, the loss in the 2" pneumatically actuated ball valve and

any losses due to friction and pipe _lbows i.e.:

Ap_, t = Pu-...._2 + pgAz + Ap,,,_, + Ap,_, + Ap,v_," + Llp,_, (2.13)2 _,_,,

Using loss coefficients from a standard fluid mechanics handbook [Crane, 1988], it was

determined with the ball valve completely open, the total pressure loss a,_ computed

according to equation (2.13) was below one atmosphere for a flow velocity of 3 m/s.

Also, tests of the liquid delivery system showed that the system is able to deliver 150

liters (40 gallons) of water in approximately 6 seconds, and the same quantity of oil in

about 9 seconds. These volumetric flow rates can be converted to jet velocities by

dividing by the total orifice plate flow area, which gives an average velocity of 7.3 m/s

for the water and 4.9 m/s for the oil. Therefore the one atmosphere driving head is more

than sufficient to produce 3 m/s jets for both water and oil. The task is to control the

fluid delivery to the desired velocity. This is achieved by adjusting the opening of the

valve to increase or decrease the pressure drop across the valve. The initiation of the

flow introduces transient aspects into the jet establisment. However, sufficient liquid was

held in the barrel for the jets to obtain steady flow.
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Instrumentation

There are a total of eight Kistler 601B piezo-elec_c pressure transducers used in

the experiment. Five are located on the sides of the test section housed inside the vessel

to record the pressure transients 'along the test section. (See Fig. 2,10) Three are located

along the vessel wall that the gas from the test section impacts. (See Fig. 2.9) These

record the wall impact pressures. Figure 2.15 shows a typical fitting and mounting

assembly for a miniature piezo-electric pressure transducer. The transducers output a

charge signal whose quantity varies linearly with the pressure on the crystal. The

transducers can resolve sudden pressure changes to within 2 microseconds (500 kHz

frequency response), The charge signals are amplified and converted to transient

voltages by Kistler charge amplifiers, and then the data are recorded by, PC-based data

acquisition system which samples analog data at 500 kHz. The data acquisition system is

a Rapid Systems TM R1000 4x4 PC-based digital oscillo_ope (figure 2.16) which consists

of a input box and separate memory boards installed into the slots inside a standard color

graphics PC. The input box has 8 total analog input channels, each channel with its own

BNC coaxial input plug and a switch which can be set to accept either direct current or

alternating current inputs. The box basically serves as an analog-to-digital signal

converter, that is, the it converts the DC charge amplifier output voltages into digital

information understandable by the PC. The digital data are then delivered to the memory

boards inside the PC which store up to 32 kilobytes of data per run for each channel.

Because the transducers only produce small amounts of charge relative to the

compression placed on the piezo-electric crystals (approx. 1.0 pCb/psi), they must use

high impedance coaxial cabling. Moisture degradation of the impedance (i.e. short

circuiting) during the liquid runs with water was a constant problem. To enhance the

moisture barrier, the cabling was double sealed with heat shrinkable tubing, and dried in a

kiln overnight after every run. Fortunately, the vacuum pump oil exhibited no conducting
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qualities and was the fluid of choice.

Another proposed method of data collection was through high speed motion

picture photography with a 8000 max. pps (full frame) HYCAM movie camera. The high

speed camera could have been used in the study of jet stability. To capture the

consequences of the shock passage through the Liquidjet array required very exact timing

of the camera, lighting and shock initiation systems. Due to inabilities to manufacture the

diaphragms to a sufficient tolerance, the initiation of the shock at the desired time using

the two diaphragms was not achieved, and high speed photography was not

accomplished. The allowable uncertainty in the time of shock initiation was

approximately 0.5 seconds. The primary difficulty was in bursdng the diaphragms which

often did not burst at all.

2.3 Operational Procedures and Precautions

The useofhighpressuregasesand shockwaves inexperimentationrequires

adhex'encetooperationalproceduresandprecautionarymeasurestoinsurethesafetyof

thepersonnelinthelaboratory.The hazardsintheLJAST experimentincludetheuseof

highpressureheliumgasbottles,thethreatofprojectilesfromexperimentalfragments

andseriousconcussionandhearinglossifa shockispermittedtoexitintothelaboratory

becauseofinadequatecontainmentby thevessel.To avoidthesedangers,threesetsof

procedureswereused,oneforpreparations,one foroperations,andone forshutdown.

Tables2.3through2.5listtheseproceduresindetail.
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Table 2,3. Procedures for I.JAST p_p_ation (cf. fig_e 2,4),

Step Description

1 Opening the diaphragm assembly, This is achieved by loosening _e largenuts _n the diaphragm assembly flange studs, then pushing the shock tube,
which is supported on rollers, away from the vessel about i0 cm. A pair of the
studs must be removed to permit access to the space between the flanges,
however, the 2 studs on top must remain in place to support the intem_ediate
flange from falling.

2 Inserting the diaphragm(s). Either one or two diaphragmscan be inserted
between the flanges, if two diaphragms are being used, they are inserted one
on either side of the intermediate flange. If only one diaphragm is being used,
it is insert ._. in the space closer to the vessel. The diaphragms are placed on
the small alignment pins (figure 2,6), The flanges are brought slowly !oSether
by tightenin$ the nuts on the diaphragm flange studs. Some minor hfung of
the intermediate flange is sometimes necessary for the alisnment pins to match
with their corresponding holes. The nuts require tightening to about 40 N-m
(30 ft-lb_) of torque.

3 Checking the security of the vessel lid and windows. Thirty-two bolts secure
the pressure vessel lid to the vessel and eight bolts each secure the view ports,.
The bolts should be tightened using 13,5 N-m (10 ft-lbf) of torque.

4 Checking to see that drain valve fDV1) is closed, The valve at the bottom of
the vessel should be closed. If it is not, then the valve handle is tightened until
the valve is shut.

5 Checking the valve position indicator on the 2" pneumatic ball valve (BV1).
The degree to which the ball valve is open when high pressure air is supplied

to the pneumatic actuator can be preset by adjusting the Iimiter screws. A dial
indicator on the valve face tells the angle to which the valve is open. Zero
degrees (horizontal) indicates that the valve is closed and 90 degrees indicates
a full open valve. For one atmosphere of driving head, the maximum open
position should be about 50 degrees for water, and 70 degrees for oil. The
valve can tested for the correct setting by supplying high pressure air to the
actuator.

6 Evacuating the system. Both the vessel and the shock tube are usually
evacuated together. Therefore to connect all the volumes, valves SV 1 and
SV2 are opened, and SV3 turned to the right so that the it connects with the
vacuum line instead of the high pressure gas supply. Also VV2 must be
opened. Using the mechanical vacuum pump to evacuate air at atmospheric
pressure is a strain on the pump. To reduce the strain, VV 1 (a 3-way valve) is
switched over to the house vacuum which can evacuate the vessel to about 3
psia. When the house vacuum can no longer lower the vessel pressure, VV 1 is
switched over to the vacuum pump and the vacuum pump turned on.
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Table 2.3. Pr_edures for I.JAST prep_tion fcontinued).

7 Priming the pipe (Liquid runs only). If liquid jets are to be used, the 3" main
PVC line must be primed in order to minimize the air trapped inside the pipe
which is delivered into the vessel with the liquid. This is accomplished by
applying suction to the priming line (figure 2.4). The most convenient method
is to connect the priming line to the drain valve DV1 and then open DV1 for a
brief period of time and then shut it when the 3" main line is primed. A small
amount (< 4 liters) of liquid can be inadvertently sucked into the vessel with
no concern,

8 Flushing and re-evacuating (Helium runs only). The goal of evacuating the
air in the shock tube is to lower the remaining air partia/pressure such that it
represents a negligible fraction of the total gas and. therefore has negligible
impact on the gas dynamics. (For air-to-air shocks, simply evacuate the vessel
and shock tube to the desired level,) For hehum-to-air shocks, both the shock
tube and intermediate volume must be evacuated before the helium is added.
To insure that the vessel also has a negligible fraction of impurity gas, the
vessel must be evacuated, flushed with hehum or water vapor (i.e, water) and
then re-evacuated (sometimes more th_ once) to insure that the air partial
pressure is less than 0. I%.

9 Closing valves. After the completion of evacuation, valves VV1, VV2, SVIand SV2 are closed.

Table 2.4. Proceduresfor LIASTOperations. .............

.......Step Descripdon

1 Initializing the data acquisition system. The data acquisition system includes
the PC, transducer amplifiers and control box. The transducer amplifiers
require 5 to 10 minutes to warm up to a completely steady output and are
therefore activated in advance. The software pro_am on the PC which
controls the R1000 unit is ca/k "scope." It has a windowing graphical user
interface with pull-down menus accessed by a mouse. The program is
initiated by typing "scope" and then the data acquisition system configured to
single-shot mode and 500 kHz sampling rate. The data acquisition system
constantly samples data at the user specified sampling rate, but it does not
store these data into the memory board until the system is triggered by a
detected voltage spike (i.e. a shock). The trigger is user definable and the
number of pre;trigger as well as post-trigger data points can be specified as
long as the data stream is continuous and does not exceed 32,000 data points.
For the experiments done here, the trigger was set to digital mode and the
discrimination voltage set to 130 mV which is a reasonable level above noise.
S,000 pre-trigger data points and 27,000 post-trigger data were stored. Once
these p_ameters are set, hitting the space bar causes the system to begin
waiting tora trigger. Once an event is detected which triggers the system, the
system stores the data until the memory boards are full and then terminates
storage.
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Table 2,4, _ocedures forJ.JAST Operations (continued), .......

2 Activating the control timer (liquid runs only), A control timer box activates
the valves and camera power and lighting in the following order: EV1 for the
air supply on BV 1; delay 2.4 seconds; high speed camerapowcr (high speed

movies only); no delay; act,ivate camera lighung; delay 0.4seconds and thenopen EV2 (do:,ble diaphragm runs only). If using liquid, the necessary
elcctri,' solenoid valves (EVi and EV2) as well as any photographic c'.,trneras
and hghting must be plugged into the appropriately labeled s_kets behmd the
control box.

3 Pressurizing the shock tube. To gradually stress the diaphragms, the shock
tube pressurization occurs at no more than 100psi/mm. Two pressure
regulators determine the maximum pressures in both the intermediate section
and the main sh_k tube. If running with only one diaphragm, the primary
regulator from the main driver gas source will need to hay, a higher pressure
setting than the burst pressure of t_hcdiaphragm. In double.diaphragm mode,

the regulator for shock tube i! set to the driver pressure and the regulator on
th: intermediate section is set to half the driver pressure. Before
pr_.,_urization begins, some piece of shielding about the size of one square
meter (e.g. a sheet of metal or a wood board) must be found to protect against

the unlikely event of projectiles. The shielding is placedbetwcen the
head/bod_, and th, vessel glass ports. In both single diaphragm mode and
double dtaphragm mode, SVI and SV2 are opened. Then the driver gas
supply is opened and SV3 is switched over just enough to the left so that
driver gas _gins to pressurize the system slowly. In single diaphragm mode,
the pressurization ts stopped !turning SV3 vertical) 10% before the expected
burst pressure. For double-diaphragm mode, pressurization is stopped when
the pressure reaches the destredlevel, Then, the driver gas supply should be
closed and v,,dves (SV1 and SV2) need to be shut off.

4 Starting the shock. In single diaphragm mode, two people arc needcdt one
person to press the actuator button on the control box which begins the hqu!d
flow (liquid runs only) and one person to open SV3 all the way to the left.
The second person should wait about 3 s_onds _forc turning SV3 s knob all
the way to the left to allow smooth jet formation. For doubl¢_diaphragm runs,
pressing the start button on the control timer is all that is needed.

5 Saving the dam to disk. Once the shock has passe,d, and the data stored on the
memory boards,theymustbc transfcrre,d tothedisk.The f'ticissavedin

binaryorASCII.The ASCII formatrequiresmore_sk spacebutpermitsthe
fiictobetransferredtoothercomputerplatformssuchasa Sun workstationor
a Macintoshcomputer.'.................................................._. _ -- ____.
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Table 2,5. Pr_edures for I.JAST Shutdown.

.... Step .....

1 Draining liquid from the vessel. (Liquid raansonly) By pressurizing the vessel
to approximately i0 psi above atmosphere (if the pressure is not alread-/ in

excess of the this level), the liquid in the vessel can be quickly ptimp,ed ot_tof
the drain valve (DVI) and back into the 55 gallon drum, BVI shouita be i_tthe
closed position, A high pressure an' hose is attach_ at VV 1, Air is '_ded to
the system until the pressure in the vessel is about I0 psi above atmosphere.
This requires that the BV1 be closed, Then D VI is opened and the liquid
returned to the drum,

2 Removing the old dl _phragms. When the draining is complete, open the
diaphragm assembly ,.reidremove the old diaphragms which should now have
petalled back, The 10 cm extent to which the shock tube can be moved back
should be sufficient to remove a single diaphragm at a time,

3 Transducer maintenance, if using water as the liquid medium, the cables may
require removal and baking after several runs because of impedance

degradation, Oil does not cause this degradation. One can observe
degradation when the voltage output sign',ds drift quickly away from ground
even though no signal is being measured, To remove the cables, one must first
remove the 32 lidbolts and un-couple the union fitting above the ball valve
(BVI). Re-installing is just the reverse of removal, Baking the cables at
150"C overnight is usually sufficient to return the impedance back to its
original value,

4 Removing Debris, While the i!d is off, there is opportunity to remove small
pieces of aluminum and other diaphragm materi',d which will inevitably break-
off, be blown down the shock tube and fall to the bottom of the vessel, A wet.
dry shop grade vacuum cleaner with a long extension is usually effective in
removing these small pieces.

5 Inspecting the test section. The transparent sides of the test section should be
inspected for evidence of fadgue, especially on the side where the transducers
are mounted, A failure of the polycarbonate may result in major damage to

...____L_ucers. __-.............
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Figure 2.3, Plot of mass fraction into and out of the central cavity as a function of time.
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LJAST SHOCK TUBE CROSS SECTION Bolt hole (8) _ t
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Figure 2.5. LJAST shock tube cross section.
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Figure 2.7. Typical diaphragm petalled after being burst.
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Figure 2. I I. Vertical cross-section view of the test section
with press fit 0,95 cm (3/8") polycarbonate rods,

Figure 2.12. Round-to-square transition piece.
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Figure 2.14a. Water jets at 2.5 nVs
initial downward ',,el¢:x'ltyafter first
l'lov.ing through a vertically aligned
plece of aluminum honey¢onlb. N()te
that backlighting transn',its brightly
through jets. Shutter speed l/l(X)(lscc,

Figure 2, 14b. Water jets at 2,5 nVs
initial downw'ard velocity after first
flowing through a vertically aligned
tube bank, Note that surfaces of jets
do not transmit as much light as in
case (al, Shutter speed 1/l(ltX)sec.

Figure 2.14c, Water jets at 2,5 m/s
initial downward velt_.'ity with no
upstream flow straightening. Note
the completely turbulent jets.
Shutter speed l/l(XX)sec.

Note: A particle moving at 2,5 n'ds moves 2.5 mm during a frame exposure thus
blurring the image.
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3. NUMERICAL METHODS

3.i Introduction

Most of the vapor which is ablated off of the HYL_ reactor's inner jet surfaces

in the first several tens of microseconds after fusion will combine in the central cavity,

thermalize and then rebound toward the jet array. The rebounding blast will eventually

vent through the blanket and then impact the first structural wall, delivering some stress

to the wall. The liquid jets will also have some momentum imparted to them due to drag

from the blast venting process, Since the blast vents from the central cavity out to the

vesse_ wall, the momentum imparted to the liquid will give the liquid jets a net outward

velocity. If the velocity of the jets is sufficiet_tly large, they may impact the wall,

delivering a second stress. To estimate the magnitudes of these stresses, ICF reactor

designers need a method of predicting the gas dynamics behavior, first in the central

cavity, then in the blast venting process.

Others have recognized the importance of gas dynamics in ICF reactors. Glenn

[1980, 1982] investigated blast venting in the HYL_-I reactor using the AFTON-CF

code. Peterson et al. [1988] investigated gas dynamics and radiation in ICF reactor

chambers using the CONRAD code. Glenn [1980] and Peterson et al. [19881used 1-D

calculations for their estimates. One expects the flow during ICF blast venting reactor to

be highly geometry-dependent, and hence, one cannot expect one.dimensional analysis

tor gas dynamics to be adequate. Recognizing this, Glenn [19821 performed a 2-D

calculation, However, his calculation still did not consider the complex boundaries

presented by specific jet geometry inside the HYLIFE reactor. His use of the quasi.

steady channel flow approximation for the effect of viscosity is not appropriatefor such

rapid transients.
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This chapterdiscussesin detail the numericalmethodknown as the second-order

Godunov [1961]finite difference method. The method incorporates a numberof features

such as van Leer limiting [1979] to discern numerically between shocks (i,e.

discontinuities) and smooth regions of flow (i,e, continuous first derivatives); operator

splitting [Strang, 1968] to permit the use of one-dimensional operators in a two.

dimensional scheme, and the Riemann shock tube solution outlined in chapter I, The

same numerical method is used by Chen [1992], The method presented here also uses a

su'aightforward technique for implementing complex boundary geometries in two

dimensions, The goal of this work is to provide a tool for ICF blast venting analysis,

Comparison with t_heI.JAST experiments data (chapter 4) provides a partial validation of

the computational method.

3.2 Simplifying A_a)umptions

The actu,; problem in ICF is very complexin both the phenomenainvolved and

the multidimensional behavior. This investigationstudiesthe blast venting as a separate

effect (i.e. some important phenomenaof the ICF caseare omitted from consideration).

The basic assumption is that the gas maybeassumedto experience isentropic state

changeseverywhere except in shockwaves, which are treated as discontinuities. The

work heremakes other severedsimplifying assumptions.First, it is assumedthat the gas

behavesas an ideal gas with a constantratio of specific heats(y). For the comparisons

with the LJAST experiment, this assumption is acceptable since it uses helium and a_ as

the driver gases to produce the shocks at modest temperatures and pressures. One does

not expect the gas behavior to deviate fat from ideal. In ICF, the gas will consist of

ablated, partially ionized vapor from the surface of the jet blanket, and therefore, the

equation of state of the vapor will vary from that of an ideal gas. Chen et al. [1992] used

a real gas equation of state for the I-:YLIFE inner cavity calculations, and the same

technique used by Chen can be used here. However, the combination of extremely
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complexgeometriesandarealgasequationof stateusedfor thesecomputationsmakes

the numericalmethodcomputationallytoo demandingfor thecurrent generationof

computerhardware.Thedeviationfromide_gasduetorealgaseffectsisdifficultto

assesswithoutimplementingtherealgasequationofstatefortheHYI..LFEproblem.This

isleftforfuturework.

Thesecondassumptionisthattheblastventingoccursona timescaletooshort

forliquidmotion,andanyobjectssuchasliquidjetsorslabsarerigidintheflowfield.

Thisassumesthattheliquidjetshavesufficientinertiawhichpreventstheliquidfrom

eithermovingordeformingsignificantlyattheearlytimesoftheventingprocess,hence

noworkisdoneontheliquid(i.e.thegaslosesnoenergytotheliquid).

Thethirdassumptionisthatthegasisadiabatic,andthereforetherearenoenergy

sinksinthesystem.Ingasdynamicsthemainphenomenaarethemotionofcompression

wavesandmassconvection.Thechantcteristictimesscalesforthistooccurdefinedby

L/c whereL is thecharacteristicdimensionof thesystemandc is thecharacteristicspeed

of travelof compressionwaves,whichis roughlythe soundspeed.Diffusiveprocesses

ascausedbythermaldiffusivityhavecharacteristictimesscalesofL_/a.The thermal

diffusivityofgasesinSIunitsareusuallymuch lessthanunity(-10"7)whilethesound

speedisroughly(102~ 103m/s).By inspection,foracharacteristicsystemlengthof

roughly0.01meter,thetimescalesforheatdiffusioneffectsareabout7 ordersof

magnitudegreaterthancompressiveprocesses.Hence,thetimeforheattransfereffects

totakeplaceismuch longerth_ forgasdynamiceffects.Forthisreason,we neglect

diffusiveprocessessuchasheatconduction.One casewherethescalingabovemay be

flawedisa.thevapor.liquidinterfacewherethecharacteristiclengthscale(distanceto

thesurface)isverysmall.Chapter6 presentsa methodofassessingtheeffectof

condensationandalsoanestimateofitseffectinH_.
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The last assumption is that the gas is inviscid. A similar argument can be

presented as in the previous paragraph. The characteristic time scale for viscous effects is

L2/v. For most gases, the kinematic viscosity is ~10 -4 in SI units. Hence viscous effects

occur over times scales at least 3 orders of magnitude longer than time scales for gas

dynamics. Although the scaling indicates that viscous effects are small in the vapor, the

effect again at the vapor-liquid interface may be significant in causing boundary layer

stripping. The process of stripping is assumext negligible by the assumption of immobile

boundaries, but may in fact be an important effect in altering the boundary geometry and

the surface area available for condensation. These effects are neglected here, but are

important topics for further study•

3.3 Gas Dynamics Equations

Section (1.4.4) introduced the one-dimensional gas dynamics equations of

inviscid, compressible flow. In conservative vector form, the equations are:

,gU

a--T-+[v.F(U)]=0• (3.1)

where U is the matrix of conserved properties, which in two-dimensional Cartesian

coordinates is:

U = (p, pu, pv,pE) r (3.2)

and F(U) is the flux tensor,

F(U)= (P u, p + pu2,puv,p uE + up]
\ pv, puv, p + pv 2,pvE + vp ) (3.3)

with p, the density, u, x-velocity, v, y-velocity, and p, pressure. The total energy, E, is

equal to the sum of internal and kinetic energies and is given by:
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U2 + V2 )E= e + _ (3.4)

where e is the internal energy. The gradient is taken with respect to the x and y

directions, then by inspection, equation (3.1)can be expanded to:

a__pu a__p+pu_ =+ _ puv

a,lpvI axI p.v I+ pv,I o
_,pe) _,puE+up) _,pve+vp) . (3.5)

Equation (3.5) represents the conservative form of the two-dimensional gas

dynamics equations which will be evaluated numerically [LeVeque, 1990].

3.4 The Second Order Godunov Finite Difference Method in One Dimension

By inspection, equation (3.5) represents a non-linear hyperbolic system of

equations [LeVeque, 1991]. These equations can be solved numerically using a finite

difference technique known as the Godunov [1961] method. The method is an explicit,

upwind, conservative, finite difference scheme based on a second-order extension

developed by Colella and Glaz [1985]. For non-linear gas dynamics the Godunov

method by far the best choice ,among all different schemes [LeVeque, 1990]. Like most

schemes, the basic goal of Godunov's method is to evaluate the values of conserved

physical quantities at a new time step - i.e. mass, momentum, and energy. Ordinary

methods compute the new time value by interpolation of the previous time values in

nearby nodes. The Godunov method, however, computes the flux at the edge between

every pair of cells and then calculates the new time value by summing all the fluxes into

and out of each cell and adding the net flux to the previous value. Figure 3.1 illustrates

the 1-D discretized system being examined here. The average values of the conserved

quantities are known at some time step n. The goal of the calculation is to evaluate the
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values of conserved quantifies at the new time step n+l. The flux across the cell edge

between any pair of cells at iAx and (i+ 1)Ax is computed from the gas dynamic properties

at the cell edge located at (i+ 12)At,. The cell edge gas dynamic properties are in turn

derived from a special solution to the general Riemann problem at the same location (i.e.

general case of the shock tube problem, Chapter 1). The Riemann problem considered

here is comprised of the left and right states corresponding to the cells to the left and to

the right of the edge, respectively. In essence, the Godunov method treats the difference

in values across a pair of cells as a discontinuity.

Godunov's first-order method assumes that the profiles for the conserved

quantities are uniform within the cell and constant during the time step. The second-

order Godunov method improves on the first by assuming the distributions within each

cell are piece-wise linear functions in space and time. Colella's second-order extension in

1-D of Godunov's f'trst-order method contains four main steps: 1) spatial interpolation, 2)

constructing time-.centered left and right states, 3) solving the Riemann problem at cells

edges and 4) computing fluxes and performing conservative differencing. The text in the

sub-sections below describe each step in more detail.

3.4.1. Step 1 - Spatial Interpolation

Step (1) involves spatial interpolation of the conserved quantities in each cell. As

mentioned above, Godunov's flu'st-order method assumes that the distribution in each cell

is constant. Assuming linear distributions inside each cell is sufficient to make the

scheme second order accurate in space [LeVeque, 1990]. Spatial interpolation assigns a

simple linear distribution according to the relationship:

q(x)= q: +_ Ax i )zaq, . xi.,,2<x <xi.v2 (3.6)

where q is a gas dynamics quantity needed for the Riemann problem, namely, either
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density, velocity, or pressure, By inspection, equation (3.6) is just the slope-intercept

method for computing the equation of a line. The value of flq_ has a particular

significance. If the initial data are relatively smooth, it is desirable to perform spatial

interpolation. However, where there are shock discontinuities, spatial interpolation will

generation numerical diffusion. The problem of numerical diffusion was solve by van

Leer [1979] who proposed a logical test. In relatively smooth regions, one performs

spatial interpolation, but where there are shocks, then no interpolation is done. That is, in

smooth regions, the scheme is second-order, but at the shock fronts the scheme reverts

back to first-order [van Leer, 1979]. van Leer's expression for this condition is often

referred to as the van Leer flux limiter or just the van Leer limiter, and is given by:

Aq=min q,_l-qT-_ .2q_",,-q_'l.2q_-q,_-_ if (qi_,,-q_)(q_-q,_,)>O;

×ig (qS,- q?_,)
- 0 otherwise. (3.7)

3.4.2. Step 2. Computing Time Centered Left and Right States

Step (2) involves extrapolating in time to the half time step, the values of the

conserved quantities at each cell edge. These values then become the inputs to the

Riemann problem at the cell edges. Recall that in the previous section the spatial

interpolation provides second-order accuracy in space. However, the scheme is still first

order accurate in time since the time step is resolved only to fh'st-order. To improve the

scheme to second order accuracy in time, a higher-order time stepping method must be

used [I.eVeque 1990].

Colella and Glaz [1985] achieve second-order accuracy in time by exu'apotating

the values needed as inputs to the Riemann problem (i.e. p, u, and p) along

charactex_stics to the half time step (figure 3.2). For any pair of ceils i and ,f, l, the

method developed by Colella and Glaz [1985] is:
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v..,,, [v=(p,u,p:]_.u2,t.'-,.- m,,_ (3.8)

p..,,;,.m.£ (3.9)

u...2 = UL-fl[C_ (3.10)i+il2,L

p..ll_
,+,;:.z.= PL-fl[C: (3.11)

_.m,R- (3.12)

ui.;/2.R..,2_-uR+ fl_Ci,; (3.13)

pn+l/2 + 2
..,zR =/3R+ 3RC;+I (3.14/

where the ffs are defined:

____:.p) At if A, >0fiT. =- AU,- C, )2p._Ax,

= 0 otherwise (3.15)

APi+; At if/1,+__,+,) . ,+,<0fl_ =- AU,.l 2p_.,__x,.

= 0 otherwise (3.16)

kc, p,.f,,)

= 0 otherwise (3.17)

k C;.,., ,5,_p° ) '.' 2zix,.,

= 0 otherwise. (3.18)
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The Ap, zlu and dp are computed using equation (3.7). One defines the p,u, and p's on

the left, right, or zero state as:

'I At 1_lL=q, +-_ 1-------rnin(A;,0) Aq, (3.19)Ax_

1( _._t rain(A]..,, 0)1Aq,. ' (3.20)O. I+

qO= qi + 1-"--'ui Aqi (3.21)
Ax,

q°R= qi.l "- 1 +-------'Ui, Aqi+l (3.22)
z_,i+l I

where q is one of the primary physical quantities p,u, or p., small c the sound speed, and

uppercase C the Lagrangian sound speed defined as pc. The term C, the Lagrangian

sound speed is a term used in computational fluid dynamics and does not have units of

velocity. The lambda's specify characteristic speeds and are defined Aoi = ui, A'i = ui.ci,

and A*i = ui+ci.

3.4.3. Step 3. Finding the Riemann Solution

Step (3) is finding the solution to the Riemann problem for the extrapolated left

and right states. This requires an algorithm known as a Riemann solver. The solver

computes the solution of characteristics in x-t space which emerge as a resul'_ of

interaction between initial left and right states. For an Eulerian frame calculation w!th

fixed mesh, one chooses the solution in x.t space corresponding to x/t = 0, the vertical

characteristic. This gives the solution in physical space for the location of the physical

boundary between each cell, i.e.: the solution to the Riemann problem provides the cell

edge values for p*, u*, and p* at (x,t) = (i+ 1/2, n+ I/2).
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Recall from the Riemann problem in Chapter 1 that any interaction between a left

and right state will result in a unique solution which falls into one of 4 categories (figure

1.6). The general Riemann solution determines the density, velocity and pressure

distributions in x-t space resulting from two originally discontinuous states. The

solutions are centered-waves, either compression (shocks) or expansions (rarefactions)

which emanate along characteristics from the original point of discontinuity. Typically,

the solution consists of 3 separate sets of characteristics corresponding to 3 waves. The

first is the u+c wave, which represents the right moving wave, the u wave which

represents the "density wave" or contact surface between the fluid in each cell, and lastly,

the u-c wave the left moving wave (figure 3.3). (Note: the contact surface is distinct

because diffusive properties of gases are neglected in the model). Here, u is the particle

velocity in the lab frame of the gas, and c is the sound speed in the gas,

Figure 3.3 shows the solution of the Riemann problem for the shock tube initial

condition. The left.moving wave (between states U*t. and UL) is a rarefaction, and the

right moving wave is a shock. In the general Riemann problem, either may be shock or

rarefaction depending on the initial left and right states. The regions U't. and U*R in

figure 3.3 have equal and uniform pressure, p* and velocity, u*, but different densities.

The p' and u* comprise the unique intersection point of the two wave curves through Uz.

and U, in the p-u plane (figure 3.4).

The solution to the Riemann problem cannot be obtained in closed form for an

ideal gas, and a numerical iteration is required [Colella and Glaz, 1985]. The basic

method of the Riemann solver algorithm is to iterate for p* and u*. Van Leer [ 1979]

suggests as a f'trst guess, a weighted average guess pressure of the form:

. . +p,cw c (uL-
p,c, + pRCR (3.23)
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From the guess pressure one can compute left and right states of velocity. However, the

relationship for velocity depends whether the resulting solution will be a shock or

rarefaction. A shock exists when the pressure p* is greater than the reference initial state

pressure, and a rarefaction exists when p* is less than the reference initial state pressure.

The equations for the velocities based on pressure are given by [Coleila, 1991].

u't.= Ut.-(P" - PL)/ WL ifp* > PL (3.24)

(Pt. / Pt. )] ___ if p* < PL (3.25)+ '
"_- UL

y-I

u_ = UR- (p" - PR)/ WR if p* > PR (3.26)

2(cR-__-ip,,_[P'i(p,, Ip_)I,r-,>,T
= uR+ .....- ....... - --, if p* < PR (3.27)

7-1

where w is the mass flux for a shock as is given by:

f-- -- 1+(_+1,)

The density also depends on whether the solution to p* specifies a shock or

rarefaction. Colella [1991] expresses the equations for density as specific volumes, i.e,:

r't=(1/p)t=l/Pt-'(p'-pt,)/wt. _ ifp* > pt., (3.29)

[" p' ]'"'r't..= (1/ p), = Pt.,Ipr j ifp* <Pt. (3.30)

"r_=(1/p)R=I/pR"(p'--pR)/WR _ ifP* >PR (3.31)

- p. ]-,,,_; = (1/ p), = .pR / pr j ifp* <PR (3.32)

Convergence of p* and u* employs the Newton iteration method by van Leer
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[1979]. The Newton method estimates the first derivative of p* with respect to u*.

Depending on whether the wave will be a shock or a rarefaction, van Leer [1979]

specifies:

ZL _ if'p* > PR (3.33)
= 2w_.

ZL= _ if p* < PR (3.34)
CL

ZR _ ifp* ::)PR (3.35)
= 2w_

ZR= _.' if p* < PR (3.36)
eR

where Zs is equal to Idp*/du*I and c is the sound speed and is given by:

c, = ,_/_ and c: = _. (3.37)

The subscript s represents either t, orR.. The new guess pressure is determined by:

p_,, = p_ + _ (3.38)
ZL+ ZR

When p_,,,,,is equal to p_a or u_is equal to u_ within some small error e = 10-6 in

absolute units, the solution is said to have converged. The final velocity is chosen as the

average of the two left and right velocities:

u" = _ (3.39)
2

Typically, the characteristics from three waves solutions in x.t space divide the

solution space into six separate zones: denoted by L, -, *L, *R, + and R as shown figure

3.5. The g's represent slopes dx/dt. The superscript "+" represents the right traveling
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wave, the "-" represents the left wave, and the "0" represents the density wave. Each

zone has a different state U, If the wave traveling to the right is a shock, then both the _._

and _._.characteristics are the same and there will be no "+" zone. Similarly if the left

traveling wave is a shock, _7. and A,] will be the same and there will be no "-" zone, If

either solution is a rarefaction, then each set of At. and ,71,Rcharacteristics represents the

bounds of the rarefaction fan represented by the "-" or "+" zones. The equations for the

left traveling wave characteristics are [Colella 1991]:

A,_.= ut. - ct. if p* < PL (3.40)

_"z = UL-- WL/ PL if p* > Pt, (3.41)

O

A,_.:-u"-ct. ifp* < PL (3.42)

A._.- ut. - wt. / Pt. if p* _,PL (3.43)

Similarly for the right traveling wave characteristics:

,,q,_.= u" + c_ if p* < PR (3.44)

/]._.= u_ + ws / Ps 'if p' > PR (3.45)

_] = us + cs if p* < PR (3.46)

Z_ = uR+ ws / Ps if p* > PR (3.47)

The values of density, velocity and pressure will vary depending on where in x-t

space one chooses the solution. For the location in x.t space, it is sufficient to specify the

slope (x/t) because all c,f the characteristics are straight rays emanating from x = 0. For a

given (x/t) the following equations and conditions are used to obtain the physical space

solution [Colella, 1991]:
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P" = PL , u" = UL, P"= PL if 2_ >_J (3.48)

2

F__,-I)( + 2c, "_]"<'">
,,.

, u ---()'7x)L +i),- 7)j,gPt.

_.[(r- t)( 2¢, ?l'u i /U. + ------I=---11

. '-L(,+I>," (?,-1,)j {t) (X)
p = "-.... --_ - .......... if 1_ Z and 1[ < (3,49)

),

"''"' (7)p =---r,u =u,p =p ifu °z andA_< x (3,50)
rL

. l . . , . "zeXlandu'<(x_ (3.51)p =-"r,u =U ,p =p if AL
TR \t) \tJ

1/(7-1)

-,/]=
. L(_'+/)t"'-(_'-s))A

•= ( 2_Z___], u (y- 1) u. +
(_+#1 (_,-/1)_,2L

pRr

i i

P R
Ik

P =PR,u =u_,p = PR if An < t,'_'J' (3.53)

For the Godunov method in an Eulerian grid, x/t = O, which, by inspection chooses the

solution at x = O, the cell edge,

3.4.4. Step 4. Computing Fluxes and Finite Difference

Step (4) involves the calculation of fluxes and conservative differencing to obtain
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values for density, velocity and energy at the new time. Once the values of density,

velocity and pressure along the xlt =0 characteristics are known, the flux across the cell

edge i+ I/2 according to equation (3.5) is given by:

_+I12 .n+It2
Pi.l_2u_.t,2

(la+l121 _t+/12) 2 _n+112I;,M+I/2 r'i+l/2 _Ui+ll2 4" Pi+l/2• ,+_,2= (3.54)

.v.....2 (n*.: 2.)

-n+l/2U_+l/2 _ ll'i+l/2 _Ni+l/2 )
-- I'_ __+112 +/-'i,,= i.,,= (7 -jPi+,,2 2

The superscriptn+ I/2 denotesa time-centeredquantity and the subscripti+ 1/2 (or i-1/2)

representsthe fight (or left) cell edge. A simple finite difference gives the conserved

quantifies at the new time step according to:

At . n+112 _n+t12

..,v"+'=v; + -. ,+,,,, (3.55)

By inspection, the method just outlined above is completely explicit, that is, all

values at the new time-step are computed from information at the current time-step. In

addition, the conservative differencing in equation (3.55) is strictly based on the

difference in flux between adjacent cells. The stability criterion will therefore require

that in any time-step, the physical quantities carried on the characteristics in any arbitrary

cell be permitted to advect to no more than the next adjacent cell. The maximum speed at

which the characteristics advect information will be at the sound speed in the local

medium. In an Eulerian (i.e. fixed-laboratory) frame, this speed translates into particle

velocity in the fixed laboratory frame plus the sound speed where the particle velocity

may be either positive or negative. The stability condition can be expressed by the

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) [1928] condition, which specifies that all nodes must

satisfy the conditions:
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,at clzatlu- cl-_-_ 1, lu + -_ < I (3.56)

The terms on the left of the inequalities in equation (3.56) are often referred to as Courant

or CFL numbers. Because the grid taken as a whole will most likely have velocities

varying from zero to some maximum magnitude lu+ cl the CFL number will vary

spatially. For the scheme considered here, the choice of CFL number is not crucial in

terms of accuracy as long as it is less than or equal to one [Harten 1983]. Using CFL

numbers much smaller than unity increases the number of time steps to complete a

calculation and therefore requires more computational time. However, using a CFL

number too close to unity may also result in CFL violations in the multi-dimensional

calculations to be discussed in the next section. For these two reasons, the work here

uses CFL = 0.85. The time step is therefore determined by:

At= O.85( max_± c) l (3.57)

3.5 Operator Splitting for Two.dimensional Calculation

For extension to two dimensions, the method uses Strang's [ 1968] technique of

operator splitting. Operator splitting relies on the approximation:

At {FX0",= v,:j - (3.58)
, , Z_Xi

U,.l zat iF, - F'i._ =/')i_j + .'7"t ,.j-,/2 ,._.1/2) (3.59)
zlYi

where /.I,_ represents the intermediate solution obtained after differencing Jr,.one grid

direction. In other words, for a single time-step, a sweep of the entire grid is f'tr3tdone in

one direction -- the fluxes computed and conservatively differenced -- then a sweep is

repeated in the other direction. However, this intuitively does not properly treat the
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coupled derivative terms, which creates an error that grows with each time step.

Fortunately, Strang [1968] showed that in continuous (i.e. smooth, not shock)

regions, if the original one-dimensional scheme was at least second-order accurate, then

sweeping first in the x-direction then y-direction for one time step, and y-direction then x-

direction for the next time step and thus alternating this way, maintains second-order

accuracy. Strang began by considering a generic 2-D hyperbolic system of equations

(such as Euler's equations) with a general form:

u, = +nU,, U(O)=Uo (3.60)

where the subscripts t, x, and y imply taking the partial derivative, and the matrices A and

B are symmetric but do not necessarily commute (i.e. AB not necessarily equals BA).

Strang proposed the analogous second-order expression to the same equation:

U"+1= Sa,U" (3.61)

where the Sa, is a combination operator consisting of linear operators:

S_, = L_,/2L_,L_,/2 (3.62)

L_,, known as the Lax-Wendrof operator [Strang 1968], is given by:

I (At)2 A2O_) (3.63)L',,= .

where I is the identity matrix, At is the differential time step and 0x implies the partial

derivative with respect to x. By inspection, L_, is the second-order accurate equivalent to

the I-D problem. That is, the I-D system of equations U, = AU, has a second-order

accurate solution given by U".t = Ua,U". Strang showed, using Taylor series expansions

of this operator, that f'trst sweeping in a half time step, in the x-direction then a full time
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step in the y-direction then another half time step in the x-direction maintained second

order accuracy for the 2-D case. That is, he showed that ff permitted to operate on the

scalar/:

S_,f=(I+AtAo,+(At) 2 2 2_ (At)2 _)
--- A O, I + AtBOy+ B2O2 8 2

I At (At)2 2 _]8
A O, f 0.64)I +.._-AO, +

then the result after some algebraic manipulation is:

- f + At(Af. + Bf.) + (At)z (a2f_ +(AB + BA)f._ + B2f.)+ O(At s)
2 (3.65)

=f(t+at)+ o(t

which is just the Taylor series expansion to second-order in time for f evaluated at the

new time t + At. Because each operator is a linear operator,/.Y can be expanded to

include two half time steps without a change in the order of accuracy. That is:

I* /'Y /'Y /'*SA,= _a,/2,.,,,,,2,.,_,/2,_,_,/z (3.66)

Similarly, increasing the time step size by a scalar factor of 2 has no effect on the second

order accuracy, and therefore, one can express the solution:

U"+2= S2a,U" (3.67)

where

Ix ?Y IY ?*S:_, = "_a,'-'a,'-'a,'.',t,. (3.68)

Equation (3.68) basically confirms that by first sweeping horizontally then

vertically for one time step then alternating for the second time step, the scheme remains

second order accuracyff the one-dimensionai scheme was originally at least second order

accurate. The only new requirementis that the time step be set constant for two complete
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steps or four sweeps total. However, as stated above, the result in equation (3.68) is

proved only for condnuous smooth regions.

Where the initial data includes a discontinuity (i.e. shock fronts) the solution

cannot be shown to converge to any other than first order. However, work by Crandall

and Majda [1980] proved theoretically for weak shocks, that if the exact solution to the

discontinuity is used in the solution process (i.e. the Riemann solver) then the operator-

split solution converges to the 2D weak wave solution which has only an error which is

third order in space with the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for the shock solution, This

theory provided hope that accurate numerical methods could be developed for strong

shock problems in 2D. Work by Glaz, Colella, Glass and Deschaumbault [1985] showed

that indeed, it was possible to compute highly accurate solutions to strong shock

problems with operator splitting.

The operator splitting technique requires some small modifications to the 1-D

second-order method. The fin-stmodification is in the computation of flux at the cell

edges (equation 3.54). In the 1-D formulation, thereare no transverse velocity flux terms.

However, in 2-D these must be included as written in equation (3.3). That is, the flux

should now be written as:

f ns+l/2 ._+1/2
P'i+I/2 Ui.!12

(.n+i/2)2 _s+t/2p.+.2i+112 _'i+112 + _i+ll2

Fi,,a+m
+it2 = f_s+ll2, s+l12, s+l12_'_+m"i+mv,+l,2 (3,69)

o..,,,,,.,,,..,,,(,.(_'""'r..,,,1'-,"'"')'Il_ns+ll_ 2

The transverse velocity, v, is assumed to be passively advected, i.e.: the gas

dynamics in the current sweep direction does not affect velocity in the cross direction.
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However, one sdll uses piece-wise linear interpolation and then extrapolation to the half

time step to find the correct v at the celi edge. The choice of which v to choose will then

depend on the Riemann solution to u* at the characteristic x/t = O. If u* is negative, then v

is being advected from the right. If u* is positive, then v is being advected from the left.

The method can be expressed by [ColeUa, 1991]:

v,.+m,+m= _L+/_,' if u*> 0

= _ -/3_ if u* < 0 (3.70)

where

_ = city _.-.__At if u,"> 0
2Ax_

= 0 otherwise (3.71)

and

_, =c,.lav,+_ at ff ui",_< 0
2AXi,l

= 0 otherwise (3.72)

By inspect:.on,the secondmodificationis just the additionof anotherconserved

quantity in the final f'mitedifferencing. That is, the term pv shouldbe included in the

vectorU of ¢xluadon(3.55). The last modificationis to the CFL conditionwhichshould

now become:

± c[-.-__;i and Iv:t:c]A"_'tAx_ 1 for all ceils. (3.73)I.

3.6 Boundary Condition Generation for a Uniform Cartesian Grid

The numerical algorithm here is applied to a uniform Cartesian grid. ',his has the

advantage that the mathematical functions for complex boundaries are simple to

approximate on the grid, One drawback however, is difficulties encountered if the
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boundarysurfaceiscurvedoratobliqueanglestothexandyaxes.Existingproblemsin

many schemeshavealwaysbeenhow toprovidevolumeaveragingwithinacellwhile

stillconsideringissuesofstability,accuracy,andiftherearemany boundarynodes,

computationalefficiency.

The textinthissectionpresentsmethodsfortreatingtwotypesofboundaries.

Chapter6willpresentamethodfortreatingathirdIype. Thefirsttypeistheopenorfree

streamboundary,andthesecondistheimpe_'mer_bleboundary.Theaccuracyofthese

boundaryconditionsarebenchmarkedforaccuracyagainstothercomputationsaswellas

withexperimentaldata.Theresults,giveninAppendixB,showverygoodagreement.

3.6.1 TheOpen BoundaryCondition

Openorfreestreamboundariesexistwherefewernodesam desiredtoreducethe

computationaleffort.Infloworoutflowatanopenboundarycanbesetbya forcing

functionattheboundary,or,tothefreestreamconditionsintheboundarycell[vanLeer,

1979].Forthefreestreamboundarycondition,thefluxattheboundarycelledgecanbc

setequaltoF(U)forU insidetheboundarycell.Thatis:

F"+"' F(U_) (3.74)0 =

where

.:u(p; .. :)Uo ,Uo,Vo,p (3.75)

Thesubscript"0"representsthespatialindexfortheboundarycell.

3.6.2 The ImpermeableBoundaryCondltlon

An impermeableboundary,ontheotherhand,permitsno fluxtopassthrough

normaltothesurface.To satisfythisconditioninCartesiancoordinatesrequiresfirst,

definingthenodeswhichlieadjacenttoboundaries,second,defininga spatialanglefor
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eachboundarynode,andthird,computingtheRiemannsolutionsuchthatthepressure

anddensitycorrespondtoazeronormalfluxacrosstheboundary.

Thef'trststepisdefiningboundaries.Cellswhichcomprisetheboundarymustbe

labeledandassigneda referenceangle0, whichisdefinedastheanglebetweenthe

positive,x-axisanda normalvectorintotheboundary(figure3.6).Themethodused

hcrcdistinguishesbetween3 classesofcells-normalinteriorgascells,boundarygas

cells,andnullcells.Forstability,theselectionofpointsmustbeconsistentsuchthatany

nodesincludedinthecomputationinone direction,mustalsobe includedinthe

computationintheotherdirection,i.e.boundarycellsandinteriorgascells,mustbe

eitherboundaryorgascellsinboththex-andy-directions.Conversely,anynullcelts,

thatis,cellsinsidealiquidwhicharcnotcomputed,mustbenullcellsinbothz-andy.

directions.Note,however,thataboundaryceLlinthex-directionmay beaninteriorcell

inthey-directionandvice-versa.Operatorsplittingrequiresthatthegasdynamics

computationbeupdatedinbothdirectionsaccordingtotheStrangsplittingschemeto

maintainaccuracy.Ifoneonlyupdatesinonedirectionofthesweep,thenerrorsinthe

physicalquantitiesatthatnodewillgrowwithtime.AppendixA providessample

subroutineswhichsetboundariesforcylindricalobjectsandroundorellipticalcurves.

Modelingthezero-normalfluxconditionattheimpermeableboundaryemploysa

technique of mirror imaging. This technique utilizes the Riemann solver to predict the

correctdensityand pressureforashockorrarefactioncontactinganimpermeablesurface.

GaydonandHurl¢[1963]explainthephysicsofshockreflection.A shockwhich

impactsarigidsurfacewillstagnateandformareflectedshockwhichpropagatesback

intotheoncomingmedium.However,withinthereflectedzone,thepressureanddensity

willbehigherwhilethevelocitywillgotozerorelativetothesurface.Theanalogous

Riemannproblemtothisscenarioisjustthesituationoftwoidenticalshocksapproaching

eachother.Thereforethisisthephysicalbasiswithwhichone appliesthemirror
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imaging technique.

One begins by creating an imaginary node opposite but directly adjacent to the

boundary node, possessing the same density, tangential velocity and pressure, but

opposite normal velocity. As with ordinary interior nodes, left and right states must be

computed using time-centered differencing, However, by inspection, one can see that

equations (3,6) through (3,14) when applied to 'mirrored' boundary nodes results in all the

2nd-order correction terms becoming zero, and the result is simply:

pn.t,2o,L=p_ (3,76)

u..m • "sinO_ (3,77)•o_O.t. = UOC0$ Off + Vo

p_,,2 = p_ (3,78)

p.,.t,2o,_ =Po (3,79)

un+l/3 . n.l/2
,_,mO,*= -u..,,,,o.t. (3,80)

p..t_2
o,R = Po (3.81)

These equations provide the inputs into the Riernannproblem. The Riemann

solver will iterate for the solution at x/t =0 which, for the initial conditions in equations

(3.76) through (3.81) can only be the zero-flux, zero.velocity solution at the boundary.

The solution provides the correct higher pressureand density associated with the shock

reflection layer, however, because the normal velocity is zero, no flux of mass or energy

across the boundary can take place. The non-trivialtangential velocity at the boundary

node:
U_+lt2 ,n
_,,o = vocosO_-u osin8_ (3,82)

is decomposed back intox.y coordinates according to:
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u ,,,.,.t,2o--uu,,,.o",,v,.t,2sing_ (3.83)

,4+112 . 11+112 iIv o = U,an.OCOSO_ (3.84)

and then all the properties inserted into equation (3.69) for the flux calculation and then

final finite differencing. Conservative differencing is performed using equation (3.56)

and operator splitting performed according to the Strang splitting technique in section

3.5.

An important note is that boundary nodes do not necessarily remain boundary

nodes when the sweeping direction changes (e.g. a vertical wall appears as a boundary

when sweeping in the x.direction but not the y-direction.) Also, the apparent angle of a

boundary in one direction changes by n/2 when sweeping in the other direction.

3.8 The Transient Shockwave Upwind Numerical Analysis Method for ICF

(TSUNAMI)

The methods outlines in sections 3.1 through 3.7 were written in a Fortran

computer code and named the Transient Shockwave L[pwia:d._umericalAnalysis Method

for ICF or TSUNAMI code. The code as well as user reference, documentation and

related boundary condition generating subroutines are given in the TSUNAMI Code

section (Appendix A). The sourcecode is maintained and updated at the University of

California at Berkeley, Department of Nuclear Engineering in the Thermal HydrauLics

Group. It c_.nbe obtained through UNIX electronicmail by sending a request to:

tsunam±@fusion.Nuc.Berkeley._DU (128.32.142.96)

Onecan also obtain more informationbycontacting the address or phone numbersbelow:

Department of Nuclear Engineering
ThermalHydraulicsResearchGroup
4118EtcheverryHall
UniversityofCaliforniaatBerkeley
Berkeley,CA 94720 USA
(s o)642.o42
(510)643-9685Fax
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Figure 3.1. One dimensional discretized system for the Godunov method
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Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of computing time centered left and
right states as inputs into the Riemann problem.

Figure 3.3, Characteristic lines of the solution to the Riemann problem
for the shock tube initial condition.
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Figure3.4 Wavecurvesandsolutionof theRiemannprobleminthe
pressure-velocityplane[ColellaandGlaz,1985].
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igure3,6. Schematic representationof griddefinitionand nodalizationof
permeableboundarycells, Shad,extcells are boundarycells. Cells on the

liquid side arc nullcells and notsubjectto computation.
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4. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

The experimentprovides an excellent benchmarkfor evaluating the accuracy of

the TSUNAMIcode. The interactionof shocks with the 48 hexagonally-packedjets is a

complexmulti-dimensionalproblemwhichwill test the code's ability to predictshocks in

complex geometries. The calculation simulates the jets as rigid cylinders and the flow is

assumed independent of height. Fourcomparisons are presented below. The f'u'stthree

comparisons examine shock speed attenuation, transmitted shock pressure and wall

loading by the initial gas shock as functions of Mach number. Forthese comparisons, the

experimental data will come from two sets of runs, shocks impacting a solid cylindrical

array using air as the drivergas, and shocks impacting a liquid jet arrayusing helium as

the drivergas. The experimentaldata are compared to TSUNAMI code calculations for

various Mach number shocks. The fourth comparisonexamines the calculation's ability

to estimate liquid velocity due to impulse delivered by the shock propagation. Lastly,

this chapter discusses the velocity dependence of peak wall pressure in the LJAST

experiment generatedby liquid impact on the wall.

4.2 LJAST Experimental Diagnostics

The LJASTexperimental data presentedhere focuses on two periods of time, The

Vastperiod is from the arrivalof the shock at the entrance to the test section to its impact

on the vessel wall. Typically, the shock requires200 to 500 microsecondsto traverse the

test section. The second period of time is from the beginning of liquid impact to the end

of liquid impact. Typically, the liquid impact occurs between 1 ms to 3 ms after the gas

shock. For the runsusing solid rods, there is no liquid impact.
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4.2.1. Typical Gas Shock and Liquid Impact Pressure Traces

The LJAST experiment has 5 pressure transducers located on the side of the test

section and 3 on the vessel wall. Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of their locations and the

distances between them. The transducers have a response time of 2 microseconds which

coincides with the data acquisition system which acquires data at a 500 kHz sampling

rate. Figure 4.2 shows a sketch of the typical outputs of the pressure vs. time curves at

six recording positions. The transducers are labeled sequentially from A to F (figure 4.1).

For an experimentally generated shock (referred to as the 'primary shock'),

transducer A, the first transducer to detect the shock, typically shows a sudden rise in

pressure to a relatively constant pressure. The constant pressure at A corresponds to the

theoretically constant pressure and velocity region behind the shock front (region 2 in

figure 1.7). Several tens of microseconds later, the primary shock arrives at transducer B.

The pressure at B rises at first to the same level as A, but within one to several

microseconds, it rises again to several times the pressure at A and then drops to about

two-thirds its maximum. The several times higher peak pressure at B corresponds to the

shock reflecting off of the jet array. Part of the shock is transtrfitted and it arrives at

transducer C several tens of microseconds later. Curiously, transducer C records two

pressure peaks. The first is about 50% of the second, which is about half the maximum

pressure at B. The shock propagates to transducers D and then E after several more tens

of microseconds. The pressures at D and E are usually less than 10% of the maximum at

B and exhibit small, multiple pressure peaks. The impact of the shock on the vessel wall

at F is usually a factor of 2 to 3 higher than the pressures at D or E.

Figure 4.3 shows a typical LJAST pressure trace for liquid impact on the vessel

wall. The transducer records 3 or 4 peaks. The pressure begins to rise about 1 to 2 ms

after the shock first arrives at A. At approximately 2 ms, three to four large pressure
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spikes arrive spaced several hundred microseconds apart. The pressure then decreases

after about 4 ms. The peak pressure on the wall due to liquid is one the order of several

MPa (several hundred psi).

4.2.3. LjAST Experimental Diagnostics

This section defines the variables and describes the analysis methods applied to

the experimental data, The arrival time of the shock at a transducer is defined as the time

when the measured pressure rises to half its peak value (figure 4.2 and figure 4.3). The

arrival time of the primary shock at transducer A is t,_,transducer B, ta, and so on. The

experimentally measured shock speed is an average speed derived from the distance

between two transducers divided by the differences in arrival time. For example, the

incoming shock speed (between transducers A and B) has speed:

Xa -- XA
u,a= _ (4.1)

Ia - f,_

The averageMach numberoftheprimaryshockbetweenanytwo transducersisdefined

asthespeedof theshockdividedby thesound speedintheundisturbedgas. For

example,theMach numberoftheshockbetweenA andB isgivenby:

MAn=-_/- (4.2)
Ct

where c_ is the sound speed, a constant which depends on the type of test gas used. Since

the runs used either air or helium at room temperature (295 K), the sound speeds for both

are computed simply from equation (1.14). For air, c_ is 344 m/s and for helium it is

1011 rn/s.

One of the quantities used in the comparison between the experiment and

calculation is the overall shock retardation coefficient which is defined as the difference

between the entering Mach number of the shock and the exiting Mach number divided by
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the entering Mach number, i.e.:

M,_ -M¢_r= . (4.3)
Man

When the primary shock first reflects off of the cylinders, the pressure rises in the

region between the jets and the reflected shock. For normal reflection off of a plane

surface, Gaydon and Hurle [1963] give the analytical expression for reflected shock

pressure ratio in an ideal gas as:

._. = (3y- ])M_ , 2(_, l) (4.4)
P2 (y- I)M_ + 2

where PRis the pressure in the reflected shock, P2, the pressure in the approaching shock,

also equal to p,_, and M_, the Mach number of the approaching shock, also equal to M_.

Section 4.5.3 below examines the ratio of Ps/P_ (i.e. measured peak pressure at transducer

B divided by predicted 1-D reflected shock pressure) and its dependence on approaching

Mach number.

The impact pressure of shock driven liquids against a rigid surface raises concerns

of waterhammer in ICF vessels. Therefore, another goal of the experiment is to find the

relationship between impact velocity and the pressure exerted on the wall. The LIAST

pressure transducers cannot directly measure the horizontal velocity of the liquid jets

when they impact the vessel wall. However, the steps below provide an estimate,

Because transducer D's position coincides with the rear edge of the last jet (figure

4.1), the distance from the last row of jets to the vessel is equivalent to the distance from

transducer D to transducer F or xor. The time for the jets to traverse xop is the absolute

difference between the time when form drag sets the last row of jets into motion and the

time the jets flu'stimpact the wall. Intuitively, the form drag begins to set the last row of

jets into motion when the primary shock arrives at transducer D, i.e. to. Similarly, the
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time the jets first impact the wall (tw) coincides with the first pressure spike from liquid

impact (figure 4.3). As with the other arrival times, tw is taken at the mid-point of the

pressure rise from the background pressure to its peak. Because the jet undergoes

acceleration, the velocity is not constant. Here, the analysis requires an assumption about

the physics of the jet acceleration. The TSUNAMI calculation provides a time-dependent

net drag on the jets which is based on the assumption of rigid cylinders. The results in

section 4.6 indicate that the drag on the cylinders results in roughly linear increase in

velocity. Hence, for simplicity the jets are assumed to undergo constant acceleration a.

Therefore, from simple physics:

xot, - _a(t W- to . (4.5)

For constant acceleration, the impact velocity, Vw,is equal to a(tw -to). Combining this

with equation (4.5) and solving for Vwyields:

vW= 2 x°e . (4.6)
tw - to

4.3 LJAST Experimental Results

This section presents the primary LJAST experimental data used to compare with

the TSUNAMI calculations in sections that follow. The first tables are test matrices

which present the initial pressures for the air and the helium shock runs. The tables

which follow provide arrival times, peak pressure and the liquid impact pressure data.

4.3.1. Test Matrix

Tables 4.1 through 4.2 tabulate the initial conditions used for two sets of runs.

The fhst set of runs is for shocks in an air test gas impacting solid cylinders. For most of
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these cases, the driver gas is also air, in several cases, marked with asterisks, the driver

is helium, which generates a higher Mach number primary shock for the same

diaphragm ratio [Gaydon and Hurle, 1963], The second set of runs are for shocks in a

helium test gas impacting liquid jets. The driver gas in these cases was all helium, The

tables are listed by a reference run number which corresponds to an ascending order of

Math number.

Table 4,1. Text matrix for shocks in air im_ solid rod__._._._,
Run

Number ..............Mach No. p,lp_ p_ [Pa] p, [Pal
1 1.033 1.16 1.01×105 1.17x105

2 1,068 1,36 l.Olx 105 1.38x 105

3 1,049 1,25 8.27x104 1,03x105
, , ,,, ,,,, ,,, ............................

4 1,068 1,36 2.27x 104 3,10x 104
........................................................... ,, u ,,

5 1,150 1.92 8,61×104 1,65x105
, , ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,, ,, ,,,i.,,.,,, n,,,,, , , ,,

6 1,160 2,00 2,76x104 5,51x104

7 1.165 2,04 1,01x105 2.07x105

8 1.173 2.1 1 1,01x 105 2.14x 105
,,, , , ,,,,, ,,,

9 1,181 2.18 3.79x104 8,27x104
,, ,,, ,,,, ,| ,, ,

10 1,209 2,44 3.10x104 7.58x104

11 1.218 2.52 1,01x105 , 2.55x105

12 1,244 2.80 5.65x 104 1.58x 105
..... ,.......... , , , , , ,

13 1,267 3.04 3,86x 104 1,17x 105

14 1,278 3,18 4,55x104 1.45x105
, , ,,,,,, , , , ,, ,,, ,,,, , , , , , ,,, J i,,,,,,

15 1.295 3.39 1.93x104 6.55x104
..................... , , , ,,,, , ......

16 1.323 3.75 1.10x104 4,13x104
.... = 1 . • , , , ,, , , ,,,,,,,, ,,, ,L ,, ,,,,,,,,

17 1,392 4.81 3,58x10'* 1,72x105

18 1.417 5,26 1.93x104 1,01xl05
, ,, , ,, ,, , , , , ,,,,,,,,,,, , J

19 1,416 5,24 2,89x104 1.52x105
, L ,, , L L , .,, n

20 1,455 6,00 3.45x103 2.07x 104
,, , , , , .,, ,, J , , ,,

21 1,464 6,20 1.44x104 8,96x 104
, ,, ,.,,,, ,,

22 1.583 9,19 1.10xi04 1.01×105

23 1,803 18,57 9.65x 103 1,79x 105
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24 1.964 30.00 8.96× 103 2,69x 105
il,i i i i

25 .......... 2.389 105.00 1.38×103 1.45x103

26 2,410 I11,43 2.41x103 2,69xi0s
i, : J,1, ,, , , ,f, , , - i ......... _: ......J:_,rJ,_L,__:_:_

27 .......2.597..........25.oo 6.59×i03 i.-/2×i05
28 2.617 25.81 2.14xi0') 5,5ix103

29 2.938 525.00 2.76×102 1.45x103

30 2.911 39.39 2.27x104 8.96x 103
i ,,,, ...... ,,, - = - ,,s, H J ,,, .............

31 3.169 1055.56 6,20x102 6.55x103

32 3.176 56.67 2.07x104 1.17xlO 6
................ ............ ,,,,,,,,...... ,

33 3.272 64.52 2.14x104 1.38x106

Heiium_drivergasusedtodn";eShocksinto_ testgas,

Table4.2,TextmatrixforshocksinHe impactingliquidjetar(ay. ...........
Run .........Theoretical

Nu..mber............Maeh No. p,/p, p, [Pal ....p( [Pa]

1 1.153 2.05 7.58x103 1.55x104

2 1.185 2.35 3.51xi0 4 8.27x104
_l _ L I ,, , ,,L

3 1.272 3.39 3.10x104 1.05xlO 5
, , r,,

4 1.369 5,00 1.24x104 6.20x104
,, , , ....... J .... ,,

5 1,414 5,94 1,10x104 6.55x104
, , , ,, i: ,,,,,,,,, , , ,, L

6 1.420 6.08 3.51x104 2.14x10 5
............... _= ...... ,......... =_ , ............. ., , , L _ L

7 1.422 6.15 8.96x103 5.51x104

8 1.595 11.72 1.10x 104 1.29x 105
, ,,, ,, ,i ,

9 1.603 12.09 2.96x104 3.58x105
j,,,, J ,, , , , , ,.......................... liJ ,,, ,,,, i

10 1.634 13.51 5.10x104 6.89x105
,,,, • i|,i,,,,,i i,, i i ,,,ima,,,,• ..... i i i i• iiiiii,

II 1.6443 13.80 3,45x104 4.75x105
_ _ ,,,L • _ ,,, , J i,, , ,, J, ,,,, i . , ,,, _H','L ' ' _'

12 1.676 15.75 6.89x103 1.09x105
, i, ,,,,,,,,.., ,, , . L,, • , ,,,., , ,_., I ,

13 1.753 20.77 8.96x103 1.86x105
, _, , ,,,, m,,,,L ,. ,, ,,, • _ '

14 2.464 274.29 2.41x104 6.62x10 _
.......

4.3.2. Arrival Time Data

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 list the arrival time data for the shocks corresponding to the

listed in tables 4.1 and 4.2. All times are given in microseconds. The arrival of the
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shock at transducerA triggers the dataacquisition system. All other arrivaltimes are

given relative to t_. The determinationcriteriafor the shock _val dine was described

above in section4.2.3.

.............Table4.3.Arriv_dinedamforshocksinairimpac_gasolidrodarray._

Run Arriv_Times[microseconds]
Number _ ............ _...... _ to ....._ ....... _ ....

"i,,,.I..... 0 ...........220......350 450 " 540.... 690
2 " - 0 212 348 498 634..................820.......

............ 3 ....................... 0 ............. 212........382 _ 524' _6 ........830"
..........4 ...............0 208 ......"356,.......510 ..................._r 873 '"
"'5 0 204 352 504 610 768...............

.............6 ......' 0 I_ 306 456 566 753 ........
............7ii......,,,,.fIN,,.........0" _ss- -3i2 _ 556 .....................72s.....

8 , 0 3_ 446 55s _ ..............7_ ............
' '9..... 0 ........312 ............442 552 711
...........fo.... o _8o 3t0 438 550 705
.........ii....... 0 " 178 294 432...........540' _ 69'4........

........0 176 ........ 286...... 424 .......534 713
13 0 172 278 4'i'_........ 522 .......... 70i

................................... _ _ , z ,L.,_,

14 0 170 280 418 * *
......1"5 ....0" 168 272 408 5i4 690

"16 ..... 0.............166.... 342 490 578 784
- 17 ................ 0.......... 156............. 256 ......... 370 ' "494...... - 666

_' .... 18 ...... 0 ................ i54' 248 380 480' ' 658
.....19 0 ....154
.....................20..... 0 ....i50 250 380 " 480 630
.... 2i .... 0.... 148 ........... 2_ 374 472 650

22 ......0 .........................i20 i98 298 412 568
23 0 110 180 2_ 386 533

....24................0 9'2.... i52.... i9_..........296 469
25 _ 0 _ " I_ 292 462
'26 .......0 ' 84 ...........i38..............208 296 410
27 0 84 1'40 ........ 250 '' 296 446
'28...........0 74 ' ' i82 " 254 " 372

'" 29.........0 ..... 74 .....i28 .......216 342.......424
30 0 68 i'08.......224 " _!0 " '458
31..................0 ......6s " _12 _ _.4 3_
32 ....... 0.............66 106' " I_ .......228 336'

.....33...........0...................4o ' 8s.........._02 __6 _
•datapointnotavmiabl¢...............
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............Table4.4.+_v__fime...dataforshocks...!.0He.impactingaliquidjet_y.

Run ArrivalTimes[microseconds]
Num_r .................tA tn ....... to b t_ t,,i,, ,,,r _ ,

t 0 64 to2 tt t i46 20i
..................2 ............. 0.....+......62+...................los.......................t32..... t6s ......................22s

" 3 .......................0 ...... 58' - 90 ..............13'4........ i86 255 ......
+ 4 0 54 96 ..........++[28 i66 234

5 o 52 7s _ t_8 _56 2to
......6 ................i ..0 _ 52 .......9! .....[34 176 ...................2'45..................

7 0 52 112 * 436 * .......
8 ........0 -i._ 46 ' - 76 'Ii0 i48,,.i,...._ 206

............9 0 46 88 114 152 2i0
....I0 ....0 .................45........79 ....i_ ......i41 ........... i89

"" I 1 0 45....... 80 106 .... i 39 i'g'tj ....
12 ...........0 ........4.4-.................72 " ' i_ ........134 f84 "+
13 ..........................0 .....42 ......72 .... l_ ......!..46.................. 20:.....""

14 " 0 30 ....48...... 72 104 151
...... : ................... _ ,, ,,s i t_ :

4.3.3. Peak Shock Pressure Data

Tables4,5and4,6listthepeakshockpressurecorrespondingtotherunslistedin

tables4,1and4,2,PressuresaregiveninPa,The peakpressurecorrespondstothe

maximum pressurereachedbythemonotonicallyincreasingpressuregeneratedby the

arrivaloftheshock(figure4,2),

........ Table4.5.Peak+pressuredataforsh0cks,...inairimpacting.asolidrodarray,

Run peakshockpressures[Pa]
Number PA Ps Pc Po PR P_,

1 1.05xlO5 1,05xlOs 1,05xlO5 1.05xlO5 1.1lxlO 5 1.19xlO5

2 1.30xlO.s 1.41xlOS 1.36x105 1.16xlO5 1.19xlO5 1.46x105
o ..... _ , ,, ,

3 9.37x104 1.02xlOs 8.96x104 7.58x104 7.86x104 9.51x104
_ ,, ,

4 2.62x10a 4.41x104 1.10xlOa 2.21x104 1165x104 "4'48X104
Ill[...... i m Ill l IJ I ! 'l['ll' l I Jl II J l m l[ : : = : .....

5 1.20xlOs 1.45x10s 1.12xlOs 1.03xlO5 1.02xlOs 1.41x105
......................... ,, ,,,,,,, _ ,t,,,J,, , • , J ,, J • ,,,, , , , -_ -

6 3.86×104 7,30x1_ 1.52×104 3.17x11_ 2.76x1_ 4.31×104......._ , ,,, _ _ , , ,,! ,,

7 1.44x10s 1.72x105 1.12xlOs 1.19xlO5 1.25x105 1.70xlO5
, , , ,,,, , ,,,,,,, ,, . ,, , , ,, _ , ,, ..... , t

8 1.45x105 1.83x10s 1,36x105 1.25x105 1.25x105 1.75x105

9 5.si×o,,.....7.72×i0, 4.55xi 4.82xto,+.82×i
.................... l, ,, ....... ,,, ,, L, t , ' '

10 4.82xi04 8.68x104 2.07:<104 3.31x104 2.62x104 7.58x104....,
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11 l.s9×los  .06 ,osii 5×lo,..... .26×10s1. 6×lOS .87×10s
12 9,03x104 1.25x105 8.48x104 6,55x10 a 6.55x104 l.OOxlOS

13 6,55x 104 9,17x104 6,00x 104 4,48x 104 4.34x10 a 6.82x104
............... . ........................................................................ ,, ,,,,,,,,,., ......... _ .........

14 7.86x104 1.45x105 2.76x104 1.79x104 * *
, ......................................................... ::: _ ,,,, r, , _ .... o....... . U,,L

1,5 3,45xi04 6.75xI04 3.31xi04 i.24xi04 1.10xi04 3.96xi04
............... _ ........................................... ......• .......................

16 2.07x 104 4.55×104 8.27x103 1.79x104 1.65x104 2.93x104

17 7,51x104 1.19xlO s 7,24x104 3.79x 104 4,62x104 7,17x104

18 4,13x104 7,17xi04 2.34x104 2.07x 104 2.48x104 4.07x104

19 6,27x 104 9,85x 104 6,00×104 3,51x104 3,79x104 5.79x104

20 8.27x 103 4.82x 104 4,13x103 1.93x104 1.79xi04 3,45x104
................. -.:: ............................... - ............................ , , • .......... _................. ......................

21 3,38x104 6.68x 104 1.86x104 1.72x104 1.72x104 3,55x104
., - : ................. : ,.,,,,_J J i i i .

22 2.76x104 6.34x lO4 2.62x104 8,27x103 8,27x103 !.03xlO 4J .......................................................................................... ..................... _.............

23 3.51x104 6.41xi04 2.41x104 2.27x 104 2.41x104 3.38x104
............................. :_ .............................. ,, , , : ...............................................

24 3,79x 104 7.65x 104 2.69x 104 2.55x104 2.41x104 3.72x104
, . r _i,2,,_,,,,_1!....... iic ..... ii: : : i},ljll i llIlflli

25 9.65x103 3.03x 104 4.13x103 1.38x103 2.76x103 1.21x104
: _

26 1.58x104 4.34x 104 1.17x!04 1.03x104 1.03x104 1.83x104
...................... Jl

27 5,44x 104 6.68x104 5,86x104 5,17x104 5.17x104 5.38x104
,, ,, ............................................ ,, ,, , ,, ....

28 1,72xi0s 5,57xi0s 1,03x105 6.13xi04 7.51xi04 2.20xi0s
- , .................. :...................................................................... :: ......... _ ,, ___: _- .....

29 2.76x 103 1,24x 104 1.38x103 1,38x103 1.38x103 3.45xi03
,,,,,,,i ........ ,,,, , , , i , ....,......

30 2,15xi05 3,68xi0s 1,10xl0s 5.79xi04 1.21xl0S 3.22xI05
.,,,,,,,,,,. - .

3l.......... 6.89x103 3.31x104 4.13x103 1.38x103 1.38x103 1.03X104
. , .i. ,, ,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,, ,, l ........... , ,

32 2.38x10 s 1.05xlO_ 1.14xlO s 7.24x104 7.24x104 3.67x10_

33 2.65x10 _ 8.92x 10_ 1.34x10 _ 8,61x104 7.24x104 4.31x10 s

dam _i_t not avaJlabi_ .......

Table4.6.Pe_ pressuredataforshocksinHe impactingaliquidjetarray........

Run peak shock pressures [Pa]
Number p_ Ps Pc . .... p_ Ptr P_,

I 1.03xlO4 1,25xi04 5.31xi04 1.45xi04 1.52xi04 2.69xi04
, : ".................... ................

2 5.31xI04 8.06xi04 2,55xi04 2,55xi04 2.55xi04 8.06xi04
- . ,...... ..... ,,,,,_,__ :.......... R 'L i L..... 11]Hal I ,,r

3 5.51x104 7.99x104 2.48x104 8,20x103 6.89x103 2.34x104
.............. : --.JL--_ --. '...... ,. • , ' ,"' ' ' """ ' ' " i _ , ,,,i ,, ,, ,.... j, r_,_,,, _, _ _ " -

4 2.55x104 3.93x104 2,55x104 1,86x104 1.86x104 4.62x104•
, ,,, ,,,. ,, i,, ,,, _ , ,,_ , , _ . i_,,,, _,,_

5 2.07x104 3,72x104 1.24x104 * 9,65x103 *

6 2,48x104 4,34x104 1.58xlO 4 3.45x10 a 3.45x10 a 8.96x10 _.....
,, ,, , _,, ,, i_ ,, , , , ,,, , , ,, _ uu, , _u_ , , ,,,, _ ,

7 7.99x104 1.35x10 s 1.79x104 2.76x104 3.03x!04 5.41x104
•............. ,. , r, ,, u,,,,,_

8 3,17x104 5.93x104 6,89x103 4,82x10 s 4.13x103 1.52x104
_, ,, ,, ,,,, ,
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....... " :,_; y _,r H',']" ] ' '"' _r, .... ]i_ ,,¢,,,,,, --_ all I ,' Ill aial ......... _" _ _ ,................. , , ......... _--

9 8.75x104 1.56x105 7.37x104 2.55x104 1.86×104 7.37x104
............................................... .,, ..................... =l_,, _J

i0 i,07xiOs 1,85xi0 s 3.82xi04 3,10xl(Y4 3.31xi04 6.41xi04
I, , , ......... ,i , ...... ......... _:'_:

i l.............15Sxl 420x10S....2.!4x!0s S89×1048.nSgXi041.2:Xl0S
_" 12 2.24x104 4.17xl_ 1.55x1_ 7.24xi03 5.86xl03 1155×104l
i3 3,17xi04 5.03xi0't 2.21xi04 4.82xi03 4.82xi03 I155xi04-

14 1,79×10s 5,65×10s 3.72×105 4.13×104 4,13x104 2.07x10s
"da_rpoi.tnotavailable ..............................

4.3.4. Liquid Impact Data

Table 4.7 lists the arrivaltime of the firstlargepressurespikedue to liquid impact

andthemaximum magnitudeofpressuredetectedon thevesselwallduringtheliquid

impactduration(figure4,3).Thedatacorrespondtothesamerunsusedwiththeshocks

inheliumimpactingliquidjets.

.... Table 4,7, Wall impact_V_ _¢S andpe_ pressuredata.
Run no. ,,,[ms]_....._ ...... p_v_[Pal ...........

I 1.93 5.51xI06

2 2.32 6,62x106

3 1.70 4.41x106
llH ],I,IN II 11 lilt [ 111 I , I I till| ] [1 f 11 , !11 , I]UI, 111 I ] f I 11 I I ! HI !)11 I 1111

4 2.49 4,24xi06
5 * *

.... 6 ............. 2.90........... ' 2,03x'i0'¢,........

7 3.13 1.58x106
__ ,, , ,, ,,, i , , , i, ,,,,,,uu,, ,,, __'=L ,"._' L . J J_ i i : , ,,,,,,,,

8 2.60 2.17xi06
i,. i , , i , ! i J itl i i , ....

9 2.88 4,24x106
,,,,,.., : , ,, , ,,,,,,, ,, ,, , , ,_ , _, _,

10 3.16 3,24x106
: -: : : : : _: : :- : : :L: : - ,HilI !,llJt, 11 , , , ! ' 1111, , 11 11 1

II 3.46 2.10x106

12 3.08 2.83xI06
ii ,jlll,li 111 i ,11 [ ii i I i ii ,l .LL i i i iiiiiiiii _ - I .,==..

13 2.00 5,38xI06
.... IilliI, ,,, , _J _ Hl'['J ,,1,,,,,, ,,, , , J IiIIi,,,, I,,,,,II, , , ,,,,,, , I

14 1.40 4,20xI06 i
,,dampoint n0t available ......
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4.4 Numerical Modeling of the LJAST Experiment

Section 4.4 presents the specific details of the initial conditions and mesh

generationmethods used to model the LJASTExperiment.

4.4,1, Grid Set.up and Initial Conditions for Numerical Calculation

The TSUNAMI simulationof LJAST uses a _ x 100 uniformsized mesh to

approximatethe last60 cm of the shock tube(figure4.1). The calculationis Eulerianand

two-dlmensional,examiningonly the horizon_ plane(x-y) and assumingnodependence

ontheverticaldirection.Thecelldimension,Ax, is9.495x I0"sm,Fromhereon,xis

definedasthelengthdimensionandy thewidthdimension,The lefthalfofthe

computationalgrid(300ceils)modelsa 30 cm sectionoftheshocktubeand the

remainingportionmodelsthe30cm testsection(theshockisassumedtomovefromleft

toright).The codemodelsall48 cylinders,eachI0cellsindiameterwith3 cells

betweencylinderstosimulatethe1.3pitch-to-diameterrationecessaryfora50% packing

fraction.Thecomputationalgridterminatesontherightsideagainstthevesselwall.The

endofthephysical1.2ASTtestsectionisopenandseparatedfromthewallanaverageof

' i3cm. Ventinginthisregionisthreedimensonalsincegascanescapebothverticallyend

horizontallyafterstagnatingagainstthevesselwall.TheTSUNAMI simulationneglects

the three-dimensioneffects and the vessel well curvatureandmodels this regionas a flat

wall with 3 cm openings on each side (figure 4.1). As in the I.JAST experiment,

simulated cylinders are placed hexagonaUy packed array near the middle of the test

section,

4.4.2,Initialconditions

Modelingtheentireshockinteractionfromtheinitialdiaphragmburstrequires

simulating the first several hundredmicrosecondsprior to the shock arrivingat the test
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section. Modelingthe entirelengthof the shock tuberequiresover 2,4CX)cells in the x.

direction. Botharecomputadonallycostly and unnecessary.One canreduce therequired

computational effort by, first, using the analytical solution to Riemann's shock tube

problem (section 1.4.7) as theinitial condition,and second, by using the open boundary

condition (section 3.4.1).

Recall from section 1.4 that for the shock tube initial conditions, the soludon

comprises three waves which separatez.t space into fourconstantregionsdenotedas (I)

the undisturbed low pressure medium ahead of the shock, (2) the region between the

shockand the contactsurface,(3) the regionbetweenthe contactsurfaceandthe

rarefactiontan,and(4) theundisturbedhighpressuremediumto theleftof therarefaction

(figure1.7). Foranyknownini_ly discontinuousstates(1) and(4), thesolutionto the

Riemannshocktubeproblemprovidestheconstantstatesin regions(2) and(3). By

inspectionusingthissolutiont'orthein/dalconditioncanel/m/natetheneedto simulate

the duration prior to the shock'sarrivalat the test section.

For the calculations in this chapter, the initial conditions begin with the shock

frontof knownMath numberMi at the first mJ.nsducerlocation(transducerA) in the test

section (flgur,.,4.2), The intervalof time whichthis shock has traveledis At, and is equal

to the distance fromthe diaphragmto transducerA (I. I0 m) divided by the shock speed,

i.e.:

(m!. <4.7)
At, = M,c, (m/S)

wherec_isthesoundspeedinregionI.Thegastotherightoftheshock(regionI)is

assumedtobe a stationary,idealgas(eitherairorhelium)at17500Pa (2.54psia)

pressureand295K temperature.Behindtheshockfront(region2),equations(1.44)and

(1.45)providedensityandpressureinaccordingto:
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( +IJM;

p,. p, l) (1.45)
),+1

Equation(1.42) provides the particle velocity u_ as a function of pressureratioP_/Pl.

Combiningwith (1.44) yields:

_' Cl Ml - (4.8)
y+/

Region3 is theconstantstatetothe leftof the contactsurface.Thepressureand

velocityare consumtacrossthe contactsurfaceso uj = _, and pj = P2. The contact

surface therefore moves at the same velocity as the panicle velocity in region 2. This

placesthepositionof thecontactsurfaceat a disumce(Mic_-th)At , to the left of the

shockfront. Thedensitytothe leftof thecomactsurface,p_, followsthe isentropicflow

relationshipsforexpansionof gasfrom region4. Hence,calculatingtheregion3density

requiresthe region4 properties.Oneobtainstheregion4 propertiesfrom thediaphragm

pressure ratio (p,/p_) relationshipin equation(1.59). Here, the drivergas in region 4 is

assumed to be the same type of gas as in region I and also at 295 K. Combining

equations(I.10),(1.4,4)and(1.59)andsolvingforP3 asafunctionMachnumberyields:

P_= A ............... Va ...._ (4,9) '

_,17

To limitthe sisofthecomputationalgrid,the lefthandboundaryismadean

openor flee streamboundary[vanLeer, 1979](section3.4.1). Thechoiceof 600cellsin

thex-directionissufflciendylongto modelregions1,2 and3 forMachnumbersinairor

helium from 1 to 5. By inspection,this exemptsthe driver gas regionfrom the
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compuutdonaldomainandreducesthecomputationaldomainandeffortby75%.

4.4.3. NumericalDlallnc_tlcs

Like the actual experiment,the TSUNAI_tlsimulationof LJAST places pressure

transducerson the test section side wall and vessel wall to record the transient pressure

traces (figure 4.1). In addition, the code can record the density map of the entire flow

field, the form drag over each cylinder, the impulse delivered to the cylinder and the

pressuredistributiononthebackwall. Thedensitymapof theflowfield isusedforflow

visualizationandanimation.The formdragandimpulseateusedtopredictthevelocity

thejetsattain,andthepressuredistributiononthevesselwall recordsthenon-unifo_ty

of theimpactingshock.Onecomputestheformdragin thex-dJzectionbyinteoatingthe

directedpressureoverthesurfaceof thecylinder,i.e.:

form drag= D, = f p_ , _S, = (4.10)
sj

wherep isthepressure,J:thex-directionunitvector,h theunitnormalvectorintothe

surface,$_isthetotalsurfaceareaforcylinderk,thevectorA,4i#thediscretizedareaat

cellidand0 theanglethenormalintothesurfacemakeswiththepositivex-axis.The

formdragisgivenfora unitheightcylinder.By inspection,forauniformintegergrid,

A4_OcosO_#isjust,_ forcosOpositiveand-A_for¢osOnegative.Therefore,oneneeds

onlytosum thepressuresonallnodeswiththerespectivesignstoobtainthenetform

draginthex-direction.Note,however,thedragcomponentinthex-directionisnot

necessarilythemaximum sincethey-directionformdragisnotnecessarilyzero.

However,theinformationofinterestisthevelocityofthedquidinthex._tion which

isthecomponentnormaltothevesselwall.

With the x.direction drag force known for each jet, the impulse per unit height

deliveredto thejet comes from the time integrationof thedrag, i.e.:
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t, (4,11)

wheren isthenumberofthetimestep.The velocitya jetobtainsifalltheimpulseis

convenedtoliquidmomentum isgivenby"

vk= /* (4.12)

forajetofradiusto.
I

4.4.4.LJAST SimulationParameters

The TSUNAMI codecalculationsheresimulatetheLJAST shockinteractionfora

durationof2 ms. Time forexecutionoftheprogramperrunwas approximately4 days

on a Sun MicrosystemsSparcstation2. The simulationsuse airand helium.The

propertiesofthematerialsaregivenintable4.8.The initialbackgroundpressurewas

17.5kPa forallruns,andtheMach numberwas variedbetween1.1and4.0.Table4.9

givesthetestcasesrun forthenumericalsimulationas functionsof gasand Mach

number.

Table4.8.Gas Propertiesusedin LJAST codecalculation.

Proper_y Air He

MolecularWt. 0.029kg/mole 0.004kg/mole

garnma(cp/c,,) 1.40 1.667

Initia/temperature 295K 295K

Soundspeed 344m/s I011rn/s

1Initial p:essurc 17500 Pa 17500 Pa

Table 4.9. LJAST simulation test matrix.

Mach Number Air He

1.1 x x

1.25 x x
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1.5 x x
1.677 x

1.75 x x

2.0 x x

2.5 x x

3.0 x x

3.2 x

3.5 x x

4.0 x

4.5. Comparison between LJAST and TSUNAMI

This section presents the comparison of the LJAST experimental results and the

TSUNAMI computations. The first comparison is a qualitative comparison between the

computed pressure-time curves and the experimental data. The next three are quantitative

comparisons of shock speed attenuation, shock reflection strength and wall impact

pressure.

4.5.1 Comparing Transducer Output Traces

Figure 4.4 shows a comparison between pressure vs. time curves between the

LJAST experiment and the TSUNAMI calculation. The case is for a Mach 3.2 shock

approaching the array of 48 jets. The LJAST experiment used liquid jets in this case.

Both the computed results and the experimental curves are typical of those sketched in

figure 4.2. One notable point in the computed pressure trace is the pressure detected at

transducer B which rises to the pressure level at A, then suddenly rises again when the

shock reflection occurs off of the surface of the cylinders. This appears as a distinct kink

near the based of the transducer B curve. The corresponding experimental curve also

exhibits this phenomenon, but the kink is not as well defined. However, the experimental

curve for transducer B still shows an initially steep rise to the same pressure as at
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transducer A, and then an even steeper rise to the maximum pressure at B. The two

microsecond rise time needed for the transducer to respond to sudden changes is the

likely cause for the experimental pressure trace having less definition. The subsequent

trend for the pressure drop at transducer B from 100 to 225 microseconds is qualitatively

similar.

Another notable point is the prediction by the code of unexpected double peaks at

transducer C. The code predicts a separate, smaller magnitude pressure spike will arrive

first at transducer C followed by a larger spike several microseconds later. The

experimental results also record the same phenomenon. The TSUNAMI code also

predicts smaller pressure shocks which arrive at transducers D, and E. These

qualitatively match the decreasing pressure magnitude behavior seen in the experiment.

By inspection, the experimental and computed arrival times and the pressure magnitudes

in figure 4.4 for this case of a Mach 3.2 shock agree well quantitatively as well as

qualitatively. The next section compares quantitatively various aspects of the shock

velocity and pressure for various Mach numbers.

4.5.2 Comparison of Shock Speed Attenuation

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the plots of shock retardation ( r ) versus initial Mach

number. Figure 4.5 compares computed results against experimentally obtainexi data for

the shocks into air impacting a solid rod array, and figure 4.6 compares the results for

shocks into helium for a liquid jet array. The shock retardation coefficient is defined by

equation (4.3). The reduced data for both the experimental and numerical data are

provide in Appendix D. The experiments have a variety of values for p_ and P4 giving

different Mach numbers. Kawamura and Kawada [1957] show that shock retardation and

shock reflection can be both non-dimensionalized relative to shock pressure ratio and

therefore Math number. The experimental data here are therefore also assumed to
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depend on Mach number only. Both figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the trend of greater shock

retardation for greater Mach number. The computed results in figure 4.5 agree well with

the solid rod experimental results while the experimental data and the computed results

ate less well correlated for the liquid jet runs.

One notable feature in figures 4.5 and 4.6 is the lack of linearity and monotonicity

in the second derivative of the TSUNAMI computed retardation curves. This observation

is especially true for the helium runs. The retardation coefficient is computed solely from

the shock arrival time at fixed positions in the test sections. If a change in Mach number

can generate a spatial variation in the pressure distribution of the shock front, then this

may provide an explanation for the observation. Figure 4.7 shows a series of grey scale

images of the TSUNAMI computed density distributions in the gas. The shock

propagation generates a highly chaotic, multi-dimensional flow inside the jet array as

well as behind the array. Figure 4.8 shows the computed plot of the pressure distribution

along the rear wall 20 microseconds after the arrival of the shock at transducer F for

Mach numbers 1.25 and 1.5 in air. The curves confh'm that the pressure distribution is

spatially non-uniform, and varies considerably for the two different Mach number cases.

4.5.3 Comparison of Shock Reflection Off of the First Row of Jets

The nextcomparisonexamines the Mach number dependence of shock reflection

off of the first row of jets. The primary shock which first passes transducer A and then

impacts the jets immediately after passing transducer B generates a reflected shock

pressure, Pa. Analytically, the pressure behind a normal reflected shock, PR, is given by

one-dimensional gas dynamics in equation (4.4). The ratio Pa/PRis shown in figures 4.9

and 4.10, for the air and helium runs, respectively. The reduced data for both the

experimental and numerical data ate provide in Appendix D. Both sets of experimental

data in figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the trend of lower Ps/PR ratio for Mach number
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increasing from I to 2. The TSUNAMI computed values show the same trend. The runs

using shocks in air impacting solid rods (figure 4,9) show a fair agreement in the range

from Mach number 2 to 4. The TSUNAMI computed results for helium shocks

impacting the cylinder array appears to over-predict the reflected pressure above Mach

1.5. The experimental data suggests that the reflected pressure ratio is lower for liquid

jets than for solid rods as the Mach number increases. This leads one to speculate that

with the liquid jets, the higher Mach number shocks have a great ability to deform the

liquid and therefore clear a path for the flow, thus reducing the peak reflected pressure

relative to ideal aormal shock reflection.

in figure 4.9, the TSUNAMI calculation demonstrates its ability to predict another

unexpected result. Intuitively, the one-dimensional normal shock reflection from a plane

surface should yield the a higher shock reflected pressure than a surface which has

multiple openings that permit part of the primary shock to be transmitted. Therefore in

all cases, one expects that the ratio Pa/PR will be less than I. For the most of the

experimental and computed results, this is the case. However, in some of the lower Mach

number shock cases for the shocks in air, the experimental data indicates that Pa/PRis

actually greater than I (figure 4.9). The TSUNAMI calculations predict the same

unexpected effect, although over estimating Pa/P1¢by about 15% in the range from Mach

I.I to l.S.

4.5.4 Comparison of Gas Shock Wall Pressure

The f'mal comparison examines the wall pressure due to gas shock impact and its

dependence on Mach number. The data are normalized against the incoming shock

pressure Pa. Figure 4.11 shows the comparison between experiment and TSUNAMI for

the air shocks on solid rods, and figure 4.12 shows the comparisons for helium shocks on

liquid jets. The reduced data are given in Appendix D. The experimental data for the air
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shocks impacting solid rods (figure 4.11) indicate that P,,_I/PAis roughly 1.2 between

Mach number I. I and 2.0. After Mach 2.0, P,,_/PAslowly rises to 1.5 at Mach number of

3. The TSUNAMI calculations predict a non-linear variation for P,,°,/PAversus Mach

number which is roughly within 20% of the experimental values in the range of Mach

number from I.I to 2.0. Experimental data points lie above and below the computed

result. However, beyond Mach number of 2.0, the code over-predicts the P,,JPA ratio by

approximately 20% above the average data. A possible cause may be three-dimensional

effects. In the experiment, the shock which impacts the wall can vent out from the top

and bottom and not just the sides of the test section. The code, being only two-

dimensional models only permits the shock to vent from the sides.

In the runs with helium shocks impacting liquid jets (figure 4.12), the TSUNAMI

code appears to always over-predict the experimental data. The code predicts a P,,r'P,

ratio roughly 2 to 3 times higher than the experiment. This result indicates a significant

difference between shocks on solid rods and shocks on liquid jets. One might speculate

that the additional pressure attenuation is caused by liquid motion and surface stripping

which may cause greater attenuation of the shock pressure as it traverses the jet array.

Also, there is some transfer of momentum and kinetic energy to the liquid, thus changing

the gas dynamics. For I cm diameter jets, the effect is approximately a factor of 2 to

factor of 3 reduction in the TSUNAMI predicted gas shock pressure. The dependence on

jet diameter size is unknown and may bc an important effect. That effect was not

explored here. however, it may be important and is worthy of future study.

4.6 LiquidImpacton theVesselWall

The impactofliquidon thevesselraisesconcernsaboutwaterhammerdamage.

One of thegoalsoftheLJAST experimentisthereforetoexaminethecharacteristic

impactpressureanditsrelationshipwithliquidvelocity.
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4.6.1. Stagnation Premure of Liquid on the Vessel Wall

There axe two _ting cases. For the first case, flow in pipes, the instantaneous

arrest of liquid will generate waterhammer pressures according to the Joukowsky

relationship [Rust, 1979]:

zip = pcAu, (4.i3)

where zip is the pressure rise, p the density of the liquid, c the sound speed in the liquid

and Au the change in velocity of the liquid. In the second case, the impact of cylindrical

jets against a vessel may be like the stagnation of liquid according to Bernoulli's

relationship:

p(u_-/_) (4.14)
P2- Pl = 2

where the subscripts I and 2 indicate the initial and final state. By inspection, the

Joukowsky relationship for waterhammer yields a much higher and less desirable impact

stress than Bernoulli's relationship due to the influence of the liquid sound speed in the

Joukowsky relationship.

Figure 4.13 plots the peak pressure measured on the vessel versus the predicted

velocity of the liquid jets. Table 4.7 lists the data for the calculation. The liquid velocity

is determined by equation (4.6). Appendix D contains the lists for all the data reduction.

The liquid in these runs was mechanical vacuum pump oil with a specific gravity of 0.9

relative to water. Figure 4.13 also plots the curve for the Bernoulli pressure relationship.

The graph conf'u'msthat the impact of the liquid jet array on the wail generates a pressure

which follows the Bernoulli stagnation relationship and not the Joukowsky waterhammer

relationship.
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4,6.2. Liquid Impulsedelivered to theJets.

As discussedin section4.4.3, theTSUNAMI codecomputesa velocity of the

liquid based on the computed form drag (equation 4.12). The accuracy of this computed

velocity will depend on the validity of the code's assumption of stationary geometry.

This secdoncomparesthe calculation with two specificexperimental caseswhere liquid

impacts the wail. In one case, a Mach 3.20 in air shock impacts water jets and in the

second case, a Mach 1.677 shock in helium impacts oil jets. Table 4.10 provides the

experimental data. The liquid impact velocity in table 4.10 is derived from equation

(4.6). The TSUNAMI code initial conditions were _ge.d identically to the experiment

and a 2 ms duration simulated, The code computes the velocity of each of the 48 jets

usingequation(4.12),thensums and averagesthevelocityforthewholearray,This

providesthecomputedaveragearrayvelocityasafunctionoftime.Figure4.14showsa

plotofthepredictedaveragevelocityoftheliquidjetarrayasa functionoftimeforthe

Mach 3.2case.The codepredictsthatthevelocityiscloseto100m/safter2 ms. The

experimentallyobtainedvalueisI00.6m/s after2.31ms. Usinglinearextrapolation,

thenthe velocityat2.31 ms isroughlyI15 m/s,or about 15% fasterthan the

experimentalvalue.Figure4.15showsthesameplotofaveragepredictedvelocityversus

time,butfortheMach 1.677case.The velocityafter2 ns isapproximately60 m/s.

However,experimentally,theimpactoftheliquidon thewalldoesnotoccuruntil3.08

ms. By inspectiontheplotinfigure4.15isroughlylinearovertheentireperiod.Linear

extrapolationpredictsa velocityof90 m/sat3 ms. Thisisabout20% fasterthanthe

expcrimentaUyobtainedvelocityof72 m/s.

Table4.I0.TWO casesofliquidimpactdata.

........Mach NO. ..... pl[pa] p_a] b[ms] t_.[ms]

*3.2 1.75x 104 1.02x 106 0.18 2.31

1.677 6.85x103 1.08xlO 5 0.10 3.08
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Inbothcases,theTSUNAMI codeover-predlctsthevelocityof theliquid.

Intuitively,thisresultisexpectedsincetheTSUNAMI codeassumesthatthejetsare

stationaryandthereforecomputesahigherdifferentialvelocitybetweenthegasflowand

theliquidwhichincreasestheformdrag.However,thedifferencebetweenthecode

calculationandtheexperimentallyobtainedvaluewasshowninthesetwocasestobe

only20%.
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5. APPLICATION OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD
TO THE HYLIFE ICF REACTOR

5.1 Introduction

As mentioned in section 1.1, each deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion microexplosion

releases either 1800 MJ or 350 MJ of energy depending on whether the concept is

HYLIFE-I or -II, and the resulting radiation release may consist of about 68% neutrons,

16% xrays and 16% debris kinetic energies, Glenn [1982] as well as Chen et al. [1990]

have studied the x-ray ablation phenomenon and made predictions of the inner cavity

conditions prior to the blast contacting and venting through the blanket. The goal of this

chapter is to present the TSUNAMI computational results for blast venting through

blankets in the HYLIFE ICF reactor.

Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 in chapter 1 show the interiors of the HYLIFE reactor

designs [Blink et. al 1980, Mob" 1990]. The basic design concept includes an annular

array of falling liquid jets or slabs surrounding a central cavity roughly 50 cm in radius.

The liquid is either molten lithium (HYLIFE-I) or lithium fluoride-beryllium dii_uoride

(Flibe, HYLIFE-II) salt.

The HYLIFE-I design uses a 50% packing fraction of 20 cm cylindrical jets. The

jets are packed roughly in a hexagonal geometry, and the total blanket thickness,

including the volume between jets is 1.6 meters. The required thickness is determined by

the maximum neutron depositions per atom (dpa) that the vessel wall material can sustain

during the 30 year reactor lifetime [Monsler and Meier, 1981]. The fall height from the

orifice plate to the surface of the lithium pool at the bottom of the vessel is nominally 8

meters. This height is mostly determined by the repetition rate and jet injection velocity

[Petzoldt 1991]. The objective is to replace the "older" liquid present at the prior shot

with "fresher," colder liquid, for the current shot because the surfaces as well as interior
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of the liquid will be heated. In general, a slower repetition rate allows a longer fall height

and slower injection velocity. The vessel radius in HYLIFE-I is 5 meters.

The HYLIFE-II design considers two possible blanket geometries, The first is a

50% packing fraction, stationary, hexagonal array, as in HYLIFE.I, but using 5 cm

diameter jets. The second is a 58% packing fraction of oscillating and stationary 7 cm

thick slabs of Flibe spaced 5 cm apart. The total blanket thickness is approximately 1.0

meters. The actual liquid thickness is around 0.5 m, which is thinner than required in

HYLIFE-I because _ibe has approximately twice the macroscopic neutron attenuation

coefficient as lithium. The height from orifice plate to pool is only 2 meters to permit the

higher repetition rate. The vessel radius is 3 meters.

5.2 Initial Conditions

Glenn [1980] was the first to study x-ray ablation and vapor generation in the

HYLIFE reactor's inner cavity. Glenn's numerical analysis included a diffusion model

for radiation transport, which incorporates opacity data for lithium. His study provided

time-dependent profiles for density, velocity, pressure and temperature for the vapor mass

up to the time just before expanding vapor re-contacts the blanket. For simplicity and

comparison purposes, Glenn's calculated profiles were scaled, and used as the initial

condition for gas dynamics analysis with TSUNAMI. Figure 5.1 shows the linearly

approximated profiles of Glenn's inner cavity solution used as the initial conditions for

HYLIFE-I and °II calculations. The scaling parameters were yield, mass evaporated, and

ratio of specific heat (_,). Glenn calculated that in the central cavity, the distribution of

ablated mass is concentrated in a dense band of material about 10 cm thick near the

perimeter. The velocity, highest at the outer edge, decreases toward the center of the

cavity. The pressure distribution is uniform up to the edge of the perimeter.

Glenn's analysis was one dimensional, that is, a cylindrical geometry with radial
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symmetry and no axial dependence. Glenn placed approximately 63% of the total x-ray

and debris energy into a 1 meter line source. The density in the outer band near the

perimeter is 46 times the density in the interior. The outward veloci,ty begins at zero in

the center of the cavity and increases linearly with radius to about 18% of its maximum

value at 15 cm radius. From 15 cm to 30 cm, the outward velocity increases linearly

again, but with greater slope to its maximum value at 30 cm. Glenn divided the total

energy up into approximately 92.3% in the gas internal energy and 5.7% in the kinetic

energy. Appendix A provides the small computer program called "yield.f" used to scale

Glenn's inner cavity profiles just prior to blanket contact. Chen [1992] later obtained

distributions similar in shape for the mass and energy in his two-dimensional inner cavity

calculations for HYLIFE-II. However, at the time these calculations were done, Chen's

results were not yet available, and hence, 'allthe calculations, including the HYLIFE-II,

are based entirely on Glenn's initial data.

5.3 Geometriesand ParametersTested

The calculations use two basic geometries. The f'trst geometry is a 1/4 section

simulation of either a 3 or 5 meter radius vessel with a hexagonally packed array of 5 cm

or 20 cm jets at 50% packing fraction (figure 5.2). The second geometry is a 1/2 section

simulation of a 3 meter radius vessel with a slab array blanket (figure 5.3), To study the

paramemc effect of varying yield while holding initial vapor mass constant, four runs

with the HYLIFE-I geometry were performed with yields varying t_m 600 MJ to 2700

MJ. In addition, to study the parametric effect of varying initial mass, four runs were

performed with the HYLIFE-II slab geometry with initial density varying from 1.5 to 27

kg/m 3 with yield and initial pressure held constant.
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Table5,1. Initial Conditions for Various Runs.................

HYLIFE-I Geometry
Yield 600, 1200, 1800, 2700 M.I

Max. Init. Density 23 kg/m 3

Vessel Radius 5 m

Blanket Geometry Asmuiar Jet Array

Packing Fraction 50%, 20 cm diana jets
Material Li_aum

Rado of Specific Heats (7) 1.67

HYL_-II

Yield 350 MJ

Max. hit. Density 1.5, 2.9, 14, 27 kg/m 3

Vessel Radius 3 m

Blanket Geometry Annular Jet Array (1)

Slab Array (2)

Packing Fraction 50% (1), 5era diam.

58% (2), 7era th. slabs

Material Flibe

Ratio of Spc;_ific Heats (7)........... 1.2 ...........

For HYLIFE-I, the duration simulated was 1000 microseconds which required

about 4 days of computational effort on a Sun Microsystems Sparcstation 2TM,

workstation. For HYLIFE-II, the duration simulated was 250 microseconds for the

cylindrical jet blanket geometry and 500 microseconds for the slab. These runs typically

required 10 days for the cylindrical jet case, and 4 days for the slab case. Typically the

grids used 600 x 600 nodes with the maximum at up to 1000 x 1000 nodes. The

HYLIFE-I case modeled approximately 50 cylinders arranged in a hex-packed pattern in

one-fourth of the reactor cavity. The HYLIb_-II cylinder case modeled over 350

cylinders. The slab case utilized only 38 objects in the flow field. Runs were performed

using a workstation because the total active memory size for all arrays usually exceeded

the maximum permitted on the local Cray supercomputer.
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$.4 Effect of Blast Venting on Liquid Motion

One goaloftheHYL_ blastventingcalculationsis topredicttheliquidvelocity

resultingfromblastventing.The highspeedvaporflowwillexertbothformdragand

viscousdragon theliquidjets.Glenn[1980]showedthatformdragismany ordersof

magnitudelargerthanviscousdrag.Therefore,inthesecalculations,asintheLJAST

calculationinchapter4,onlytheformdragisconsidered.The dragonthejetsisaforce

whichwillacceleratetheliquidtowardthef'trsts_cturalwall,The velocityofeachjet

outwardina radialdirectionresultsfromtheformdragintegratedovereachjetsurface

and summeA overtime.The sub-sectionsbelowdiscussaverageliquidblanketvelocity,

'ewallloadingdue toliquidimpactand thevelocityobtainedbydifferentjts atdifferent

locationsintheflowfield.

5.4.1 Liquid Blanket Velocities

The calculation of the jet velocity for the HYLIFE jets uses the same method as in

chapter 4 for the LJAST simulation, Namely, one sums the pressure distribution around

the surface of the jets and derives a net outward radial force and acceleration, Integrating

the net outward acceleration on the jet over time yields the velocity. Table 5.2 presents

the peak and averaged velocities for the jets. The maximum liquid velocity in HYLIFE-I

on the inner most jets is 830 m/s, In this case, the assumption of fixed grid is not

appropriate, For the HYLIFE=II conditions, the maximum Liquidvelocity is more than an

order of magnitude lower (80 m/s for the inner most cylinders). At this velocity, the

assumption of fixed gridis still questionable because the jets will move 1.6 diameters and

alter the blanket geometry significaady in I millisecond, which is the characteristic time

required for more than half of the vapor to escape from the inner cavity. The velocity of

thegaswilldependon factorssuchasyieldandmassablated.Section53 discussesthis

inmore detail.The averagedvelocityfortheentireblanketis280 m/s and 20 m/s
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resp_tively for HYL_-I and .if cylinder cases, but only 1.0 m/s for the HYLIFE.LI

slabc_,_e. In the slab case, the assumptionof fixed grid appearsreasonable. The large

difference lies in the different form dragsbetween differentshapes. The cylindricaljet

geometry offers greater flow resistance providing more opportunity for the vapor to

performpdv workon the liquid.

5.4,2 Liquid Impact Wall Loadlnll

Two factors in FSWdesign arc the peakwall pressureand the total impulsedue to

liquidimpact. Fromthe LJASTexperimentaldatain chapter4, for a given averageliquid

density p and velocity u, the peak, liquid-impact wall pressure is approximately the

Bernoulli stagnation pressure, pu2/2. The impulse delivered to the wall is just the

momentum change in the liquid. In the HYLIFE.Icase, liquid Impacts the wail at 280

m/s imposing a peak pressureof 19MPa (2750 psi) whichrepeatsevery0.67 seconds due

to the 1.5 Hz repetitionrate. Thispresentsa problemfor the HYI.IFE.Icavebecauseof a

high damagepotential. On the other hand,for the HYLIFE-Hcylindercase, theexpected

pressure will only be 0.4 MPa from the impact of 20 m/s liquid. The slower outward

velocity has anotherbenefit. If the radialcomponent of velocity is sufficientlyslow, the

liquid, which has some initial injection velocity, may fall into the pool below before

impactingthe FSW. This mayimply thatthe design of the liquidrecovery structureat the

base of the vessel will need to consider the geometry of the blanketand where the blast

ventingwill direct the liquid.

In the HYLIFE-[Icylindricaljet geometry case the liquid will not reach the wall

until75 ms after the fusion micro-explosion. The repetitionratebeing 8 Hz requiresthat

the old liquid clear the vessel every 125 ms. For a two meter fall height, this gives a

minimumdownwardinjectionvelocity of 16 m/s. This implies the liquid may fall more

than half way to the pool before impactingthe FSW. In the HYL_-II slabjet geometry
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case,theaveragevelocityisonlyIm/s,Theliquidimpactsthepoolbeforeitreachesthe

wall. The analysishere neglects any initial upwardvelocity. In the actual ICFsystem,

the blast ventingmay impartanupwardverticalvelocity to some of the Liquid.

Table_._.2.MomentumTrnnsf'erResults , .....

HYL_-I (50%p.f, LithiumJets)

Max Liq, Velocity 830 m/s

Avg. Liq. Velocity 280 m/s

Impulseof the liquid (per unitheight) 8.5xi0 s N-s/m

Max. Wall Press. fromLiq, 19 M.Pa

HYL_-H (50% p,f, Fl_ibeJets)

Max Liq, Velocity 80 m/s

Avg. Liq, Velocity 20 m/s

Impulse of the liquid (per unit height) 1,3xlOs N-s/m

Max, WallPress, from l.,lq, 0,4 MPa

HYI,_-II (58% p.f, Flibe slabs)

Max Liq, Velocity 11 rn/s

Avg, Liq. Velocity 1.0 m/s

Impulse of the liquid (per unit height) 6,4x103 N-s/m

Max.W allpress:_m Liq. , ............2 kPa,_ ...........

$.4,3 Comparison with Previous HYLIFE.I Estimate

The HYLII_-I average liquid velocity results computedby TSUNAMI areover

an orderof magnitude larger than that first computed by Glenn who predicted a 14 m/s

average velocity impartedto the liquid, The reason for such a large difference in results

lies in a combination of two factors, Glenn [1980] included heat transfer in his one-

dimensional model which he cited as providing the means to remove a considerable

amount of energy from the gas, Glenn used Hilpert's [1933] correlation for heat trasfer

coefficient based on experiments using cyliners with air¢rossflow. He adaptedHllpert's
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equationbyusingadifferentPrandtlnumber,Section5,7willdiscusstheparametric

effectsofyieldwhicharequitestrong,andindicatethatiftheliquidremovesa

considerableamountof'energyfromthegas,thenthemomentumtransferwouldalsobe

reduced.However,chapter6 willshowcondensationonjetsurfacestobeasmalleffect

whichsupportstheuseoftheadiabaticapproximation.However,condensationonliqu/d

dropletswillbemuchgreaterduetothelargersurfaceareaavailability.Second,Glenn's

useofdragcoefficientsbasedonsteady.stateflowmay grosslyunderestimatetheform

dragsubsequenttoa shockreflection.GlennhimselfcitedtheimportanceofMach

effectssuchasshockreflect/onandflowseparation,whichhedidnotinclude,

$.4.4.PhenomenonofLastRow CylindersRecelvin8More Impulse

Supersonicflewseparation,an inviscidphenomenonisunlikeboundarylayer

flowsel_a.ration,a viscousphenomenon.Supersonicflowoveracylindergeneratesa

highfrontalpressurewherethegasinitiallystagnates.However,asthegasflowsaround

the sides of the cylinder,it experiencesa decreasing pressuregradientwhich accelerates

the gas flow. The gas undergoesfurtherexpansionas it flows aroundthe backside of the

cylinder, The gas velocity is directedrearwardand its inertiacauses the majorityof mass

to separate away from the cylinder forming a small wake region behind the cylinder

which has low velocity (figure 3.4). This region was referred to as the region of

cavitation by Courantand Friedrichs [1948, pp 277]. The pressure in the expanded

streamflowing behind the cylinder is muchlower than in the front, This entrains mass

from the wakeregionand generatesa low densityregionbehind the cylinder, Figure5,5

shows the pressuredistributionover anoutercylindercaiculau_din the HYLIFE.

One consequenceof supersonicflow separationis that the last row or cylindersin

the arraywill experience more drag than the cylinders just immediately inside. This

phenomenonoccurs because the innercylinders have othercylinders positioned farther
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outinradiuswhichre-directtheflowofgassufficientlysothatflowseparationlastsfor

only a brief time and then the pressure behind the jet builds and flow separation stops.

The outer jets, however, do not benefit from this and will endure longer periods where

flow separation occurs. For example, figure 5.6 compares pressure distribution curves for

different cylinders as different times. The cylinders in front (3 through 5) experience

form drag until about 400 microseconds. However, the outermost jet (cylinder 6)

continues to experience higher differential in pressure between its front and back, Figure

5,7 shows the impulse of cylinders I through 6. Cylinder 1 receives all its impulse in the

flrst 400 microseconds. The acceleration of cylinder 6 (as dete_ed by the slope of the

curve in figure 5,7) is greater than either cylinder 4 or 5 indicating that it will possess

moreimpulseasaconsequenceofblastventing.

$.S. Blut VentingFlow V[suallzation

Figures5,8,5.9and 5.10show thegrey-scaleimagesfortheblastventing

simulationsforHYL_-I, HYL_E-U cyLinder,andHYL_-I/slab casesrespectively,

The images are those of logarithmic density, with white being the highest and black being

the lowest. A numerical grey-scale ruler is provide at the base of each figure.

$_.I. HYL_-I Simulation

One-quarter of the reactor vessel is modeled for the cylinder cases and one-half

'Ofor the slab case, In the HYI.,IFE.I simulau n, 54 cylinders approximately 20 cm in

diameter are placed in a hex.packed pattern from an inner radius of 0.5 meters to 2.1

meters. The initial conditions are taken directly from Glenn [1980]. Glenn assumed that

all the vapor implodes into the central cavity, which is a conservative assumption. From

figure 5,8, the first frame at Omicroseconds shows a high density and high pressure mass

just prior to contact with the inner jets. At 50 microseconds, the venting has proceeded 1

meter or approximately 3 to 4 rows into the array. The faces pointed toward the central



cavityofthefirstrowofjetsshowbrightwhitobutthejetsaretrailedby darkzones,

indicatinghighdensityandpressureonthefrontofthesecylindersbutlowdensityand

pressurebehind.Theresultishighformdrag,By i00microseconds,thefrontofthe

blasthasexitedbeyondtheedgeoftheblanket.Becausetheinitialinternalenergyofthe

ablatedvaporissohigh,theleadingedgeoftheblastfront,onceclearofthebl_et,

travelsatcloseto45,000_s asitexpandsouttowardthevesselwall.Theblastfront

reachesthewallat150microsecondsandbe_s toexertpressure.Section5,7examines

thepressureson thewailforvariouscases.The pictureat150microsecondsshows

ventingispreferentialinthedirectlinesofsight.Theselinesofsight,forthehex-packed

geometryLiedirecdydownandat60degreesazimuthalanglerelativetothe0degreeaxis

inthegraph(figure5,2).VaporexpandsoutinthesetwodirectionsandimpactstheFSW

firstinthesedirections,thuscreatinganotherconcern,asymmetricwallloading.This

non-uniformloadingwillalsobe examinedin thefollowingsections.By 250

microseconds,relativelysteadyventingfromtheinnercavityh_ establishedaadthere

atesignsofsustainedflowsep_,T'ationonmanyoftheouterjets,Theinnerjetsnolonger

showregionsofhighdensityinfrontandlowdensitybehind,

$.$.2.HYLIFE.II(Cyllnder)Simulation

Figure5.9showsthedensityflowvisualizationfortheHYLIFE-IIcylindercase.

Approximately350-5 cm diameterjetsareinsidetheone-quarterreactor.Theinitial

conditionsfollowthesameprofilesasshowninfigure:5.1,butusethecodeyield.fin

AppendixA toscaletheprof'desproportionaltotheyield.Thereactorcavityis3meters

inradius.Theblanketofhex-packedjetsextendsfrom0.5m radiusto1.5meterradius.

Initially,theventingissimilartotheHYLIFE.Icase.TheyieldinHYLI]=E-IIisonly

onef'ifthofthatinHYLI]::E-I,butmassevaporatedwillalsobelessbe,causethex-ray

attenuationofFlibeisgreaterandthereforetheenergyisconcentratedinlessmass.The

massshownisbasedonaconservativeassumptionbyMoir(1990]of8.8kgevaporated.
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Because Chen [1992] estimates only about 0.5 kg evaporated, calculations were also

performed for 0.5, 1.0, and 5.0 kg of mass evaporated. These results are described further

below in the parametric study. At I00 microseconds, the blast has emerged from the

blanket Once clear of the blanket, the blast front expands at close to 25,000 m/s. At 150

microseconds, the blast front has already contacted the wall and formed a small shock

reflection. The blast is transported preferentially in the downward direction and not in at

the 60 degrees degree azimuthal .,.ngle (figure 5.2). This is unreasonable in tight of the

result in HYLIFE-I where venting was preferential in both the downward and 60 degree

directions.

The problem was traced back to the use of the too coarse of a grid. In order to

accommodate over 300 cylinders in a grid of only 1000 x 1000 nodes, the cylinders were

appt-oximated by a pitch of 21 cells and diameter of 16 ceils, leaving only 5 ceils between

cylinders. For the HYLIF -! case, the ratio was 40 to 31 cells for pitch to diameter.

Because the cylinders are centered on a uniform integer grid, the gap (i._. number of

cells) between cylinders can vary by as much as a single node or 20%. The error on the

HYLIFE-I is smaller, but the flow is also observed to be preferred in the downward

direction.

5.5.3. HYLIFE-II (Slab) Simulation

Figure 5.10 shows the density flow visualization for the HYLIFE-.II slab case.

The initial condition begins with the same initial condition as for the cylinder case.

Thirty-seven slabs comprise the blanket. Thirty-one slabs make up the main blanket

which form an inner cavity surrounded on three sides. On the left, two rows of relatively

thick slabs shield the FSW but have gaps for the beam lines (figure 5.3). This design

minimizes the solid angle through which fusion radiation can stream out. For simplicity,

the calculation uses the same initial condition as in the HYLIFE-II cylinder condition.
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From figure 5.10, it takes about 120 microseconds before the leading edge of the

blast reaches the outer edge of the blanket. The velocities for the expanding blast for the

slab case seem to be slower than the cylindrical jet case where the blast's leading edge

exits in less than 100 microseconds. This result is at fh-st counter to physical intuition

because one might conclude that venting should occur more quickly in the slab geometry

which exhibits less flow resistance. The leading edge of the blast however, moves faster

through a smaller channel than a wider channel. This does not violate the gas dynamics

relationships which state that subsonic flow accelerates and supersonic flow decelerates

upon entering aa area decrease [Liepmann and Roshko, 1957, p.52]. The original flow in

the central cavity is supersonic prior to reaching the f'trst row of jets. However, after

stagnating on the jet surfaces, it now has become subsonic. The subsonic flow, upon

entering a contraction, accelerates. Because of conservation of mass, the narrower the

channel for the flow, the faster the velocity.

At 240 microseconds, the ablated vapor contacts the FSW. It has a velocity close

to 13,000 m/s. At this time, the blast also reaches the inside of the beam port protection

slabs to the left, and begins to vent through the beam slots in the slabs. In the central

cavity, the high density layer of stagnated gas begins to form a complex density

distribution as a result of the multiple shock reflections off of the individual slabs. By

300 microseconds, a relatively steady venting has been established. But now, venting

through the beam slots in the slabs on the left is also underway and gives rise to concerns

on how to protect the optics from these jets. The wall loading, described in more detail in

the next section, is also very asymmetric.

5.6. Gas Shock Wall Loading

Table 5.3 provides the local, temporal maximum peak and the spatial peak

average pressure on the FSW for the 3 difference HYLIFE cases. The local temporal
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peak pressure is the absolute maximum pressure calculated during the duration simulated.

The peak average pressure is the maximum pressure on the wall averaged over the

surface. The HYLIFE-I case shows that the pressure reaches as high as 35 MPa (5100

psi) while the peak average pressure is only 5 MPa (730 psi). For the HYLIFE-II

cylinder case, the time of calculation was insufficient to fully assess the peak wall

pressures, but given the available results, the maximum and the average peak pressures

were both approximately the same at 1 MPa (145 psi). For the HYLIFE-II slab case, the

maximum peak and peak average pressures were 3 MPa (435 psi) and 1 MPa (145 psi)

respectively. Both the HYLIFE-I and HYLIF -II slab cases exhibited considerable

asymmetry. These values represent cyclic stresses that occur at the fusion repetition rate.

Table 5.3. Gas Shock on FSW Results

HYLIFE-I (50% p.f. Lithium Jets, 1 ms duration)

Max. Wall Press. from Gas 35 MPa

Peak Avg.Wall Press. from Gas 5.0 MPa

HYLIFE-II (50% p.f. Flibe Jets - 250 I.tsec.)

Max. Wall Press. from Gas 1.1 MPa

Peak Avg. Wall Press. from Gas 1.0 MPa

HYLIFE-II (58% p.f. FLibeslabs - 500 gsec.)

Max. Wall Press. from Gas 3.1 MPa

p¢ak Avg. Wall Press. from Gas 1,0 MPa

5.6.1. Asymmetric Wall Loading

According to Glenn and Young [1979] and Orth [1989], designing the FSW will

require knowledge of both the pressure-time history and the peak pressure for short

impulses. However, to provide this information, one needs to consider the non-uniform

wall loading caused by the asymmetric blast. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show wall pressures

at various azimuthal angles vs. time within the HYLIFE-I and HYLIFE-II (slab) vessel
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respectively. One observes that in the HYLII_-I case (figure 5.1 I), the peak pressure at

the zero degree azimuthal angle (figure 5.2) is much higher than at other sampled

locations. Similarly, the pressure curves for the HYLIFE-II slab case (figure 5.12) show

that the pressure on the wall reaches much higher levels at zero, 90 and IOo0degrees.

(figure 5.3) than at the other angles. By inspection, the high pressures are imposed on

the wall at positions where there is the most direct line-of-sight to the central cavity. In

the HYLIFE-I case, this causes the difference between maximum local peak and peak

average pressure to be a factor of 7. In the HYLIFE-II slab case, it is a factor of 3. This

indicates that asymmetric wall loading on the FSW will be an important factor in

determining the optimum blanket geometry. The geometry should minimize the imparted

velocity to the liquid, but distribute the wall loading from gas shock relatively uniformly

on the FSW.

5.7 Parametric Study of Effects of Yield and Density

Because the numerical simulations require a significant computational effort, it is

not efficient to re-compute the gas dynamics every time one changes a design parameter

such as yield or density. One cannot avoid performing a TSUNAMI calculation if the

design changes significantly, such as switching from cylinder to slab geometry.

However, for cases such as changes in yield and initial gas density, having a parametric

scaling relationship can save a considerable amount of computing time. Hence, another

goal is to develop a the rough scaling methodology which can be inserted into a design

code such as the one used by Bieri [1991] for parametric studies leading to cost

optimization.

The goal of this parametric study is to determine the variation of liquid impulse

and gas shock wall loading as functions of yield and density. The study chooses yield

and density because, I) the yield determines the s._zeand cost of the beam driver [Bieri
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1991] and 2) the total vapor density may vary by factors of 2 to 3 or more depending on

the x-ray spectrum emitted by the fusion target, which is speculative and classified

information.

5.7.1 Parametric Effects of Yield

Figure 5.13 shows the spatial average wall gas shock loading for the various

yields with initial density profiles kept the same for all runs. Figure 5.14 shows the

average wall pressure versus yield. The gas wall loading varies approximately linearly

with yield between 600 to 2700 MJ. This is not surprising since the assumption of an

ideal gas was used in the calculation and no heat transfer was permitted. The stagnation

pressure of the gas therefore remains relatively constant during venting and varies

direcdy with the yield.

Figure 5.15 shows normalized impulse delivered to the liquid during the venting

process. Two sets of points are plotted. One for the average of the inner cylinders and

one for the outer most cylinders. Two standard normalized curves, y = x and y = ._2, axe

also plotted to show a possible relationship. From a rough scaling, impulse delivered to

the blanket scales as the product of average form drag with the duration of vendng, i.e.:

U2

Im pulse - Drag x At ~ C_p-_ At

where u is a characteristic spatial average gas particle velocity. For the conditions of

constant density but varied yield, the form drag pressure roughly varies as the square of

velocity while the time for venting might scale inversely ,._ith velocity. Hence, impulse,

or momentum transfer scales roughly as velocity. Finally, velocity scales roughly as the

square root of yield leading to the relationship that momentum transfer should also vary

approximately as the square root of the yield, i.e.:
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Yield ~ internal+ kinetic energies

~ c,T + pu 2 ~ ua

.'. Impulse ~

The computed impulse delivered to the first row of cylinders shown in figure 5.15

supports this square root relationship. However, the computed impulse to the last row of

jets follows a more linear prof'fle. Other factors such as the initial local pressure, shock

reflection and flow separation may affect the form drag. These effects were not

quantified here and are left as interesting topics for future study. For conservatism, the

impulse to the liquid can be assumed to vary as the square root of yi,',ld when the design

changes call for a smaller yield and higher repetition rate.

5.7.2 Parametric Effects of Density

Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show similar charts for average wall pressure and

normalized impulse delivered to the liquid for the four runs where the vapor mass was

varied holding yield and inidal pressure constant. The pL,t of average pressure on the

wail in figure 5.16 shows that the peak spatial average wall pressure experienced _uring

venting will be on the order of 1 MPa. Although the duration of time for which the

calculation was performed is not long enough to include the final pressures for the higher

density runs, the shapes of the curves suggest that the average wall pressure due to gas

shock will be the same regardless of density. The only difference will be the duration.

For higher densities, there is less specific kinetic energy in the gas, therefore velocities

are lower. However, because of the assumption of ideal gas and fixed yield, the total

internal energy and therefore stagnation pressure are constant regardless of initial

evaporated mass.

Figure 5.17 again tries to compare normalized impulse delivered to the liquid

versus initial mass evaporated. From a similar scaling argument as above, the impulse
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imparted to the slabs will scale as the product of form drag and venting duration.

Irn pulse ~ Drag x At

~cop-T,at~pu u
~ pu

For the case of fixed yield, the product of density and velocity squaredwhich varies as

the yield is roughly constant:

pu 2 ~ Yield ~ const.

u --_ (5.4)

Substituting into the expression for impulse scaling results in:

Im pulse ~ pu ~p_ (5.5)

which reduces to another square root relationship; that is, momentum transfer should

scale approximately with the square root of the mass initially evaporated. Both

normalized square root curves and a standard linear curve are plotted with the data in

figure 5.17. The calculation indicates that the relationship has a dependence which is

neither linear nor square root, but somewhere in between.
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Figure 5.1. Simple linearly approximated profiles of Glenn's inner cavity
solution used as the initial conditions for HYLIFE-I and .1I calculations.
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Figure 5.2, HYLIFE cylindrical geometry used in the TSUNAMI
computation.
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Figure 5.4, Schematic representation of supersonic flow separation.
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6. EFFECTS OF CONDENSATION ON SHOCK REFLECTION

6.1 Introduction

The work in Chapter 5 assessed the gas dynamics consequences of blast venting

in HYLIFE using the conservative assumption of adiabatic gas. This has the potential to

grossly over estimate the shock on the FSW if the venting is not adiabatic. Because the

blast material is vaporized liquid, it must condense out to a low enough pressure and

density to permit the next shot. At early times, in the first tens of microseconds, the

vapor is very hot and the liquid surfaces not exposed to the target very cold. The

condensation is especially rapid and has the potential to draw mass and energy out of the

vapor and thus greatly reduce both potential pdv work done by the gas on the liquid

during momentum transfer, and the final pressure on the wall.

In the limiting case for ICF, the transient, early-time condensation might be so

strong as to absorb all the vapor mass and energy, thus completely attenuating any shocks

on the FSW while only causing only a minimal momentum transfer to the liquid. This

scenario would indeed greatly ease the task of the structural designers. On the other

hand, condensation may not cause any significant change in' the gas dynamics if

condensation quickly heats up the liquid surfaces and prevents additional condensation.

Therefore, the purpose of the work below is to obtain some preliminary assessment of

early-time condensation in the HYLIFE-II system. The work consists of coupling

transient conduction and convection in the liquid with the TSUNAMI gas dynamics code

in a one-dimensional system. Necessary to this work is the development of a boundary

conditi' Jased on kinetic theory which couples both sub- and supersonic gas dynamics

with the condensation heat flux into the liquid.
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Much of the ground work for transient condensation in ICF reactors comes from

the studies by Bai and Schrock [1991] and Schrock et al. [1992]. The former paper

discusses the condensation on droplets required to bring down the pressure to pre-shot

conditions, while the latter paper focuses on the very early-time condensation of vapor on

a cold surface. The latter serves as a beginning point for the work presented below. In

that paper, Schrock et al. examined the problem of initially cold droplets 3uspended in a

uniform gas medium initially at rest. Using Schrage's [1953] equation for condensation,

Schrock et al. developed a method for computing the net condensation flux into the

condensing surface and then numerically solving the time-dependent heat equation in the

liquid. The study investigated the idealized problem of initially quiescent vapor in

contact with a cold liquid surface using the assumption of isentropic flow in the vapor.

Hence, the next step in improving the method is to replace the isentropic assumptions

with a better method of estimating gas properties such as the second-order Godunov

method used in the TSUNAMI code. The sections below will first outline Schrage's

kinetic theory of condensation, then the modeling of the effect of condensation on the

vapor, liquid and interface, and lastly, the numerical method used to solve the governing

equations.

6.2 The Kinetic Theory of Condensation

If a cold liquid surface is suddenly placed in contact with hot vapor, the result will

be a net condensation flux into the liquid. Schrage [1953] considered this net flux to be

comprised of the difference between the impacting condensation flux and the evaporation

flux (see figure 6.1). His analysis is based on the kinetic theory of phase change

(reviewed by Collier 1972). On a microscopic level, the gas particles near the liquid

interface impact with some frequency and distribution of molecular velocities. Schrage

considered a Maxwellian velocity distribution given by:
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.......N -- ) ezp- (u_+v_+w_)duavdw (6.1

where the left hand side represents the f,,action of the total number of molecules N with

velocities between u and u+du, v and v + dr, and w and w+dw in Cartesian space. On the

right, m is the mass of a molecule, kb the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.

This distribution assumes that the bulk gas is stationary, However, there must be some

bulk motion of the vapor normal into the liquid interface if there is net condensation.

Schrage [1953] was the first to consider effect. He derived the mass flux for flow

through a plane normal to the direction of the bulk gas motion. The mass flux is the

product of molecular mass and particle flux. Beginning with the skewed Maxwellian

distribution:

m V_ W2= (u- uo)_+ + cludvdw, (6.2)
N 2_rk,TJ exP-2-_T

where uo is the average bulk velocity of the gas toward the surface, Schrage integrated

the distribution function over all velocities v and w, and velocity u either away or into

(evaporr,.ion or condensation respectively) the interface, and then multiplied by the

product of average particle density to obtain the particle flux, i.e. (for case of

condensation - positive toward the interface):

_Vllt ¥ I0

-(m,-w 0

. (6.3)

]ii( m Y'2 [ (m 1[ v2 w_]l

where _ is the particle flux and no is the average particle density. For the case of

condensation, the limits of integration for the u-velocity component are defined from 0 to

**. Using the identity:
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] exp(_a_x,)dx =,_.4"_ (6.4)a
- i,i1,

and integrating with respect to v and w gives:

!°)ieN=no 2:_k"T u exp - (u-u o du. (6.5)-m

Schrage evaluated the intega'al on the right hand side of equation (6.5) and recast the
i

equation as: i

eN = no exp -u o + Uo'_ 1+ err Uo . (6,6)

Equation (6.6) is the expression for gas motion toward the interface (i.e. u0 :_ 0). One

obtains a similar equation:

I_'_|/l'TXl/2 -4 +u04"_2--_T J [l-erf_-uo_2-_bT) (6.7,

if the bulk gas velocity is away from the interface (uo < 0). By substituting the

expressioas:

s=u° t ) \ej =M _ (6.8)!

and

m # (6.9)

into equation (6.6), multiplying by the molecular mass, m, and then using the ideal gas

law, Schrage obtained as the impacting condensation mass flux:
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where p is the local pressure of the vapor at the interface measured by a detector moving

with the flow, Ro is the gas constant mid # the molecular weight. In equation (6.8), R is

the material specific gas constant, y the ratio of specific heats and M the Mach number.

The quantity s represents the ratio of average bulk flow velocity to most probable

molecular speed in the Maxwellian distribution at the state of the vapor at the interface.

One can rewrite the bracketed term on the right-hand-side of equation (6.10) as a

correction factor, i.e.:

r'(s)=e" +erf(s)] 's>O

=e'" +s47[t-erf(-s)] ifs<0 (6,11)

Therefore, the impacting condensation mass flux is then given as:

=P"'L ) . (6,12)

As mentioned above, the net mass flux is the difference between the impacting

condensation and the evaporative mass fluxes. The evaporative flux is usually assumed

to correspond to the particle flux emanating from a saturated vapor at the liquid surface

temperature. The analysis to determine the evaporative mass flux is similar to the

condensation flux, except bulk mass motion of the particles is neglected. This gives for

the evaporative mass flux:

1

G"_=Pt'I2ttRTL, I . (6.13)

For the impacting condensation flux, the liquid surface may not capture every

particle which impacts. Similarly for the evaporative flux, not every molecule which
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possesses sufficient energy to boil off will escape into the gas. The fractions of

molecules which stick on impact or boil off into the gas are called accommodation

coefficients or sticking and evaporation coefficients. These are assigned fc and fe ,

respectively. At equilibrium in a quiescent system, there is zero net flux so the impacting

condensation flux must equal the evaporative flux. If less than the full kinetic theory

mass flux sticks in condensation, then the same reduction must also take place for the

evaporation. That is, at equilibrium the sticking coefficient must be the same as the

evaporation coefficient. Usually, in non-equilibrium situations, one still assumes that

these coefficients are equal. The values for accommodation coefficients vary widely in

literature, but work by Mills [1965] indicates that it is less than 1 only when impurities

are present at the interface, For this assessment, both coefficients are assumed to be

unity. All factors combined together give for the net condensation mass flux (Schrage's

equation):

o,= l - f'P" .

6.3 Modeling

Schrage's equation provides a means for calculating the effect of condensation if

the properties at the liquid-vapor interface are known. These interface properties are

derived from both the liquid as well as vapor and will depend on the model used to

predict vapor and liquid behavior. However, limitations posed by gas dynamics must

also be considered. The system is modeled as three parts - vapor, liquid and interface

(seefigure6.1). Modelingfortheliquidsideand interfaceas wellgas dynamics

considerationsarepresentedbelow.The vaporisassumedtobeaninviscid,gamma-law

gaswhose dynamicsaregovernedby theequationsofinviscid,compressibleflow.This
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assumptionpermitsthevaportobeanalyzedusingthesametechniquesfoundinthe

TSUNAMI code(chapter3).

6.3.1Liquld.SldeModeling

On theliquidside,transientconductionandconvectionintothelayerarethe

effects considered. Using the same method as Schrocket al. [1992], the governing, time-

dependent energy equation for the liquid is given as:

/)t +u_ _)x =o_....._x)....... O_x_ (6.15)

where a is the thermal diffusivity of the liquid and x is tak_._;as positive into the surface,

The originisfixedattheinterfacewhichisactuallymovingintothevaporasthe

condensatelayeraccumulates.Theeffectofthisintarfacevelocityonthegasdynamicsis

assumedtobenegligiblebecauseofcharacteristicvelocitiesofthevaporareexpectedto

be much greaterthantheabsolutevelocityoftheinterface,The validityof this

assumptionisbasedonthecontinuityofmassfluxacrosstheinterface,discussedfurther

below.The liquidgeometryisasemi-inf'miteslab,andtheinitialconditionassumesa

knowntemperaturedistribution.Theslabassumptioncanbejustifiedifthecharacteristic

diffusionlengthintotheliquid,,_'_',issmallcomparedtotheradiusofsurface

curvature.ForthecaseofFIibeintheHYI.,IFE.IIreactor,thediffusionlengthwillonly

beontheorderofseveraltensofmicronsduringthefirstmillisecond,muchthinnerthan

eitherjetsor slabswhichhavethicknessesofmany centimeters.The boundary

conditionsaregivenas:

q,",,t=-k, _)-fTT]+GhL,. t _ O (6.16) "
oxl m,a

and
T(**,t)=T_... t_O (6.17)
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wherek, is the thermalconductivityand&sis theliquidstagnationenthalpyat the surface,

Equation (6. i6) states that the heat flux at the interface must equal the heat flux due to

convection and conduction into the liquid at the interface. Equation(6.17) states the

assumption that infinitely deep, the liquid is the original liquid temperatureprior to

contactwith the vapor.

6.3.2. Interface Modeling

At the interface,two conditions must be satisfied. The mass flux out of the vapor

must be the same as the mass flux into the liquid, and the energy flux out of the vapor

must be the same as the energy flux into the Liquid. The continuity of temperatureacross

the interface is not enforced because, by inspet;don, kinetic theory permits unequal

temperaturesto exist on either side of the interface. The firstcondition is just a statement

of mass continuity acrossthe interface, which can be expressed:

G],.o.=p,u, =p_uL,=U{,.o.. t Z 0 (6.18)

while the second can be expressedby modifying equation (6,16):

G_ =-k,0___.+_,. t > o (6.19)
u,_,l

where h_,ois the total vapor stagnation ¢nthalpy. The continuity of mass flux across the

interface states that the ratioof vapor velocity to interface velocity is proportionalto the

inverse ratioof the vapordensity to the Liquiddensity. Formost cases consideredbelow,

the vapor density is roughly unity in metric (inks) units while the liquid density is 3

ordersof magnitude greater. Hence neglecting the interface velocity in the gas dynamics

is a reasonableassumption.
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As written in equation (6.19), the model for heat flux across the interface

considers only convection andconduction in the liquid, Forsimplicity, conduction in the

vaporand more notably, radiationare neglected, The characteristic diffusion length for

conduction in the vaporlimits the effects, for a i millisecond dine scale, to within only i

micron of the interface. Conduction is assumed negligible by considering this diffusion

layer to be a discontinuity andapplying the kinetic theory to vapor slightly awayfrom the

interface and where it is not affected by conduction. As for radiation, it is beyond the

scope of the work here. Chen [1992] examined radiation coupled with one-dimensional

gas dynamics using the diffusion approximationwhich applies in the limit of an optically

thick vapor. However, for this problem, radiation transportis possible from vapor close

to as well as far away from the interface. For these mixed conditions, neither of the

simple models for the limitingcases of an optically thick or thinme,dia is aPl_lic:tble,

For closure, the functional relationships for liquid and vapor enthalpies must be

specified. The specific heats, cj,t and cpa,areassumed to be constants, The vaporenthaipy

is assumed to consist of the sum of superheat, heat of vaporization and sensible heat,

Since the vapor may be in motion, a kinetic energy contribution is also included, This

contribution may be large because the condensation may cause the velocity to approach

the sonic state. Hence the total vaporenthalpy is given as:

_,I ,=c.[T.-T,.,(p.,)]+h_[T.(p.,)]+e,,,[T.,(p.)-r_]+_- (6.20)2

For consistency with the use of constant but different c_,and en, the heat of vaporization,

h/_must be specified as a linear function of T,,,,@,)given by:

h,,(r.. (p.)) =h,, (r._)

+(c.- r.] (6.21)
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indeed, Schrock et al. [1992] predict choking in several cases where superheated Flibe

vapor condenses on an initially cold Flibe surface.

The maximum gas dynamics flux depends on whether the vapor is initially sub- or

supersonic relative to the interface. In the subsonic case, if kinetic theory and liquid

conduction permit the surface to condense more than the simple convective (pu) flux

from the gas, then the interface will apply a suction on the gas until either the flux

increases to satisfy kinetic theory or the flux reaches its gas dynamics maximum.

However, any increase in mass flux can only come about if the suction is able to send a

rarefaction upstream into the vapor, a possibility only if the vapor is originally subsonic.

One can derive the choking condition for a subsonic vapor with initial properties

(pl,u_l). From the isentropic relation (equation 1.12) and Riemann Invariant (equation

1.44), the mass flux for a flow which is expanded from some density p_ and subsonic

velocity u_ to a new density p and velocity u, can be expressed as:

1

p 7

(6.24)

Expressing all terms in equation (6.24) as functions of p_, uj, p_, and p gives:

(6.25)o

Differentiating the mass flux _a equation (6.25) with respect to p and setting it equal to

zero yields the expression for pressure ratio at the maximum flux:

,ru11
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Substituting equation (6.26) into (1.44) and using some algebraic manipulation gives:

ulo. ,_ - (r-1)u' +2c, _21- ?'+ 1 = (u,-u)+c, =clo,=o.,.' . (6.27)

Equation (6.27) shows that the maximum mass flux of an originally subsonic flow occurs

when the velocity it is expanded to exactly the sound speed, that is, it is expanded to

Mach 1.

For initially supersonic flow relative into the interface, the velocity of the vapor is

greater than the local acoustic velocity. Under these conditions, there is no possibility for

a rarefaction, which propagates at the acoustic velocity, to move upstream into the vapor.

Hence, for the supersonic flow case, no further increase in flux is possible and the

maximum flux is just the product of density and velocity (pu) in the oncoming vapor.

6.4 Numerical Method

The purpose of this section is to present a numerical method for implementing the

condensation model as a boundary condition for the TSUNAMI code. Specifically, the

goal is to develop an explicit finite difference method for determining net condensation

mass flux at any given time step and for arbitrary initial liquid and vapor conditions. It is

assumed that the properties of both vapor and liquid are entirely known at the beginning

of a time step. Appendix A lists the subroutine called "condbc.f" which provides one

method of implementing in code described in detail below.

6.4.1 First Guess at the Condensation Flux

Four possible conditions can exist for condensation at the i.aterface. The arriving

vapor can be either subsonic or supersonic, and for each state, the flow may be either

choked or not choked. One f'trst evaluates whether the flow is subsonic or supersonic,
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and then computes the maximum gas dynamics flux. The TSUNAMI code provides the

vapor properties at fl_ beginning of the time step. The maximum flax for subsonic flow

into the interface is obtained from combining equations (6.25) and (6.26), which gives:

2

( , -,,, _L_2M ,i +
ff u < c. (6.28)

7-1 _ M+y-1)J

For supersonic flow, the maximum flux is simply:

G,,_ = pu. ff u > c (6.29)

Note that for an explicit method, only the properties at the beginning of the current time

step are used to compute the new properties at the next time step with the implied

assumption that the properties remain constant during the time step.

The next step is to compute the kinetic theory mass flux according to Schrage's

equation (6.14). The vapor side temperature, pressure and velocity are obtained as,

before, directly from the TSUNAMI code for the boundary vapor cell. On the liquid side,

it is assumed that the fiquid interface pressure corresponds to the sz turation pressure, p,,,,,

for the liquid interface temperature, TL,. Equation (6.22) gives the relationship for

saturated Flibe vapor where the temperature is specified in Kelvin. However, it is

important to note here that T_ is not an expficifly known quantity. Instead, it is defined

by the heat flux boundary condition, which is depends on the mass flux. The solution to

T_, is described in more detail below but for now, T_, may be assumed to _ the same

temperature as in the adjacent node just slightly de,el_r into the liquid. Once both the

maximum gas dynamics mass flux and the kinetic theory mass flux have been evaluated,

the choice of flux must always bc the smaller of the two, regardless ff the kinetic theory

indicates net condensation or net evaporation. That is, one chooses:
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G = min(G k, G,_,). (6.30)

6.4.2 Iteration for Liquid Interface Temperature and Condensation Flux

The calculation of the fin'st g,_ess kinetic theory mass flux, G in the above step,

required five interface variables - vapor pressure, temperature, and Much number, and

liquid pressure and liquid temperature. The assumption that the liquid interface pressure

is equal to the saturation pressure at the liquid interface temperature as expressed in

equation (6.22) reduced the dependence to four variables. For an explicit method, all the

properties are known at the beginning of each time step. The exception is TL,,the liquid

interface temperature, which is defined by a heat flux boundary condition (equation 6.19).

The boundary condition can be rewritten in finite difference form as:

Gh_ =-k,[r,- r,.] +G[c_(T,, -r,.)] (6.31)ztx

where T_ is the temperature at the first interior liquid node, and zlx is the spatial mesh

size. Equation (6.31) can be rearranged to show the dependence of T_, on net mass flux

G,

c(J¢.
etx t. (6.32)T_- t¢

Gc_ +--At

By inspection, equations (6.14) and (6.32) are coupled such that both must be

simultaneously satisfied.

The simultaneous solution to (7 and T/, is obtained by iteration. The scheme used

here is the Newton-Raphson method, an averaging technique that converges halfway to

the solution with each iteration. To implement it requires some initial guess of the upper

and lower temperature limits which define the initial domain of iteration. One can use
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physical reasoning to deduce these limits. Considering Rrst only the case of net

condensation (i.e. G > 0), as the numerical solution is solved for each time step, the liquid

surface temperature will advance. The largest increase in T_, that can possibly occur

during the advancement of a single time step must correspond to the highest heat flux and

therefore mass flux into the liquid. Conversely, the minimum TL, increase must

correspond to zero flux or no temperature gradient at all. By inspection, the latter

condition sets the lower temperature limit to the tem_rature in the adjacent liquid cell, or

T_ from the notation used in equation (6.31). From the fact that TL, and G behave

inversely to each other in equation (6.14), (i.e. the lower the guessed TL,,the higher the G)

one deduces that the largest possible mass flux G is found by substituting Tl for TL,in

equation (6.14). Finally, the upper limit of TL,is then found by inserting the upper limit

mass flux into equation (6.32). In the case of evaporation where G < 0, the conditions are

reversea, i.e. the upper limit corresponds to the zero-fl_x and the lower Limitcorresponds

to the largest evaporative flux. The statements in the preceding paragraph can be stated

mathematically as:

T_,.., ffiT,

T_,, = TL,(G(T_.)) if G.,,.,., > 0 (6.33)

and

=L

T_ =TL,(G(T_,))" if Gu,.s_,,,<0 (6.34)

whereTtf.towisthelowerlimitofliquidsurfacetemperature,andTL_._&histheupperlimit

ofsurfacetemperature,andT_,(G)impliesliquidsurfacetemperatureasa functionof

massfluxasdef'medinequation(6.32).EachiterationforT_,(G)evaluatesa new liquid

surfacetemperaturebasedon themostrecentiterationofmassflux.Callingthemost
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current T_,(G)as T_,.,,,,.,and the previous T_,,just T_, the convergence criterion for this

schemeis determinedby some small e such that:

It°" - r'l _. (6.35)

If the scheme is not converged, then iteration must take place until the criterion in

equation (6.35) is satisfied. This requires the computation of a new guess Liquidsurface

temperature and the setting of new temperature limits. If T_, is too high, the mass flux

will be too low. This causes the heat flux boundary condition in equation (6.32) to

predict a lower surface temperature Tts.new.Hence the real surface temperature should be

lower on next guess. If T_,is too low, then the predicted mass flux will be too high, and

therefore the heat flux boundary condition predicts a higher Tts.,_,,,.Hence, one chooses a

simple averaging technique such as:

T,, -'-!Tt,+T_._ ) if Tts.n,,w< Tts (6.36)2

or else

(TL,+T_j,). if Tts.,_, > Tts (6.37)
2

When the physics dictate that the previous guess surface temperature Tts is too high, the

scheme resets the up_r bound of the iteration domain and then uses the average of the

lower limit and itself as the new guess. The converse situation is based on the same

principle except in reverse. Note that Tts.otamust bo reset to the new guess Ttabefore the

new computation of condensation mass flux. This scheme usually converges in 20

iterations to an e less than 10-6which should provide accuracy on the order of the

numerical truncation error for a standardreal number. By inspection, the scheme devised
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abovewillstillconvergeon thecorrectmassfluxandliquidsurfacetemperatureineither

chokedornon-chokedflow.

6.4.3 LiquidConductionand Convection

Afterthecorrectmassfluxandliquidinterfacetemperaturehavebeenfound,the

nextstepistoadvancetheliquidtemperaturedistributiononetimestepaccordingtothe

energyequation(6.15).Inexplicitfinitedifferenceform,equation(6.15)can be

rewritten:

azlt, , T" Gat IT"-T',].. ifG > 0 (6.38)r:"=r: + '-']- ' '

whereT:._istheliquidtemperatureatanynodeiatthenew timestepn+I andAtisthe

timestepsize.When thefluxG isgreaterthanorequaltozero(i.e.netcondensationis

occurring),theconvectivetermon righthandsideofequation(6.38)isevaluatedusing

theupwinddifferenceT_- T_.j.Thismakes physicalsensebecausethevaporwhich

condensesontotheinterface(refertofigure6.2)isconvectcdintotheliquidfromleftto

right,thatisfroma nodei-Ionthelefttothenodei.Hencetheconvectionatnodeiis

evaluatedbasedon upwind data.Forevaporation,theconvectivevelocityreverses

direction.Convectionrelativetotheinterfacewillinsteadbe from righttoleft.

Thereforetheconvectionshouldbeevaluatedbaseon a f'mitedifferencefromi+ltoi.

Henceforevaporation,equation(6.38)shouldbemodifiedto:

a_t • , G_t IT'
,.,-r:].ifa<o <6.39)

Ineithercondensationorevaporation,theliquidinterfacetemperature,Tu,computedby

themethodintheprevioussectionbecomestheTo'andby inspection,stabilityrequires

thatthetimestepsatisfy:
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[ 2a G ]"

<  6.40)

The boundary condition specified by equation (6.17), statesthat im_itely deep

into the fluid, the temperature is a constant, T,.. Implementing this in the context of t'mite

differences implies that one simply trucesthe last node in the liquid. However, care must

bc taken such that as time advances numerically, the temperature close to the last node

not be allowed to rise significandy, ff it does, then the lower fixed temperature of the last

node would place an artificially gradient and heat flux at the end of the grid. For the

calculations presented here, whenever the temperature at the second to last node increases

by O.OOIdegree, the cell size (Ax) is doubled, and new temperatures computed for each

cell based on the average of temperatures in each previous pair of ceils.

6.4.4 Godunov Flux at the Interface

Up to this point, the assumption has been made that all the gas dynamics behavior

can be computed using the models in the TSUNAMI code. This is true everywhere

exceptattheinterfacewhich isgovernedalsoby thekinetictheory.The Godunov

methodrequirescomputationofmass,momentum and energyfluxattheedgeofthe

boundarycell(seefigure6.3).The mass fluxoutofthevaporcomes directlyfrom

Schrage'sequationwithsome gasdynamicslimitations,butthemomentum andenergy

fluxes need to be determined. The energy flux is straight forward to compute since the

mass flux is already known. Physically, condensation removes some mass out of the gas

at the last cell, and that mass carries with it some enthalpy. Intuitively, the energy lost at

the interface is just the product of mass flux and vapor enthalpy just as stated in the heat

fluxboundarycondition(equation6.32).However,becausetheRankine-Hugoniot

equationsusedby theGodunov method usedeverywhereelseinthevapordo not

representphasechange,theenthalpyfortheGodunov fluxwillnotbe thesame asthat
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given by equation (6.20). Instead, the ¢nthalpy will be specified by the last term in

equation (3.57). That is:

J

h_(Godunov) = _ + -_ (3.57)'

Hence, the energy flux is given by the product of mass flux and gas total enr.h_py

accordingto:

energyflux=G[(?,_l)p,, + . (6.41)

The Godunov momentum flux requires finding the correct pressure and velocity at

the interface for the problem of a semi-permeable boundary condition. The problem here

is how to compute the momentum flux at the interface when not all of the available vapor

condenses and therefore, some of it must pile up against the liquid. In the zero-

condensation case, the liquid condenses nothing at all, and the vapor can only stagnate at

the interface, and in the fully condensing case, the liquid absorbs _dl the oncoming vapor

so there is complete outflow. These boundary conditions were discussed in chapter 3.

One was the impermeable boundary and the other was the outflow boundary. In the

impermeable case, a mirror image node was created on the other side of the interface and

assigned equal pressure and density but opposite velocity. The Riemann solver, which

takes the two states U_ =(p,,u,,,p,,) r and tl x =(p,,,-u,,,p,,) r, and computes the solution

. )rU" = (p',u, p" at the interface between them, was thenused to predict the pressure rise

and therefore the momentum flux. The reason the mirror imaging technique worked for

the impermeable boundary condition was because the shock reflection problem is

analogous to the head-on collision of two equal, but oppositely traveling shocks. In the

outflow boundary, a similar node was created on the other side of the interface, but

instead of opposite velocity, as in the impermeable boundary, the outflow boundary

assigned identical density, pressure and velocity to the imaginary node. The Riemarm
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solutiontotwo identicalstatesgivesjustthesamestateattheinterfacebetweenthetwo.

Thisresulteliminatesany gradientsattheboundaryand permitsthevelocitytobe

continuousacrosstheinterfaceso anythingwhichisconvectedtotheboundaryis

convcctedoutatthesamevelocity.Inbothboundaryconditions,thedensityandpressure

werekeptthesameandonlythevelocityvaried.

Frem thetwo previousboundaryconditions,themethodonecanpursueforthe

semi-permeableboundarycondition,istoagaincreamanimaginarynodeon theother

sideoftheboundaryandassignitthesamedensityandpressure,butf'mda moregeneral

analogyforitsvelocity.The imaginarynode shouldbe ableto mimic boththe

i impermeableboundaryandoutflowboundary,andalsoevaporation.By inspection,ifthe
i

boundaryvapornodepossessesthestateU,=(9,,.u_.,p,,)r andoneassignstheimaginary

node with stateb'R=(p,o,-u,,+u,.p,,)r,where u, isa pseudo-suction(orblowoff)

velocity,thissatisfiesthepreviousboundarycriteria.The conditionu,equalszero

mimicstheimpermeableboundary,whiletheconditionu,equals2u_,mimicstheoutflow

boundarycondition.Fora semi-permeableboundary,u,willthenbesomeintermediate

valuebetweenzeroandthemaximum suction(orblowoff)velocityasdeterminedbygas

dynamics.

The pseudo-suctionvelocitymust alsobe consistentwiththemass fluxG

imposedattheinterfaceby kineticsand gasdynamics.ThisimpliesthattheRiemann

.)Tsolution I./' -- (p',u', p at the interface must satisfy the condition:

G=p'u'. (6.42)

Without knowing specifically the pseudo.suction ve.!ocity in the right state which will

yield the correct p'u" at the interface, one needs to solve iteratively with the Riemann

solver until the G and p'u" converge. The difference between the two quantities can be
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non-dimeasionalized by the maximum vapor flux (equations 6.28 and 6.29) and

expressed as:

aG.,, =p'u"-(7, (6.43)

Equation(6.43)canserveasthebasisfortheconvergencecriterion.Thatis,ifthe

absolutevalueofAG,,,_doesnotmatchwithinsomesmallpermissibleerrore,thenthe

iterationproceedswithanew guessforthesuctionvelocity.Forafirstguess,onecan

choose:

u,- 2G----.. (6.44)
P.,

which exhibits the correct behavior in the limits that the interface is impermeable (G = 0)

or outflow (G = p,u,,). The Riemann solver converges on the correct us relatively

quickly when one uses the following iteration scheme:

u,Inew]--u,[otalx(l- _G.,,.). ifG >0

Iotal×( +Ao..). teo<o (6.+5)

When the suction velocity which gives the correct mass firm is f'mally determined, the

momentum flux (p + pu2) is computed using U' = (p',u', p')r.

6.$ Test Problem - Condensation in Initially Still Vapor

The methods for handling the condensationboundaryconditionare implemented

in a FORTRAN subroutinecalled the "condbc.f" and is one of the subroutinesprovided

in appendix A. The boundarycondition was coupled to a one-dimensionalversionof the

TSUNAMIcode. The method is first benchmarkedagainst threeFlibe liquid.vaporcases
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used by Schrock et al. [1992]. The three cases and properties of the Flibe are provided in

the Tables 6. I and 6.2 respectively.

.... Table 6. I. Conditions for Four Example Problems [Schrock et al. !992] ....

Case To, K Po, Pa Po, kg/m 3 T,. K

1 5000 2.65 x 105 0.216 843

2 1645 2.65 x 105 0.656 843

3 1500 7.94 x 104 0.216 843

All the cases assume that cold uniform temperature liquid is suddenly brought

into contact with hot vapor also initially uniform and at rest. The flu'st case is that of

superheated Flibe vapor at 5000 K and 265 kPa pressure contacting cold uniform liquid at

843 K. The second case is the of saturated vapor at 1645 K contacting liquid at 843 K,

and the third case is that of saturated 1500 K vapor contacting cold 843 K liquid. The

initial conditions were chosen because the kinetics mass flux will exceed the maximum

available gas dynamics mass flux for early times, so the flow is choked. The objective

was to study the choking duration and compare the predictions against an analytical

solution.

Table 6.2. Flibe Proe_33% LiF, 67% BeFj,_Schrock et al. 1992]

Property Quantity

Liquid Thermal Dfffusivity (o0 2.5 x 10-7 m2/s

Liquid Thermal Conductivity (k) 1.20 W/m-K

Liquid Density (p) 2.02 x 103 kg/m 3

Liquid Const. Press. Spec. Heat (cD) 2.38 x 103 J/kg-K

Heat of Vaporization (ht"R) 5.56 x 106 J/kg
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VaporPressure(p_) log10pm(mm Hg)=A -B/'rts(K)
A = 9.407,B = 1.0054x 104

AverageMolecularWeight(,u) 0.0339kg./mole

SpecificHeatRatio(_d 1.2"

*A constantratioofspecificheatsisused.Schrock¢tal[1992]usea functionalrelationshipforgamma
whichvariesweaklywithtemperatureandon averageisapprcximamly1,2.

Schrocketal.[1992]givean analyticalmethod fordeterminingtheliquid

temperaturewhichisbasedontheclosedformsolutionbyCarslawandJaeger[1959]for

a constantheatfluxon a semi-infiniteslab.The solutionassumesthatconvectionis

negligibleandheatfluxisconstanton thesurface.The temperatureintheliquidisgiven

by:

= erf . (6.46)

and the surface temperature is:

2q_" ['_t
T,(t) = T,.. +--_ _t"_' (6.47)

Knowing the surface temperature and the analytical equations for isentropic

expansion permits the calculation of the Schrag¢ mass flux. This can be compared to the

maximum gas dynamics flux and solved for the time when choking ends (i.e. when G

becomes less than G,max.). During the initial choked flow period, the gas dynamics flux

is constant because the isentropic relations dictate that the choked condition must be itself

a constant state if the gas possesses a constant stagnation state. Therefore, to better

approximate the analytical solution, the numerical algorithm used for these runs neglected

convection by truncating the convection terms in equations (6.31) and (6.38), the heat

flux boundary condition and the energy equation respectively.
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Figure 6.4 shows the computed condensation mass flux as a function of time for

case 1. The initially fiat, plateau region indicates the period of choking. Once the

choking ends, the mass flux decreases as the surface continues to heat up. Table 6.3

gives the comparison between choking duration for both the analytical solution values

and those computed by TSUNAMI :_ cases 1 through 3. The agreement with the

analytical solution is within 1%. Each of the computed cases utilized a 300 node mesh

for the vapor and 100 node mesh for the liquid. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show graphs of the

interface pressures and temperatures respectively, and figure 6.7 shows the temperature

distribution in the liquid, all for case 1.

Table 6.3. Comparison of Choking Period and Peak Mass Flux

Choking Duration (_sec)

TSUNAMI
Case Analytical (cond. only)

1 0.709 0.700

2 0.984 0.980

3 7.40 7.44

One interesting phenomenon which the numerical calculation predicts is

condensation induced shock reflection. Figure 6.8 shows a contour plot of the

logarithmicdensityinx-tspaceofthevaporforcase3.Thehorizontalaxisrepresents

thepositioninthevapor,andverticalaxistime.Therightedgeoftheplotisthe

condensingwall.The contourswhichemanatefromthelowerrightcornerarethe

characteristiclinesoftherarefactionfanthatresultfromtheinitialcondensation.The

flowisinitiallychokedandsothesurfacecondensesthemaximum availablemassflux.

Howcvcr,fromfigures6.6and6.7,theliquidwillheatupandreducethecondensation

potentialattheinterface.Oncetheperiodofchokingisover,theuncondensedvapor
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whichhasbeenacceleratedbytherarefactionwillstagnateagainsttheLiquidgeneratinga

shock.

6.6 Test Problem - Effect of Condensation on the Shock Tube Problem

The second test problem is the condensing shock tube (see figure 6.9). The initial

conditions are identical to case 1 above, except an imaginary diaphragm is assumed to

hold the hot vapor at a 7mm standoff from the liquid surface. Both conduction and

convection are considered. The vapor in the gap between the hot gas and the wall is

assumed to possess the saturation pressure at the liquid surface temperature. This

corresponds to a pressure less than 1 Pa. The liquid is also assumed originally uniform at

843 K. At time t = 0, the hot vapor begins to expand toward the liquid. Two boundary

conditions are compared, an impermeable interface with no condensation versus a

condensing surface. Figure 6.10 compares the density contour plots for the two cases.

Because the shock propagates nearly into the vacuum, the pressure ratio is very high and

gas dynamics predicts that the shock will be barely distinguishable from the contact

surface. For a period close to 5 microseconds after contact, the condensing wall absorbs

the entire gas flux. Then a reflected shock forms and moves to the left. Comparing the

slopes of reflected shock shows that the condensation not only delays the shock

reflection, but also reduces the wave velocity back into the oncoming gas.

Figure 6.11 shows the condensation mass flux at the interface as a function of

time. The leading edge of the shock takes about 1 microsecond to reach the interface

after which condensation begins. The condensation mass flux increases for the next 4

microseconds and then decreases because of liquid surface heat up. The peak flux is

approximately 65 kg/m2s, which is lower than the 92 kg/m_s maximum flux for case 1

above (see figure 6.4). The peak mass fluxes between the two cases differ because of gas

dynamics as well as kinetics. Gas dynamics predicts little or no distinction between the
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contact surface and the shock for high pressure gas expanding into extremely low

pressure. In the shock tube case, because the hot vapor is at a standoff distance and must

expand nearly into vacuum to reach the liquid, the flow which f'trst reaches the liquid is

highly rarefied. The leading edge has very high velocity and high Mach number, but low

pressure and density. Gas dynamics also predicts that the mass flux at the liquid surface

will be time and space dependent according to the velocity characteristic lines discussed

in chapter I. The mass flux is constant and a maximum only for the zero-characteristic,

which starts at the diaphragm position. All other positions in the shock tube such as at

the liquid surface, have lower mass fluxes which increase with time toward the maximum

mass flux. By inspection, in case I above, the vapor rests initially against the Liquid and

therefore the liquid interface /s the diaphragm position, resulting in the constant

maximum mass flux being condensed as long as the flow is choked. Hence, 92 kg/m2s is

the maximum flux for both cases. Given an infinite amount of time, the mass flux at the

liquid surface in the shock tube will eventually increase to the maximum. However,

liquid surface heating reduces the kinetic theory condensation potential before the peak

mass flux can rise to its maximum. Therefore the shock tube problem results in a lower

mass and heat flux into the surface, resulting in a slower rise in liquid surface

temperature. The lower mass flux extends the duration in which kinetic theory permits

the complete condensation of all the vapor approaching the interface.

Once the surface temperature has risen beyond some level, complete condensation

can no longer take place and a reflected shock will form, which propagates back into the

gas. Figures 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14 respectively, show the density, velocity and pressure

profiles in the gas at various times. The pressure and density behind the reflected shock

increase quickly at first as excess mass which cannot be condensed piles up against the

surface. But the rate of increase slows as the reflected shock moves away from the Liquid

surface. Gradually over a period greater than 20 mic_seconds, both pressure and density
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increase to about 80% of their original stagnation values, while velocity decreases

gradually during the same time period to about 10% of its maximum. The kinetic theory

however, predicts that condensation, although diminished, continues to remove mass at

over I0 kg/m_s during the entire computational period. In fact, at 24 microseconds, the

velocity at the interface is still close to I00 m/s.

6.7 Effect on Initial Blast Venting in HYLIFE.II

To assess the impact of the early time condensation on the blast venting in

HYLIFE-H, the vapor property profiles for the inner cavity calculations by Chen [1992]

were used as the initial condition. The profiles, much LikeGlenn's [1980] profiles (figure

5.1) show a relatively uniform band of dense gas neat the outer edge of the cavity and a

velocity profile that decreases almost linearly from the maximum value at the edge to

zero at the center. In this assessment, Chen's solution profiles were approximated by the

linear profiles given in figure 6.15. The density in the outer band of vapor is assume

uniform at 1.3 kg/m 3. The velocity at the outer edge of the expanding vapor is 10,000

m/s and decreases linearly to zero at the center. Pressure in the enLL,'¢cavity is assumed a

uniform 30 MPa. The computation umized a one-dimensional grid with 100 nodes in the

liquid, and 5000 nodes in the vapor to account for the larger gas domain. Two cases ate

presented below, one with condensation and one without. Figure 6.16 compares the

resulting contour plots for the densities show,trig almost no change in behavior. This is

surprising considering the previous shock tutx: case, which showed that condensation

could forestall shock reflection for a period of 4 microseconds. Both the liquid surface

mass flux curve (figure 6.17) and the temperature distribution curves in the liquid (figure

6.18) indicate that the liquid does absorbs a considerable amount of energy, but little

effect is observed in the gas dynamics. Evaporation never occurs on the surfa_:ebecause

the shock reflection is p_xlicte..=lto always maintain a high pressut,c on the surface.
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The reason why the gas dynamics shows no varying with and without

condensation is because the surface quickly heats up and shuts down the rapid

condensation. The mass flux curve shows that the mass flux comes down to less than 1

kg/m2s after just 10 microseconds. The heat flux from the vapor at this condensation rate

is large because the vapor is extremely energetic. However, the removed energy is small

compared to the total energy in the gas. If the blast venting occurs over a period of 1 ms,

and for the average of that time the mass flux is roughly conskant at I kg/m2s, then the

approximate amount of heat removed is just the product of mass flux and heat of

vaporization. From the properties in table 6.2, this amounts to about 10 ld/m 2 removed in

1 ms time, Typically, the slabs will have about 2 meters height and 1 meter length and 7

cm width, which translates into roughly 4 m2 per slab. For 37 slabs in the cavity, this

translates to roughly 150 m 2 of surface area. Hence, if only the surface area of the jets or

slabs are considered, the total condensation removes only 1.5 MJ in 1 ms, which is

negligible compared to the total vapor energy of 105 MJ. However, if a continuous spray

can approximately 100 times more surface area, then this may greatly reduce FSW

loading by the gas shock. The amount of surface area per unit volume of liquid varies

roughly as the inverse of the characteristic dimension. Tile task for the designers then

becomes choosing the quantity of spray and droplet size droplets which simultaneously

maximizes the economics of pumping but minimizes the wall loading. For spray flow

which is 1/10th the volumetric flow rate of the blanket, this translates into roughly

1/1000th the characteristic dimension of the slabs (i.e. millimeter sized droplets) to

achieve the extra 100 times surface area.

With the current HYLIFE design, since the spray is on the outside of the blanket,

this will not mitigate impulse the blanket receives, which is fortunately modest in the slab

geometry case. However, the asymmetry in the gas shock loading on the FSW may be
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significantly corrected by judicious placement of f'mesprays near locations which will

receive the highestloads.
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Figure 6,1. Schematic representation of Shrage's kinetic theory of
condensation.
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Figure 6,2. Finite difference grid representation of the liquid. The
Bulk liquid temperature is governed by conduction and convection
(equation 6.38 or 6.39). The liquid interface temperature, Tts, is
defined by the heat flux boundary condition (equation6.32).

No,it-3 No,it.2 No,u .1 Nc,u
U* at interface

Figure 6.3. Godunov flux for vapor mass, momentum and energy at
the interface. The mass flux tsdetermined by kinetic theory. The
energy flux is computed from known enthalpy and kinetics mass flux.
The momentum equires the Riemann solution to compute the pressure.
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Appendix A. TSUNAMI USER MANUAL AND SOURCE CODE

A.I.I TSUNAMI User Manual • Introduction

TSUNAMI is writtenin FORTRAN,and can be compiled using all standardf77

compilers. This section describes the code implementationand outlines the architecture

of TSUNAMI. A full source listing follows in the next section. TSUNAMIconsists of a

main program,several subroutines,a custom inputdeck generationprogramfor custom

geometry set-up, a custom output file subroutine,and 3 include files. The program and

subroutinenamesare listed in TableA.I, with a briefdescriptionof the purposeof each.

The TSUNAMI code is extensively commented to aid review, revision, and

updating. Because the code will be ultimately used for a variety of problems where

additionalroutineswillbe required,suchasthesubroutinecustom_init.f,themain

sourcesarewrittenas separatemodulestoalloweaseof interchangeabilityand

enhancement.

Thecompletesourcecodeisavailableviaelectronicmailoronmagneticmedia

from:

NuclearThermalHydraulicsGroup
DepartmentofNucle_Engmeering
UmversityofCaliformaatBerkeley
Berkeley,CA 94720
(510) 642-0421
(510) 643-9685 FAX
Emafl: tsunami@fusion.Nuc.Berkeley.EDU
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Tab!eA, I,- TSUNAM! pro_am___dsubroutines,............. _................ ,..... ,u,JJ Jl J_,

Name Purpose
......_± ,,, ,, .......,,,.,,.,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,j,:_ , : _ ,,, j

tsunam/.f mainprogram- acceptsdatainput,Ln.idalizesvariables,and iterates
throughtimesteps,controlsoperatorsplittingsweep,controls
output,andincludesthesubroutineslisted below.

tsun__in subroutinecalledbymainprogramtoreadin inputdeck.

tsun__out subroutinecalledbymainprogramtodirectoutputdatahzndling,

checku subroutinecalledby maintocomputemaximum velocityonthe
gridwhichisnecessaryforCourantnumbercalculationand
tracking,

shockld subroutinecalledbymaintocomputeI-Dgasdynamicsusinga
2.n.dorderGodunovintegrator,codealsoperformsconservative
differencingfor asinglet_e step.

riemann subroutinecalledbyshockld,ftocomputetheexactsolutiontothe
generalRiemarmshockproblem.

convert sL_broutinecalledbymainwhichconvertsa vectorofconserved
qu_mtitiesintophysicalquantities.

cmvg_ logicalfunctionfn(x,y,z)w_ch chosestherealvalue'x'ifzistrue,
otherwise,chosesrealvaluey.'

ws realfunctionfn(p,pO,tauO,gamma)whichcomputesthemassflux
acrossashockforthegivenparameters,

condbc subroutinecalled.by.shoc,kld which specificallyhandles
condensationattheliquidgasinterfaceusmgkineuctheory

custom_init.f programwhichgeneratesinputdeckstobereadbytsunami_in.f.

custom_out,f subroutinecalledby tsunami_out.fwhichhandlescustomized
outputinformation,

tsn...geo.i includefile calledby mainand_ subroutineswhichneedthe
arraydimensionsandgeometricconstantsfor thegridbeingused.

tsn_inp.i _cludefile calledbymainandtsunami_ln.ffor miscellaneousrun-
runeanderrorhandlingparameters,

tsn_out.i includefilecalledby tsunami_out.fand custom_out.fwhich
requirespecificinformationonthehemstobesenttotheoutput
f'de(s).

custom_init.i includefileusedinthecustom_init.fprogramtocreateinputdecks
forthetsunami.fkernel.

custom_out.i includefileusedinthecustom_out,fsubroutineforcustomized
outputs, ............................... _ ....
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A.I.2 TSUNAMI User Manual. Input/Output Spedficatlou

TSUNAMI is a three part program consisting of input data file generator

(custom_i_Jt.f), the actualcomputation fired dynamics kernel (tsunami.f)and the output

data post processor (custom_out.f), The TSUNAMI code itself consists only of the

computational kernel. However, sample input and output programsare included along

with algorithms for placing standardobjects in the flow field, The input file generator

sets up the initial geometry, density, velocity, and pressurefields and then outputsthem

to an input deck file to be readby tsunamJ.f.The computational kernelcomputes the gas

dynamics _d outputs datato an output file which variesdependingon the customization

of the outputprogram.For mostpurposes,theusermustwrite thecustominput and

outputprograms. This sectiondescribesthe specificationsfor the inputandoutput

programs.

TheTSUNAMI gasdynamicskernelrequiresall theinformationto bedefinedfor

the initialcondition.Thisconsistsof 8 variablearrays:rho,u,v, p,thetax,thetay,typex,

andtypey. Theseare all dimensionallythesamesizearrays,consistingof nceLlxby

ncellynumberof nodes.R.hois thevariablefordensity,u thex-velocity(positiveto the

right, negativeto the left), v the y-velocity(positiveup andnegativedown),p the

pressure,thetaxthex.angleof thenode,thetaythey-angleof thenode,and typexand

typey, the type of node it is in the referencedirection. The ,ingles and the typesare used

for boundarycondition calculations. Each set consists of the type flag, which first tells

the code whether the node is a boundary,interior, or free node, and second, the angle

which is made with the normal into the boundarynode. Two sets arenecessary because

the operatorsplitting method changes referenceaxes when the directionof computation

changesfromhorizontalto vertical. In actuality,orgyoneangleneedsto bestoredfor

eachnode,however,becausethiswouldcostcomputationaleffortin recalculationof the
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transversereferenceangleeverytimestepforeverynode,thedecisionwas made to

expendmorememory storageforthesakeofspeed.

Rho.u.v.ando

Specifyingrho,u,v,p shouldbe a straightforwardprocessexceptatobject

interiors,and boundaries.Inthemostfreenodes,therho,u,v,andp arejustwhattheir

physicallyspaceaveragedquantitiesshouldbe. Inobjectorwallinteriors,theusual

practiceistouniformlysetthedensityofthematerialtoa higherinidalvalue,the

velocitiestozero,and thepressuretoa uniformvalueequaltotheminimum ambient.

Also,bothtypexandtypeyaresettozero.A nodewhichisflaggedashavingtypezero

isexceptedfrom thegasdynamicscalculation.At boundaries,rho,u,v,and p axe

specified the same as if they were free nodes.

gas = +
t_ex.............3_

,uo +.;;i+iN
thetax-. B- r42

•"..... thetay= _- O liquid

FigureA.3.Exampleoftypeandanglespecificationforsomearbitrarynodes.
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Thctax. thetay, typex, and typey.

Thetaxandthetayarcthegeometricvariableswhichstoretheangleinformation

forcomplexboundarygasdynamicscalculation.Each clementinthetwo arraysis

complementedbyanotherclementinthetypexortypcyvariablearrays.(SeefigureA.3)

Ina normalfrecand open nodewheregascanmove inanydirection,thethetaxand

thetayarebothsetequaltoa realvalueof1.0.When gasisonlyfreetomove intocells

on eithersideinonedirection(i.e.cellissandwichedbyothergascells),butthecellis

buttedup againsta typezerocellinthetransversedirection(i.e.thecellisa boundary

cellintheotherdirection),thenone of theangles,eitherthetaxor thetaywillbe

determinedand thetypexortypeyflagged,whiletheothervariableisjusttypeI and

angleiszero.The angleistakenasthenormalintotheboundary.However,thisvalue

changeswiththesweep direction.When sweepinghorizontally,theangleintoa

boundaryistakenwithreferencetothepositivex-axisrotatingcounter-clockwise.When

sweepingverticaUy,theangleistakenwithreferencetothepositivey-axisrotating

clockwise.(thisisexluivalcnttoatransformationfromx-ycoordinatestoy-xcoordinates

inCartesianspace.)

INIT FR.E.DAT--The int)utdeck.
-

The formoftheinputdeckisactuallyinunformattcdbinaryrealandintegerin

singleprecision.The firstvaluesare:theinitialrealnumbertimetinseconds,theinitial

integernumberoftimestepsn,theinitialintegernumberofdataframesnframestobegin

with,and thegamma constantforthegas.The reasonwhy theseareplacedhereare

becausea similardataf'fleisoutputeverycertainnumberofuser-specifiedtimestepsasa

safetyagainstsystemcrashes.The calculationcan be resumedfrom thepointof

interruptionwithmost likelyonlya smalllossincomputationaltime. (Secsection

labeled"Crashhandling"inthischapter.)
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Immediately following the f'Lrstthree values are the 8 arrays rho, u, v, p, typex,

typey, thetax, and thetay. These are mixed sequentially, and must be stored as columns.

That is, the data must be organized written as in the example below:

write (11) t, n, nframes, gamma
do 10 i - 1, ncellx

do 20 j - I, ncelly

write (11) rho (i, J)

write (11) u (i, j)
write (Ii) v (i, j)

write (Ii) p (i, J)

write (ii) typex (i, J)
write (11) typey (i, J)

write (11) thetax (i, J)

write (11) thetay (i, j)
20 continue

i0 continue

Example A. i Sample algorithm for writing the input deck to TSUNAMI

variable definitions.Table A.2. Boundary condition ............
typex real number flag which tells th,eTSUNAMI code what type of node is

being computedwhen calculalaon is sweeping horizontally.
tYl_y real number flag which tells the TSUNAMI code what type of node is

being computed when calculation is sweeping vertically.
Type .......... Purpose

0 used for nodes specifically inside objects to signal the code tOskip
gas dynamics computation.

1 normal open, free gas node.
2 left'-handed boundary for objects in the flow field.
3 right-handed boundary for objects in the flow fieicl. ........
4 open left-handed boundary node ..........
5 open right-handed boun,dary node
6 closed left handed boundary node for walls (same as 2 but allows for

differentiation between objects and walls).
7 close right-handed boundary node for walls (same as 3 but allows for

differentiation between ob ects and walls) .....
8 left-handed condensing boundary node
9 right-handed condensing boundary node

The TSU GEO.I File

The TSU_GEO.I file is a FORTRAN include file called by the compiler during

FORTRAN compilation. The last 3 letters of in the f'tle name are short hand for

"geometry" -- and thus this file is used to configure the grid. The include file basically

takes advantage of the FORTRAN "parameter" statement in specifying constants which
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do not vary. Also, depending on the computer hardware, variables assigned using

parameter statements may have faster access times in the memory storage, The standard

parameters in this include file are:

Table A,3 The parameters for the tsu._geo,i include file
'n"cellx ...... " the number of nodes in the horizontal direction (specified from I to

ncellx) .............
' ncell'Y the number 0fn_es in the vertical dir_fi0n'"iSp&ified from I to

ncelly>
na_x ...... the _um _ension _ n_ber Of nodes (_UalS the larger Of

ncellx a.ndncelly ).............., , .... ,

pi the value of pi -- 3.1415926954
dx the width of one node in the x-direction(meters) .....
cry ...... _e width 0f one node in the y-direction (meters) ......

Th_ TSU INP.I File

The TSU_INP.I file is another include file which contains run time information.

The file contains items which control the Courant condition and run time to quit. It also

contains the input deck f'de name to be read by TSUNAMI. The parameters are:

Table A.4 The par_eters for the tsu,inp.i include file.
courant the CFL condition at which to run at Ireal no. must be less than 1.0)

tstop the gasdynamics timeto run up to before quitting. (Real no.)
_.n±t f i 1e character variable which stores name of input deck

The TSU OUT.I File

The TSU_OUT.I file is another include file which contains output specific parameter

information. The f'tle contains items which control the time increment between outputs,

flags which switch standard output on and off, transducer locations, and output file

names. The parameters are:

Table A.5 The parameters for the tsu_out, i include file.
dt_frame the physical gas dynamics time (real seconds) interval between frame

dumps for animation purposes , , , ,,

nt_dump the number of time steps executed before a dump is done to backup
against system crashes which may terminate a run. This allows from
restart of the code after the crash with only minor losses in
computation time. (integer) ......
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ifi_.e_ flag which dete_¢s if outputfde is turnedon or off. Cun'endy_ere
are8 ifile flag variables, Theserepresentrho,u, v, andp frame data,
andrho,u, v, andp transducerdatarespectively. The# symbol is an
integer from 1to 8 which representsthe referencedvariable. The
valueof an ifile variable mustbeeither 0 (zero)for off and 1 foron.

icustom this is another flag like if'tie, exit it controls the on/offf0r _e
custom.out.f subroutine. I for on, 0 for off.

....ntx_ these are the variables for the grid location of the _n_ucers. # is an
nty# imeger from i to 6 representing 6 ¢_els for transducer _ta. _ 6

channels are dumped if the corresponding ifrie flag is on. None are
output is the if'tie flag is off. The actual value for nt.x#or nty# is an
integer corresponding to the grid location where one wants the
transducer put.

.....df ill t ................ character filename for the dump file. ....
file# 8 character variables which store the'names Ofthe rlaol u, v and p ....

flame output fries, and the rho, u, v, and p transducer data fries. # is
an integer from 1 to 8.

cf i _.e character filename for the custom output file.

The CUSTOM INIT,I File

The CUSTOM_IN1T.I file is another include file which contains run time

information. Except, this only is good for the custom_init.f program which is used to

create the input deck. This f'tle appears in the program header along with the tsu._geo.i

and the tsu_inp.i files in the custom_init.f program. The file is recommended as a

parameter specification location for things such as the initial Mach number of a shock,

gas properties (e.g. gas constant R or gamma, or molecular weight). This file is also used

to store custom grid specific coordinates such as position of objects, or boundaries.

The CUSTOM OUT File

The CUSTOM_OUT.I file is another include f'de which contains run time

information but now for the custom output. This is compiled in conjunction with the

custom_out.f subroutine. The f'tle is recommended as a for specifying array sizes for

objects and the like if a custom output is desired, for example for drag on each individual

object in the flow field, it may be desirable to track the total momentum transfer due to

drag on an object, this would require information on object coordinates, density, relative
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position in the reactor vessel, etc. Some of the information can be stored in the

custom_init.i file and then it becomes redundantto specify it again in anotherincludef'de.

It is recommended that any compilation of the code include both custom_init.i and

custom_out.i flies in the header.

RunningTSUNAMIon a UNIX System

To run the code there are 2 basic steps. The assumption here is that you are

operating in a UNIX workstation or Cray UNICOS environment. The first step is to

create the input data deck file. To this copy aLlthe necessary include files and the

programcustom_init.f to the workingdirectoryand type:

% f77 custom init.f

There is no restrictionon the name of the custom_init.f file. One may chose

whatever name for the program as long as the output is in the format needed. On most

UNIX systems, the compiling and linking are done all in one step. The resulting f'de is

a.out. Execute this program by typing:

% a. out

On CrayUNICOS systems, compiling, linkingand running is done using:

% cft77 custom init.f

% id custom init.o

% a. out

The resulting f'dewiLlbe in machine binaryformatand have severalmegabytes size for a

typical 200 x 200 grid. The filename will be whatever the name is given in the

initfile variable in the tsu_inp. ± file. The second step, once the initial
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conditions file exists is to compile the TSUNAMI kernel and custom output routines

together. This is done by using:

% f77 tsunami.f custom out.f

or the Cray equivalent. To enhance computational spce,d, optimization should also be

used. On Digital DECstationsor Sun Sparcstations, computing spe_ can be increasedup

to 3 times by using compiling with the fast option:

% f77 -fast -04 tsunami, f custom_out, f (SunSpa_smdon)

or

% f77 -fast tsunami.f custom_out.f (DECsmtion)

CompiLingwith the fast option usuaUyre.quiresthat the code b¢ "clean." This

means that mathematical operations within the custom routines must be written with no

inter-species numerical operations. That is, mathematical operation should be done in

either all integer or all floating point in the correctprecision. One needs to take ca.,'ethat

real constants all include decimal points, any integers are converted to floating point

when doing math on real numbers, and vice-versa. Division by zero, or numerical

solutions which go to infinity must b¢ avoided. Failure to produce "clean" code may

result in a crash and core dump during execution. The actual TSUNAMI kernel has been

repeatedlytested and executed under the highestopdmizstlons with no crash and correct

solution convergence. If a problem exists during a run, resulting in a crash, then more

than likely, the initialconditions or the output subroutinesmay be fault.
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A-2. tsunaml.fSource Code

C a llil IIII illil H IIII Illl liU IIII IIII H IIII III INII H i Ill I1 H fl || nl IN D| || M # fl H |a |I I| |1 al

program t sunaml
C mRatom NH Braidaid ma$1iaBaft De lillidii ii_ii iliil Nil in it HiramN Oil H H add H HUN HH iN iN ON Hi N

c Translont Shockwave Upwind Numerical Analysis Method for ICF

C version 1.1 August 1992

c

c James C. Liu, Xlang Ming Chen, Per F. Paterson, Phll Colella,

c Virgil E. Schrock
c

c Department of Nuclear Engineering and Mechanical Engineering
c University of California at Berkeley

c Berkeley, California 94720
c

c (510) 642-0421
c (510) 643-9685 FAX

c tsunami@ four-llb4. Berkeley. EDU (Internet)
c
c

c Work performed under the auspices of the United States
c Department of Energy for the Lawrence Livermore National

c Laboratory undez contract W-7405-ENG-48.
c

c

c Thi| program uses 2nd order Godunov method and Riemann Solvers to

c compute gas dynamics in Inertial Confinement Fusion Reactors.
c

c Basic components required to run this code are:
c -TSUNAMI.F -- this code

c -TSU_GEO.I -- geometric information include file

c -TSU_INP.I -- run-tlme initial information include file
c -TSU_OUT.I -- output data format include file
c

c A front end package may be used to supply the necessary initial data
c The files are one fortran file and one include file:

c CUSTOM INIT.F

c CUSTOM INIT.I

c

c For more explicit instructions, see TSUNAMI Documentation
C-- .--......

c

c NOMENCLATURE
c

c the - density

a u - velocity in x-dlreatlon

c v - velocity in y-direction

c p - pressure

c thorax - normal angle (radlans) into surface in x-y frame

c thetay - normal angle (radians) into surface in y-x frame

c typex - type of node (interior, exterior, boundary, eta) in x frame

c typey - type of node (intexlor, exterior, boundary, eta) in y frame

c gamma - ratio of speoific heats, adiabatic constant

c cLx - delta x (grid spacing)

c dy - delta y (grid spacing)

c d_ - time step
c ncellx - number of cells on grid in x-dlrection

c noelly- number of cells on grid in y-direction
c t - time (accumulated)
c
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_iliil fill lii_ ii iilil I Jliill iJ _i ii I lillli I

o

.Lnalud¢ "t|u_qeo, A"
include "_.iu inp.i"
include 'e_lu our..,¢"

c
¢ :: zsl FLOW PROPERTIES

dAmenlAon rho(lsncellx, i'ncelly)
dimension u(Izncellx, lzncelly)
dAmenlAon v(lznceZZx, lzncelly)
dimension p(Izncellx, lznceliy)

c
c z:,: : GRID & GEOMETRIC INFO

dJ.menl,t.on typex (1 znoellx, 11.zncelly)
dAmon|ion t;ypey(15ncellx, l_ncelly)
dimen|Aon _.he_.ax (1 ;noellx, ! 'ncelly)
dAmenlAon _.he_.ay (1 _naellx, Zznaelly)

c
c It 55 : DUMMY ARGUHENTS i TEMPORARY VARIABLE,S

dAmenlZon q(Is6,1zn.,nax)
dAmeniAon u_emp(155,1:nmax)
dAmen|Aon temprho(l:ncellx, i:ncelly)
dimension t:empu(ZsnceZlx, l:ncelly)
dAmenl.t.on r.empv (1 :ncellx, 1 :ncelly)
dimension _.empp(1 :ncellx, 1 :nceZly)

c
c :::5: OPEN SEQUENTIAL OUTPUT FILES

A! (iEilel .eq, 1) open (unAr.-ll, ZAIo-EAIo1, form,.'un._ormat-.t'.ed ')
At (ifAle2 .eq. 1) open (unit:-12, file-file2, _orm.,*unformat'.i".ed')
if (ifiie3 .eq. 1) open (unit;-13, file-file3, foz_m.,'unformat;1;ed')
if (A_Ale4 .eq. 1) open (unAl:.-14, file-Ella4, Eorm-'unforma_.ed')
At (i_ile5 .eq. I) open (unA_-iS, _AIo,._AIoS, retrain'formatted')
At (A_AIo6 .eq. 1)open (unit.-16, file-file6, form-'fo]_'n_ill:t:ed')
At (ifile7 .eq. 1) open (unAl:-17, file-file'/, fo;.n_-'fo]_ar.t'.ed')
if (itAle8 .eq. 1) open (unA_.=18, fJ.le-fJ.leS, form-'_ormal:i;ed')
if (icus_.om .eq. 1) open (unA1;-19, file-cfile, form,.*formal:.1:ed')

c
c 5:5:: SET UP INITIAL CONDITIONS

call _8_.nanuL_in(_,n,nframe8, gamma, the, u,v,p,
& typex, typey, _he_ax, the_ay)

c
c ::::5 INITIALIZE THE TEMP ARRAY VARIABLES

do i0 L = 1,ncellx

do 20 _ - 1,ncelly
_.emprho(A, j) = the(A, _)
_empu(A,_) = u(A,_)
_.empv(A, _) = v(i,_)
t:en_pp(:L, :)) = p(:L, J)

20 continue

10 cont. inue
c
c ::::5 DETERMINE FIRST TIME STEP SIZE

call ohecku (the,u,v,p,gamma, umax, o_en_max, ixcoord, iycoo=d)
d_... couran_tm/n(dx,dy)/umax

c
c 5:_:: OUTPUT INITIAL. CONDITION

cell _munanuL_ou_ (_,d_, n,nframel, gamma, the,u,v,p,
& _ypex, _ypey, _he_ax, _he_ey)

c

c 2-O COMPUTATION REQUIRES THAT S (U) -LxLMLMLx (U) i.e., SWEEP X
C THEN Y AND THEN Y AND THEN X FOR 2ND ORDER OP. SPLITTING (STRANG)
C TIME STE_ SIZE MUST REMAIN CONSTANT FOR 2 TIME STEPS.
C THEREFORE AFTER EACH CALCULATION, THE CFL CONDITION IS CHECKED.
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a tF VIOLATED, THE TIM_ tiTEIP Z8 REDUCED AND COMPUATION 18 STARTED
a [ROM THE BEGINNING AOAZN,
c

a ................ aweep x-dlreation ........................
a

200 Qonr.inue
_,flag = 0
nodgo ,, nceilx
dO 100 k2 = 1,noelly

do ii0 kl - l,nc:ellx
q(i,kl) - =ho(kl,k2)
q(2,kl) - u(kl,k2)
q(3,kl) = p(kl,k2)
q(4,kl) - v(kl,k2)
q(5, kl) - _her-ax(kl,k2)
q(6,kl) - _ypex(kl,k2)

110 cont. Anue
call lhockld (q, ur-emp, dr-, gamma, nedge)
call convert. (temp=ho, r-empu, tempv, _.empp, g_, ut;en_, k2, i_lag, nedge)

100 cont/nue

(:all ahecku (tempEho, _.empu, _.empv, telT_p, gamma, _;max, o_.empmax,
& ixooord, lyaoo_d)

if ((d_*umax/mln(dx,dy)) .ge.l.) r.hen
p¢,i.nr,t,'C}'L vAolar-ion',umax, (:r.ernpn_x,Ax(:oo_d,J,ycoord
d_, - O. 7*mln (dx, dv)/unix
gol:o 200

endl !
c

................ aweep y-dlrec_.ion ........................
c

l_lag - 1
nedge- naelly
do 120 kl - 1,n=ellx

do 130 k2 - 1,naeily
q(1, k2) - ten_:ho(kl,k2)
q(2,k2) - cempv(kl,_2)
q(3, k2) - r-empp(kl,k2)
q(4,k2) - _.empu(kl,k2)
q(5, k2) - r.het,ay(kl,k2)
q(6, k2) ,,typey(kZ,k2)

130 conr-inue

call Ihookld (q,u_emp, d_, gamma, nedge)
call convert; (t.emp=ho, r-empu, _.empv, _.empp, gamma, ur-emp, kl, if lag, nedge)

120 con':. Inue
call oheoku (r.emp=ho,r-e,_pu,_en_v, r.an_p,gamma, umax, o_en_max,

& Ixoootd, lycooEd)
if((dr-*umax/mln(dx,dy)).ge.l.) _;hen

p..-inr.', 'CFL v/olar-ion', umax, cr-empmax, .J.xcoo=d, iyoootd
dr. - 0.7*mJ.n (cLx, dy)/umax
gor-o 200

endlf
c

c ................ sweep y-dlEeo_ ion ........................
c

iflag - 1
nedge= ncellM
do 140 kl - 1,ncellx

do 150 k2 - 1,ncell y
q(1,k2) - _.emprho(kl,k2)
q(2,k2) - _empv(kl,k2)
q(3, k2) - ten_pp(kZ,k2)
q(4,k2) - r-en_u(kl,k2)
q(5,k2) - _her-ay(kl,k2)
q(6,k2) - r.ypey(kl,k2)
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150 _cn_.Anue
call shockld (¢, u_.emp, dr, gamma, nedsle)
call oonve_r_. (_.emptho, tempu, tempv, _.ompp, g_, u_.emlP,kl, Aflag, necb;le)

i40 oontAnue

call oheo_u (tamp=hot Cempu, tempv, tempp_ gamr_s _,_tx, otempmax,
& AXcoo=d_ Lyooo_d)

J.._((dt*urr_x/m4n(dx,dy)) .ge.1.) then
prAnt. *, ' CI'L vAola_.lon *, umax, atempma_, Axoocrd, Aycoord
d_. ,,, . ?*mAn (¢Lx,dy)/umax
qoto 200

endAf
c
c ................ |weep x-dkrect Acn ............ , ....... 0...
c

hedge m naellx
do 1t0 k;I - 1,ncelly

do 170 kl - 1,ncellx
¢i(1,kl) - tempzho(kl,k2)
q(_,kl) - _empu(kl,k2)
q(3tkl) - tempp(kl,k2)
q(4,kl) - r.empv(kZ,k2)
¢l(5,kl) - _.het._x(k1,k2)
q(6,kl) - typex(kZ,k2)

1"tO con1".Anue
(:all |hockld (q, U_.emp,d_., gamma, necb;le)
call convert. (tempthc, _.empu, tempv, t.empp, 51a4uma,u_.emp, ka, Atlag, hedge)

160 cant _nue

call checku (t.empJrho, tempu, tempv, _.en_p, gamma0_, ctempmax,
i ixcoo."d, Aycoo.':d)

A! ( (d_.*umax/m4n (¢Lx,dy) ). ge. 1. ) r.hen
p_rAnt.*, 'CFL vlolar, lon ', umax, e_.empn_Lx,Axeoo._d, Ay_:oord
d_ - O. 7*mAn (dx, dy) tumax
go_:o 200

endA f
c

c ........... assAsin temp values to =hc, u,v, and p ....................
c

do 100 A - 1, ncellx
do 190 _ - 1, ncelly

_ho(A, :)) - l:emp_rho(A, j)
u(A,j) - tempu(k,:))
v(l,:)) - _.empv(l,:))
p(l, :_) - tempp(A, :))

190 con_',lnue
180 contAnue

c
c z::_z OUTPUTS i ACCUMULATED TIME UPDATE

cell _unami_out (I:,d_, n,nfEamel, gamma, Eho, u,v,p,
6 typex, _ype¥, _heUax, t.he_.ay)

c

c _: :: _ OUTPUT R__TXME DIAGNOSTICS TO 8C.q_N
p_ln_*, _, _i_op# dr# _m_Ix,c_ompmax, lxcoo_d, iycoo_d

c
c :_:: CO_UT[ NEW TIME 8T_

call checku (zhc, u, v, p, gamma, umax, c_empmax, ixcooEd, iyooozd}
d_ ,, ccutan_*min (dx, d¥)/umax

c

c : _ :_ : RUN UNTIL _|_op (PARAMETER PROM _su_inp.i FILE}
lf(t.le._|_op} khan

goto 200
end4f

c

ptln_ *, 'numbe_: of tame s_eps was_ ', n
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pzint: *w *nUm]De]._of Zzemes wasl *_ nfz&mes
o
c t l:zx CL08E rlIz UNIT8 /, QUIT

300 continue

Af(ifilel.eq.1) close (11)
Af(itile2.e¢i.1) close (12)
it(Atile3.eq.1) close (13)
it (AtAle4.eq. l) close (14)
At(A2AleS.eq.1) close (15)
At(Afile6.eq.l) close (16)
A_(AfAleT.eq.1) close (17)
At(AfAleS.eq.1) close (18)
if (icuscom.eq.1) close (1St)
end

c
C IllmlllB41i immmm anm IBm maltll mt roll grail _m _ me me me mm _ _ _ _ _ im_ _ mm ml mm B

|ubx:out'.Ane 1'.lunamA_in (_., n, nf:ame|, gamma, zho, u, v, p,
i cypex, cypey, checax, cheesy)

C i mmlNle m41i roll ml ohm libra IINIB tool roll mllm u aJ mn _ ml um_ _ _ _ gm _ _ _mm _ mm me _ m

c t l : ! ! NrJ_D8 ZN ZNZTZA.L ¢ONDZTXON8 PRON ZNVUT rlzJ: '*ZNZTXAL,DAT*'
c

include "csu_qeo, £"
include "Csu.Anp. A"

O

dimension rho (1 lncellx, i :ncellM)
dimension u (1 znoellx, 1:naelly)
dJ.menlAon v(l xnceAlx, I tnceAly)
dimension p ( 1 sncellX, I xncelly)
dimension CMpex (1 :noellx, 1 :ncell¥)
dimension _.ypey (_ I noellx, 1 zncelly)
dimension _hecax (1 :ncellx, 18ncellM)
dimension _.heca¥ (1 lncellx, 1 :nosily)

c
c t:I:x R/CAD IN DATA I'ILE

open (29, fAle-AnAcfAIe, room-' unformacCed' )
read (29) t, n, nfrgunel, gemn'a
do 10 A - 1, ncellx

do 20 j., 1,ncelly

=ead (29) U(A, _)
teed (29) v(A, j)
_eld(29) p(i,:))
read(a9) c_,x(A, _)
read(a9) CYl?e¥(A, _)
=eld(29) checax(i,:))
• eacl(29) t.hetay(i, 2))

20 continue
! 0 continue

close (2g)
]re_u En

end
c
{ I tI Iii_ _llllliillilllliiillililINII

IUbEOU_:Inl ohecku (=ho,u,v,p,glmma, _imax,o_empmax,
& ixcooi'd, i¥CooEd)

(_m mm mmm_ml wmmmm.mN llmHtsm mm mlmmm mmmmm N Imm mm mm atom N N N NN N N N NNN N mm m

c :::,: P.ETURN8 VKLUIC or MAX SFI_D or EITHER u+c,u-c,v+o, OR v-o
c

include "t.lU geo.i"
c

dimension :ho (1 ,nceAlx, 1 ,nosily)
dimension u (1 :ncellx, 1 :ncelly)
dimension v (1 :noellx, 1 :noe11¥)
dimension p (1 _noellx, 1 _noell¥)
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Q
o st:8s SET INITIAL OEFAULT RETURN VALUE8

umax m I.

c_'.empmax ,- O.
_,xcoo]rd - 1
_Ly¢oo_rd - t

c
c xzszt DETERMZN¢ M_ VELOCITY BY CHECKZNG ALL COMmZNATION$

do I00 ¢-Z,ncellx

do 110 j-Z,ncelly
umax_old ,, unvlx
ctemp = mqz't:.(g_,,p (J., :))/rho(J,, j) )
un_a._x- max (umax, ebb (v (J., 3) -c_.omp), abm (v (J., j) +c_.omp),

I abi (u (_., J) -c_.emp), abl (u (_., J) +c_emp) )
If (umax_old. ne,umax) _'.hen

cr.empma_ - c1".emp
lXooOZd ,, _.
_.ycootd = :)

end£_
110 continue
100 conr._nue

re_urn
end

c

IubEouI_.J.flI P,.IUnlllli ouP, (_., d?., n, n.wEllllOlpgliligMi_ l:ho_ u, v_Pt
(, _.ypex, _.ypey, l'.he_._, r.he_;ay)

C I IMmll iI _ _ NNIIR _ II _ II II II IH_ II II II II II II II I_I IMI _ I_I IMI_MI _ _ _ I_ I

c

include "t.lu__eo._."

o

d£meni_on _:ho(1 | ncellx, 1 lncoll¥)
dlmeniion u(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)
dAmenaAon v(lx;_cellx, l;ncelly)
dAmenlAon p(1;nceAAx, l:nceAAy)
dAmenlAon _;ypex (1 Incellx, 1 :nceAly)
dAmeniAon r.ypey (1 _nceAAx, 1 :nceAly)
dAmenlAon _:het'.ax (1 :nceAlx, 1 :nceAly)
dlmentAon t'.her.ay (1 :nceAlx, 1 :nceAAy)

c .......... backup dump eve N nr._dump numbe_ o! r.imeI_ep_ .........
l_(n_'._dump .he. O) t_.hen

chick ,, mod(Eloat.(n),Eloa_(nt; dump))
AE (check .eq. 0.) _'.hen

open (_A_;-30, _Ale-dfile, _ozm.,'_nfoz:ma_'.t.ed')
w_'i_e (30) _.,n, n_:ame_, ;l_mma
do 10 _. " i, nCeZlX

dO 20 _ = l,ncell_
w=_t,e(30) _'ho(_L, j)
w_r_Lt.e(30) U(J., _)
w_'it;e(30) v(i,_)
w_t.e(30) p(J., :))
w_L_'.e(30) r.ypex(l, :))
w:l_e(30) r.ypoy(i, ._)
w_At'.e(30) _.he_ax (A, _)
w_i_'.e(30) _'.he_;ay(_., _)

20 consul.hue
10 con_Lnue

clole (30)
end_LE

end_
c



tram Ante out.put loop ............
o

o t l : z s OUTPUT DENSITY, VELOCITY, i PR,I_$SU_ EVERY dr._frame SECONDS
_! (de_frame .eq. 0.) _oto ZZZZ
t old - mod(c,dC f_ame)
t mc + 2.*dr
n m n + 2

A!((mod(c,dt Erame). AC.t old),or.(2.*dt,9_.dC_Erame)
r, .or. (c.eq.2. *cir.) )then

o
o sz_z: OUTPUT LOG(IO) or DENSITY IF ifLlel ,,

A! (ifAAoI .oq. 1) then
do 100 :) - 1,ncelly

do 110 i - 1,ncellx
writ.e(11) log(the(A,3))/2.303

110 eonCAnue
1O0 oonc_nue

write(t1) t
endAf

c zz::, OUTPUT x-V'ELOCITY IF .t.fJLle2 ,, 1
At (iEile2 .eq. 1) then

do 200 3 " l,ncellF
do 210 i ,, l,noeiix

write(13) u(i,3)
210 cone Ante
200 oontinue

w:Ate(12)
endi!

c

c z:::: OUTPUT y-VELOCITY IF AEAIe3 ,, I
_! (if'Ale3 .eq. i) then

do 300 3 ° 1,ncelly
do 310 A - l.ncellx

write(13) v(i,:))
310 cont. Ante
300 continue

write(13) t
end;Lf

c
c :s:z: OUTPUT LOG(IO) OF FPJZSSUPJi:IF lfile4 - 1

At (if:Lle4 ,eq. 1) then
do 400 2) - 1,ncelly

do 410 A - 1,ncellx
w=Ato(14) log(p(i,3))/2.303

410 continue
400 continue

write (14) t
endl!
nframem - nframem + 1

endA!
c

c .................. etuf! to output every tame itep .............
1111 continue

C

c ::_ : s OUTPUT DENSITY TRANDUCER TRACES

Af (i_ile5 .eq. I) then
w:Ate (15, 900) t,:ho(ntxl,ntyl),rho(ntx2,nty2),rho(ntx3,ntY 3),

cho (nix4, nCy4), =he (ncxS, nty5), cho (next;, nty()
encLA!

C

c ::_:: OUTPUT X-VELOCITY TRANDUCER TRACES

if (ifile6 .eq. I) then
write(16,900) t,u (nr.xl,ncyl) ,u (ntx2,nty2) ,u (ntx3,nt.y3),
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& u (ntx4, nty4), u (ntxS, nty5), u (ntx6,nty6)
end± f

c
c : ::: : OUTPUT Y-VELOCITY TRANDUCER TRACES

if (iflle7 .eq. I) then

write(17,900) t,v(ntxl,ntyl),v(ntx2,nty2),v(ntx3,nty3),
& v(ntx4,nty4),v (ntx5,nty5),v(ntx6,nty6)

en di f

c
c : ::: : OUTPUT PRESSURE TRANDUCER TRACES

if (ifile8 .eq. i) then

write(18,900) t,p(ntxl,ntyl),p(ntx2,nty2),p(ntx3,nty3),
& p (ntx4, nty4) ,p (nix5, nty5), p(ntx6, nty6)

endif

C

c- CUSTOM OUTPUT ..........

if (icustom .eq. i) then

call custom_out (t, dt, n, n frames, ganuna, rho, u, v, p,
& typex, typey, thetax, thetay)

endif

c

900 format (6 (ell. 4, Ix), ell. 4)
C ......... --------....

return

end

C

C I _ mlm m_m m_mnmm m_m mmam_ romanmmamu_m _ u m_m u smammmal_ _ _ _u u _ _uu um im _ _ I

subroutine shockld (q, utemp, dr, gamma, nedge)
C u mmmmmlmm_am rossmmmmm_m mwm _ mmummmm_m mm _n mm_ _I I_ _ _ _ n_ _ _u _ mu_I _ I

c : :: :: 2nd ORDER GODUNOV INTEGRATOR

C

include "tsu_geo.i"
C

dimension q(1:6,1:nmax)

dimension utemp (I :5, 1 :nmax)
dimension u(l:4,1:nmax)

dimension dq(l:4,1 :nmax)
dimension charc(l:2, l:nmax)
dimension c (i :nmax)

dimension fhalf(l:4, l:nmax+l)

dimension qstar(l:4)

dimension c/c1(1:4)

dimension qtr(l:4)

dimension qi0(1:4)

dimension qr0(l:4)

dimension ql(l:4)

dimension qr(l:4)
C

c :::': ALL INFO CARRIED BY 6 ELEMENTS OF THE q MATRIX

c :: :: : rho, u, p, v, theta, AND type RESPECTIVELY
C

c :: :: : SET FOR CONSTANT GAMMA EVALUATION; FUTURE MODIFICATION FOR

c ::::: VARIABLE GAMMA REAL GASES IN THE WORKS; ALSO, xby_ - 0
c :: :: : FOR EULERIAN FRAME CALCULATION.

C

ql(4) - gamma

qr(4) - gamma

xby_ - 0.
C

c :: ::: CONVERT PRIMARY QUANTITIES OF DENSITY, VELOCITY, PRESSURE
c ::: :: TO CONSERVED QUANTITIES (U VECTOR), & FIND SOUND SPEED

c :: :: : AND CHARACTERISTICS.

do 10 i - 1,hedge

utemp(5, i) - q(6,i}
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if (q(6,i)._.0.)then
u(l,i) - q(l,i)

u(2, i) - q(2,i)*q(l,i)

u(3, i) - q(3,i)/(gamma-l.)+q(l,i)* (q(2,i)**2.+q(4,1)**2.)/2.
u(4,i) - q(4,i)*q(l,i)
c(i) - sqrt(gamma*q(3, i)/q(l,i))

charc(l,i) - q(2,i) + c(i)

charc(2,1) - q(2,1) - c(1)
en di f

i0 continue

c

c ::::: COMPUTE 2ND ORDER SLOPES FOR (FCT) FLUX-CORRECTED TRANSPORT
c ::::: FROM VAN LEER's SLOPES FOR THE MUSCL SCHEME

do 200 i - 1,nedge

if (q(6, i) .eq. i.) then
do 210 k-l,4

if ((q(k,i-l)-q(k,i)) * (q(k,i)-q(k,i+l)) .gt.0.)then
dq(k,i) - min(abs(0.5* (q(k,i-l)-q(k,i+l))) ,abs(2.*

& (q(k,i-1)-q(k,i))),abs (2.* (q(k,i)-q(k,i+l))))*
& sign(l., (q(k,i+l)-q(k,i-1)))

else

dq(k,i) - 0.
en di f

210 continue
else

do 220 k-l,4

dq(k,i) - 0.
220 continue

en di f

_00 continue

c

c ::::: COMPUTE FCT LEFT & RIGHT STATES TO SEND TO THE RIEMANN SOLVER
c

c :: : : : VARIABLE NAME CONVENTION

c :: : : : Variables are named the following way:
c ::::: first set of 4 to 6 characters:

c same nature which can be referenced in the code documentation

c ::: :: trailing i: Left state

c :: :: : trailing r: Right state
c :: :: : trailing m: - (minus)

c ::: : : trailing p: + (plus)

c :::: : trailing 0: zero state

c :::: : trailing v: tansverse direction velocity (either u or v)
c :: :: : EXAMPLE: betalm --> referes to BETA, left, m/nus state
C---- .... --

do 300 i - 1,nedge

if ((q(6, i) .eq.l. ) .or. (q(6, i) .eq.3.).or. (q(6, i) .eq.5.}

& .or. (q(6,i).eq.7.))then
do 310 k - 1,4

qtl(k) - q(k,i-1)+0.5*(l.-dt/dx*max(charc(l,i-1),0.))*dq(k,i-1)

qtr(k) - q(k,i)-0.5* (l.+dt/dx*min(charc(2,i),0.))*dq(k,i)

ql0(._) - q (k, i-1) +0. 5* (l.-dt/dx*q(2, i-1))*dq(k,k-1)

qr0(k) - q(k,i)-0.5* (l.+dt/dx*q(2,i))*dq(k,i)
310 continue

betalm - -(dq(2,i-l)-dq(3, i-1)/q(l,i-1)/c(i-1))*dt/dx/2./q(l,i-1)

betal0 - -(dq(3, i-1)/(q(l,i-1)*c(i-l))**2.

& -dq (i, i-l)/ql0 (i)/qtl (I)) *c (i-l) *dt/dx/2.

betavl - c(i-1)*dq(4,i-l)*dt/dx/2.

betarp - - (dq (2, i)+dq (3, i)/q (i, i)/c (i)) *dt/dx/2./q(i,i)
betar0- (dq(3, i)/(q(1,i)*c(i))**2.

& -dq (l, i)/qr0 (i)/qtr (1)) *c (i) *dt/dx/2.

betavr - -c (i) *dq(4, i) *dt/dx/2.
c

betalm - cvmgt (betalm, 0., (charc(2,i-1) .gt.0.))
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betal0 - cvmgt(betal0,0., (q(2,i-l) .gt.0.))

betavl - cvmgt (beuavl, 0., (q(2,i-1) .gt.0.) )

betarp - cvmgt (betarp, 0., (charc(l,i) .it.0.))
betar0 - cvmg% (betar0,0., (q(2,1) .It.0.))

betavr - cvmgZ (betavr, 0., (q(2,i) .it.0.))
c

ql (i) - l./(l./c/cl (1)-betal0-betalm)

ql(2) - q_l(2)-betalm*c(i-l)*q(l,i-l)

ql(3) - qtl(3)+betalm* (c(i-1)*q(l,i-l))**2.

qr(1) - l./(l./qtr(1)-betar0-betarp)
qr(2) - c/cr(2) +betarp*c (i) ,q (l, i)

qr(3) - qzr(3)+betarp* (c (i) *q(l, i) )**2.
c

c ':::: SET PRESSURE AND DENSITY FLOORS TO FACILITATE CONVERGENCE
c ::::: FOR NEAR ZERO PRESSURE AND DENSITY CALCULATIONS

ql(1) - max(1.e-03,ql(1) )

qr(1) - max(l.e-03,qr(1))

psml - max(l.e-06, 1.e-06*q(1,i-l),q(2,i-l)**2./2.)
psmr - max (l .e-06, l.e-06*q(l,i)*q(2,i)**2./2.)

ql(3) - max(psml,ql(3))

qr(3) - max(psmr,qr(3))
c

c ::::: SEND LEFT AND RIGHT STATES TO RIEMANN SOLVER

call riemann(ql,qr,qstar,xbyt)
c

c ::::: COMPUTE AMOUNT OF PASSIVELY ADVECTED TRANSVERSE VELOCITY

vleft - c/cl(41+betavl

vright - qtr(4)+betavr

vtemp - cvmgt (vright,vleft, (qstar(2) .it.0.))
c

c :: ::: COMPUTE FLUX AT CELL EDGES

fhalf(l,i) - qstar(1)*qstar(2)

fhalf(2,i) - qstar(3)+qstar(1)*qstar(2)**2.

fhalf(3, i) - qstar(1)*qstar(2)*(gamma*qstar(3)/(gamma-l.)/qstar(1)+

& (qstar(2)**2..v%emp**2.)/2.)

fhalf(4,1) - fhalf(l,i)*vtemp
endif

c

c ::::: if uh_ point Is a boundary point we use special treatment:
c

c :: :: : For _mpermeable or symmetric BC' s:

c ::::: we convert u and v to normal and tangential velocity components,
c :: ::" send to the riemann solver, and convert back on return
c

c :: ::. For outflow:

c ::::: we just compute the flux out normal to the node
c

c ::::: NODE TYPES:

c type - 0 null node inside object (not tracked)

c type - 1 gas node in open flow field

c type - 2 impermeable to the left, object boundary

c type - 3 impermeable uo the right, object boundary

c type - 4 outflow to the left, grid edge

c type - 5 outflow to the right, grid edge

c type - 6 impermeable to the left, grid boundary

c type - 7 impermeable to the right, grad boundary
c

if (q(6,it .ge.2.)then

ql(1) - q(1,1)

ql(21 - q(2,1)*cos (q(5,1))+q(4,1)*sln(q(5,1))

ql (31 - q(3, it

qr(1) - q(l,i)

qr(2) - -ql(2)
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qr(3) - q(3,i)
c

c ::::: SET PRESSURE AND DENSITY FLOORS TO FACILITATE CONVERGENCE

ql(1) - max(l.e-03,ql(1))

qr(1) - max(l.e-03,qr(1))

psm - max(l.e-06,l.e-06*q(l,i) *q(2,i)*'2./2.)
ql(3) - max(psm, ql(3))

qr (3) - max(psm, qr (3))
c

c :: ::: TANGENTIAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY

vtan - q(4,i)"cos(q(5,1))-q(2,1)*sin(q(5,i))
c

c ::::: PROJECTION OF TANGENTIAL COMPONENT BACK ONTO AXES

c :: ::: GIVES THE REMAINING u & v COMPONENTS

q2temp - -vtan*sln(q(5,£))

q4temp - vtan*cos(q(5, i))
c

c ::::: SEND LEFT AND RIGHT STATES TO RIEMANN SOLVER

call riemann(ql,qr,qstar,xbyt)
c

c ::::: BOUNDARY IS IMPERMEABLE TO THE LEFT (type-q(6, i)-2 or 6)
if((q(6,i) .eq.2.) .or. (q(6, i) .eq.6.))then

fhalf (l,i) - qstar(1)*q2temp

fhalf(2,i) - qstar(3)+qstar(1)*q2temp**2.

fhalf(3, i) - qstar(1)*q2temp* (gamma*qstar(3)

& / (gamma-I.)/qstar (i) + (q2temp**2. +q4temp**2. )/2. )

fhalf(4,i) - fhalf(1,i)*q4temp
c

c ::::: BOUNDARY IS IMPERMEABLE TO THE RIGHT (type-q (6, i) -3 or 7)

else if((q(6,i) .eq.3.) .or. (q(6,i) .eq.7.))then
fhalf(l,i+l) - qstar(1)*q2temp

fhalf(2,i+l) - qstar(3)+qstar(1)*q2temp**2.

fhalf(3, i+l) - qstar(1)*q2temp* (gamma*qstar(3)
& / (gamma-l.)/qstar(1) + (q2temp**2. +q4temp**2. )/2. )

fhalf(4,i+l) - fha!f(l,i+l)*q4temp
c

c ::::: BOUNDARY IS OUTFLOW TO THE LEFT (type-q(6, i)-4)

else if (q(6, i) .eq.4.)then

fhalf(l,i) - q(l,i)*q(2, i)

fhalf(2,i) - q(3,i)+q(l,i)*q(2,i)*+2.

fhalf(3,1) - q(l,i)*q(2,i)* (gamma*q(3,i)

& /(gamma-1.)/q(1,i)+q(2,1)**2.+q(4,i)**2.)/2.)

fhalf(4,i) - fhalf(l,i)*q(4,i)
c

c ::::: BOUNDARY IS OUTFLOW TO THE RIGHT (type-q (6, i) -5)

else if(q(6, i) .eq.5.)then

fhalf(1,i+l) - q(l,i)*q(2,i)

fhalf(2,i+l) - q(3,i)+q(1,i)*q(2,i)**2.

fhalf(3, i+l) - q(l,i)*q(2,1)* (gan_a*q (3,1)

& /(gamlna-l.)/q(l,i)+(q(2,1)**2.+q(4,i)**2.)/2.)

fhalf(4,i+l) - fhalf(l,i+l)*q(4,1)
endif

endif

300 continue
c

c-

c :: :: : CENTRAL DIFFERENCING

do 400 i - 1,hedge

if(q(6,1) .gt.0.)then
do 410 k - 1,4

utemp(k,i) - u(k,i) - dt/dx* (fhalf(k,i+l)-fhalf(k,i))
410 continue

en di f

400 continue
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C--"

return

end

c

C m #ram mmmmmmmmmm mare mm mm mm Immmmmm mm mm ham mm am4mmmm mmm mare mi mm mine mm m4mm _ m_ _ _ mm a a m

subroutine conver_(rho,u,v,p,gamma,utemp, k,lflag,nedge)
C m mimm ross mmmm um mmmm mmmm morn_ m-am mmmm mmmI mm am a u _ n mm _ __ mm _ mm_ms iN u i

c ::::: subroutine to convert Umrho, rho*u, rho*E to rho,u,p .....

c

include "tsu geo.i"
c

dimension rho(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)

dimension u(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)
dimension v(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)

dimension p(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)
dimension utemp(l:5,1:nmax)

c

c : ::: : IF iflag - 0, WE ARE SWEEPING HORIZONTALLY
c ::::: REPLACE kth ROW OF PROPERTIES MATRIX

if (iflag.eq. 0) then

do i00 n - l,nedge

if (u_emp (5,n) .g_.0. )then

rho(n,k) - u_emp(l,n)
rho(n,k) - max(rho(n,k),l.e-03)

u(n,k) - utemp(2,n)/utemp(l,n)

v(n,k) - utemp (4,n) /utemp (l, n)

p(n,k) - (u_emp(3,n)/utemp(l,n)-(u(n,k)**2.+v(n,k)**2.)
& /2.)*utemp(l,n)* (gamma-l.)

p(n,k) m max(p(n,k),l.e-06)
endif

100 continue

c

c : ::: : ELSE IF iflag - I, WE ARE SWEEPING VERTICALLY
c : ::: : REPLACE kth COLUMN OF PROPERTIES MATRIX

else

do 200 n - 1,hedge

if (utemp (5, n) .gt. 0. )then

rho(k,n) - u_emp(l,n)
rho(k,n) - max(rho(k,n),l.e-03)

v(k,n) - utemp (2 ,n) /utemp (l, n)

u(k,n) - utemp(4,n)/utemp(l,n)

p(k,n) - (utemp(3,n)/utemp(l,n)-(u(k,n)**2.+v(k,n)**2.)
& /2. )*utemp (i, n) * (gamma-i.)

p(k,n) - max(p(k,n),l.e-06)
endif

200 continue

endif

c

return

end

c

C mm mmam mum mlmm _ a u mmmm _ _ mMm mmmm _ _ rosamlm_m mBmmmMm_ _ u___ _ _ u _ _

subroutine riemann (ql, qr, q, xbyt)

C mm mmm n _ areasumm a u mMmmmm "=_ _ mum immm_ mmam _ mMm mm4m marne_ u _ _u _ a _ _ _ _

c ::::: RIEMANN SOLVER SUBROUTINE FOR GIVEN LEFT AND RIGHT STATES

c ::: :: FOR ARBITRARY xby_ AND GAMMA LAW GAS.

c ::::: EXACT SOLVER FOR SHOCKS AS WELL AS RAREFACTIONS
C----

c ::::: This provides the phase space solution of Riemann problem.

c ::::: It requires Newton iteration to compute the pressure in the
c ::::: sta_e between the two acoustic waves.

c

c

dimension qi(1:4)
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dimension qr(l:4]

dlmenslon q(l:4)
c

c ::::: CHECK STATES TO SEE IF THEY'RE ALREADY HAVE SAME U & p
c ::::: IF THEY DO, RETURN

if((ql (2) .eq.qr(2)) .and. (ql(3) .eq.qr(3)) )then
q(2) - qr(2)

q(3) - qr(3)

q(1) - cvmgt (ql (I) ,qr(1) , (xb_c.le.q(2)))

q(4) - cvmgt (ql (4),qr(4) , (xbyt.le.q(2)))
return

endlf

c

c :: :: : SET NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR CONVERGENCE & ACCURACY

c :':: : 5 ITERATIONS IS ADEQUATE FOR MOST APPLICATIONS; i0 ITERATIONS
c ::::: FOR VERY, VERY STRONG SHOCKS AND BETTER RAREFACTION RESOLUTION

niter - 5

c

c : ::: : COMPUTE SOME OFTEN NEEDED QUANTITIES

psml - max(l.e-06,l.e-06*ql(1)*ql(2)**2./2.)

psmr " max(l.e-06, l.e-06*qr(1)*qr(2)**2./2.)
gamma - cvmgt (ql(4),qr(4), (ql(2) .gt.qr(2)))

gml -gamma - i.

gpl - gamma + i.

cl - sqrt (gamma*ql (3)/ql (I))

cr - sqrt(gamma*qr(3)/qr(1))

al - qi (3)/ql (I) **gan_na

ar - qr(3)/qr(1)**gamma

p_old - (ql(3)+qr(3))/2.
c

c .......... FIRST GUESS FOR p*

p- (qr(1)*cr*ql(3) + ql(1)*cl*qr(3) + ql(1)*cl*qr(1)*cr*

& (ql (2) -qr (2)) ) / ((qr (i) *cr+ql (i) *cl) )

p - max(p, psml,psmr)
c

ncounter - 0
5 continue

c

c ::::: COMPUTE ustar, GUESS DIFFERENTLY FOR EITHER SHOCK OR RAREFACTION

ulss - ql(2) - (p-ql(3))/ws(p, ql(3),l./ql(1),gamma)

ulsr - ql(2) + 2./gml* (cl-sqrt(gamma*al* (p/al)**

& (gml/gamma) ) )

urss - qr(2) + (p-qr(3))/ws(p, qr(3),l./qr(1),gamma)

ursr - qr(2) - 2./gml*(cr-sqrt(gamma*ar*(p/ar)**

& (gml/gamma) ) )

ulstar - cvmgt(ulss,ulsr, (p.gt.ql(3)))

urstar - cvmgt (urss,ursr, (p.gt.qr(3)))
c

c :: :: : COMPUTE tau (INVERSE DENSITY)

taulss - l./ql(1) - (p-ql(3))/ws(p,ql(3),l./ql(1),gamma)**2.

taulsr - (p/al)** (-l./gamma)

taurss - l./qr(1) - (p-qr(3))/ws(p,qr(3),l./qr(1),gamma)**2.

taursr - (p/ar)**(-l./gamma)

taulstar - cvmgt (taulss,taulsr, (p.gt.ql(3)))

taurstar - cvmgt(taurss,taursr, (p.gt.qr(3)))
c

c ::::: COMPUTE cstar (SOUND SPEED TO LEFT AND RIGHT OF CONTACT SURF.)

clstar - sqrt(gamma*p*taulstar)

crstar - sqrt(gamma*p*taurstar)
c

c ::::: COMPUTE zl and zr (INV. VEL. DERIVATIVES FOR NEWTON ITERATION)

zlr - taulstar/clstar

zls - ((ql(1)*cl)**2. + ws(p,ql(3),l./ql(1),gamma)**2.)/

& (2. *WS (p, ql (3) ,1 ./ql (i) ,gamma) *'3. )
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zrr - taursCar/crs_ar

zrs- ((qr(1)*cr)**2. + ws(p, qr(3),l./qr(1),gan_na)**2.)/
& (2.*we (p,qr (3),1./qr (i),gamma) *'3. )

zl - cvmg_(zlr, zls, (p.lt.ql(3)))
zr - cvmg_(zrr, zrs, (p.l_.qr(3)))

c

c ::::: CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE

y - l.e-06*max(cl,cr,abs(ql(2)),abs(qr(2)))
z - abe (ulstar-ursuar)

if ((z .it. y) .or. (p.eq.p old)) then
gore 10

endAf
ncounter - ncounter + 1

c

c ::::: COMPUTE NEW p

p_old - p
p - p + (ulstar-urstar)/(zl + zr)
p - max (p,paml, psmr)
if(ncounter.le.nicer) gore 5

C

c ::::: SOLUTION EITHER HAS CONVERGED OR ITERATIONS RAN OUT
i0 continue

pstar - p
usUar - 0.5* (urstar+ulstar)

C

c ::::: COMPUTE THE x-t SPACE CHARACTERISTICS THAT BOUND SOLUTION
C

clambda0 - ustar
C

ciamlmz - ql (2) - cl
clamlms - ql(2) - we(pstar,ql(31,1./ql(1),gamma)/ql(1)
clamrmr mustar - clstar
clamrms - cla_ms

clamlm - cvmgt (clamlmr,clamlms, (pstar .It. ql(3)))
clamrm - cvmg_ (clamrmx,clamrms, (psCar .it. ql (3)) )

C

clamlpr - ustar + crs_ar

clamlps - qr(2) + ws(pstar,qr(3),l./qr(1),gamma)/qr(1)
clamrpr - qr(2) + cr
clamrps - claunlps
clamlp - cvmgt (clamlpr, clamlps, (pstar .it. qr(3)))
clamrp - cvmg_(clamrpr,clamrps, (pstar .i_. qr(3)))

C

c ::::: DETERMINE THE PHYSICAL SPACE SOLUTION FOR AN xbyt
if (xby_ .le. clamlm) then
q(1)- ql(1)
q(2) ,,ql(2)
q(3) - ql(3)

else if(xbyt .le. clamrm .and. xbyt .gt. clamlm) then
c - (ql (2)+2.*cl/gml-xbyt) *g,tl/gpl
q(2) - xbyt + c
q(1) - (c**2./gamma/al)**(l./gml)
q(3) - q(l}*c**2./gamma

else if(xby_ .le. clambda0 .and. xby_ .gt. clamrm) then
q(1) - 1./taulstar
q(2) - ustar
q(3) - pstar

else if(xbyt .le. clamlp .and. xbyt .g_. olambda0) then
q(1) - l./taurstar
q(2) - ustar
q (3) - pstar

else if(xbyt .le. olamrp .and. xbyt .gt. clamlp) then
c - -i.* (qr (2)-2.*cr/gml-xbyt) *gml/gpl
q(2) - xbyC - c
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q(1) = (c**2.1ga_r,,lari**(1.1gml)
q(3) = q(li*o**2./ga_

else if (xbyt .gt. clamrp) then
q(1) - qr(1)
q(2) - qr(2)
q(3) - qr(3)

endif

q(4) - gamma
return
end

c
C mmnm=namm--mnamm_nmmmml nnmnm nm_uJlnmlm _luu im _Im_ _mmmi_ _m _ml _ mmnm mn m

function cvmg_ (x,y,z)
C mmulma_munmnm mm=-mmm_ n_nu_mm_mlulm_I_m _ _ _m _ _ _u_ _ _ mn nn mm mm n

c :'::: LOGICAL EXCHANGE FUNCTION CHOOSES x IF z 18 TRUE

c :xz:: ELSE CHOOSES y.
c

real x,y
logical z

c

if ( z .eqv..true.) then
cvm_ n X

else

cvmg_ m y
endif
re_urn
end

o
_ mnnu un mu mm u 1_u nun nm mmmm _ mnmm mum _mu n_n'mmm a'=m m'm m_ _ _m m_ _ _ _mu _ _ mm mm _ m

function ws(p, p0,tau0,gamma)
C inmn=m nmm mmnm _g_mm='m_ =_m NUN mmnm _im mamm mn mm mm _ mm mm mm mm mm mm _ _ _ mm_ _ mm _ mm mu _ n

c xzXx" FUNCTION WHICH COMPUTES MASS FLUX ACROSS SHOCK FRONT
c

real p,p0, tau0, gamma
c

ws - sqrt (gamma*p0/_au0* (I.+ (gamma+l.)/2 ./gamma* (p-p0)/p0) )
return
end

_ mumunan u-_ mm _n,_ maN umm nlmmm =_umnmumm_nu_ nm _ __ _mu_ _ _m _
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A-3.1 custom_inlt.f Source Listing. I.JAST slmulat_

Thesourcelistingforcustom_init.fgivenbelowisanexampleoftheinputdeck

generationsubroutineusedtogeneratetheLJAST simulation.Segmentsof the

subroutine use o_er subroutinessuch as roundbc.fto generate cylindrical boundaries.

The subroutineroundbc is useful a variety of other TSUNAMI boundary generation

needs. Also included at the end is the include file custom_init.i, which provides the

parametersdeclared at the begig.ningof the custom_init.f.

_ | || || || ||N| || || N||| || || |I || N| || lllll R| || |N || || |||| H || _|||| || || |||| || ||

proqram cus=om, in£t
_mimemiDimmllumIImmsn_mmm_mn_i_mmmmnmmmnin_mm_lUlmimmmmnmmmlmnm_mnnu

c Th£s program generates £nput f££es for a specific
c Gas Dynamics problem.
C

C.°.--.

LJAST SIMULATION SHOCK ATTENUATION

c April 1992

c written by:
c

c James C. Liu
C

C Dept. of Nuclear Engineering
c Thermal Hydraulics _borato_
c 4118 Etchever_ Hall

c University of California at Berkeley
c Berkeley, CA 94720
C

c (510) 642-0421
c (510) 643-9685 FAX
c tsunami@ four-lab4. Berkeley. EDU (Internot)
C

c Work performed under the auspices of the United States
c Dopa_ment of _ergy for the Lawrence Livermoro National
c _borato_ under contract W-7405-ENG-48.

C

C LJAST SIMULATION SHOCK ATTENUATION
C

C

c i ................... ) o o o o o o o o open
C .................... ) O O O O O O O O

c I................... ) oooooooo
c 3 ......... 2 .......... ) oooooooo
c I ................... ) oooooooo
c .................... ) oooooooo

c I ................... ) o o o o o o o o o_n
c ) oooooooo _--
c C S Jet ar=ay
c

c zone 1 - ambient gas at rest
c zone 2 - shocked zone 1 material that shock has _ravorsod
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c zone 3 = expandAng dzAver gas
O C ,., son,ice, lUE.#&c;I
C S ,, shook front'.

lLnoZude "i-.lu_eeo. A**
Anclude "t;su_ILnp. A"
Include "aultom :LnAt._L°*

c
c :_':: fLOW PROPERTIES

dAmensAon rho(l_ncellx, l:ncelly)
dAmensJLon u(l_n(:ellx, ltncelly)
dAmensAon v(lznceZZx, l:naelZy)
dAmensAon p(Z;naeZlx, i:ncel/y)

¢
a z tt:: GRID & GEOMETRIC II_O

dimension _.ypex (1 znoellx, 1 zncelly)
dAmension _.ypey (1 znoellx, 1 lncelly)
dimension _.he_.ax (1 ;noellx, 1 tncelly)
dAmensAon t;het;ay(IInoellx, 1_ncelly)
dZmenalon Acyl(l:ncyl,iz4)

c
¢ ::z:: SET INITIAL CONDITIONS

_-0.
n m 0
n frames ,, 0

c
c ::::: ANALYTICAL GAS DYNAMICS RELATION8 US/,D TO GET SHOCK JUMP

gml -gamma - 1,0
gpl -ganu_a + 1.0
zl - rO/wtmol

c

rhol = pl/rl/uempl
ul =0.0

el " |qr1:(gamma*pl/rhol)
c

p2 = pl* (2. *gamma*cmach**2. - (gml)) / (gpl)
rho2 - _hol*(gpl*p2+gml*pl)/(gml'p2+gpl*pl)
u2 - 2.*al/gpl* (omach-1./cmach)

c

p4 " p2* (1-gml/gpl* (cmach-1 ./cmach) ) ** (-2.*gamma/gml)
rho4 -- p4/R1/_.emp1
u4 -0.0

c

p3 - p2
u3 " U2
rho3 = rho4* (p3/p4) ** (1./ganTna)

c
nxs - nxo + Ant; ((umach*aZ-u2) * (_.dAs_.-dx*float. (noelZx-nxo))/u2/dx)
nxs., man (nxs, ncs_'.r_'.-5)

¢
c ::::: INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR LEFT OF CONTACT SD3_'ACE

do 100 i - 1,nxc

do 110 :) = 1,nceZZy
rho(i,_) - ¢ho3
u(i,j) = u3
v(A, j) = O.
p(A, j) = p3
r.he_.ax (£, j) = O,
t:he_.ay(i, j) _ O.
cMpex(A, j) = l.
_ey(A, J) = 1.

iI0 continue
i00 continue

c
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o zlzlz ZNZTZAL CONDZTION$roR NCOXONBETWEENC.$URF, i BHOCK
a do 120 A -nxo+i,nxa

do 120 A ,, 1,nxl
do 130 j ,, l,nc=eliy

=ho(A,3) " =boa
u(A,_) "- u2
v(A,J) - 0.
p(A,:_) ,, p2
t;hetax(A, 3) " O.
t;h,tay (A, :)) - O.
t;ypex(A,_) - 1.
_.MI:)OM(A,_)) " 1.

130 aont.Anuo
120 oontAnue

e

o 18zs; ZNZTZAL pL,zhol,ul CONDITXON,qTO RZOHTOr SHOCK
do 1.40 A .. nxj+1,ncel.l.x

do 150 :) ,, l,nceliy
cho(A,j) - =hoZ
u (A, j) - ul
v(A,_) - 0.0
p(A,:)) - pl
_hecax(A, _) - O.
Che_ay(A,:)) ,, O.
typex(A, j) - 1.
t.ypey(A, 3) " 1.

150 oon_Anue
140 conC.Anue

o

o ,l, s I OFEN LEFT BOUNDARY i REFLECTING RIGHT
do 200 i ,, 1,noelly

cYpex(l,A) - 4.
CYlPex(ncelix, A) - 7.
che_.ax(1, A) ,, p:L
chet;ax(ncelix,A) ,, O.

200 con*,.Anue

c _sz: SYMMETRIC BOb'NDARIE$ALONG TOE 6 BOTTOM w/ OFEN ENDS
do 300 i ,, l,nxlt.op

do 310 :j., O,nylCop-1
_.ypey(A, 1.:_) ,, O.
r.FPeY(A,ncelly-:J) - O.
cypex(A,l+:)) . O.
t;ypex(A,noeliy-:)) ,, O.
rho(A, 1+:)) = =ho,
:ho(:L,noelly-:J) - =how

310 aon_Lnue
r.YlPey(A, l+nylCop) - 4.
CYpey (A,noeliy-nyst.op) - 7.
Chetly (i, l+nylt.op) - pi
checay(L,naeliy-nylcop) - O.

300 aoncLnue
c

do 320 ,J.- nxet;op+l,naellx
Cypey(A,1) - 4.
r.Y'pey(A,noelly) - 5.
chef.aM (A, 1) - pA
cheCay(A,noelly) ,, O.

320 conCAnue
o

do 330 :j - O,nysCop-I
t;ypex(nxmcop+l, l+:j) - 6.
CyPex (nxacop+l,noelly-:)) ,, 6.
r.het.ax(nxsr.op+Z, l+:J) .. pA
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thetax(nxatop+l,noelly-J) - p_
330 eont_nue

o
e s l = t x COMPUTE CYLINDER BOUNDARIES
o I s_=l loyl(n,l) - _ypo (0 - hal! up, l-hal! z£gh_, 2 -fuil)
0 sxzx: l=yl(n,2) = x-ooord of oente= of GylLnde_ on g=.4od
o xszzz l=yl(n,3) - y-ooo=d of sender of oyl_nde= on gold
o ssxtz t_yl(n,4) = tidLul In g=id _ncegor nodes
o j_=== CYL_NDFAS ARE _U_X-PACKED WZTH $PECZFZC PID RATZO
o

0 l l t l! ds_e_ine the |p4=isl poe_ion and t_Qpes tOE oyl_nders
n-1
nd - 10
ld - _n_(flot_(nd)/2. _.5)
npx o 12
npy - 14
noltop - naot_ . 7*npx . 1

o
do 400 _ - nos_=_,nol_op, (2*npx)

do 410 _ -npy+nyltop+Z,n¢eZZy, npy
_¢yl(n, 1) - 2
_¢yi(n,2) -
ioyl(n, 3) - j
,t.eyl (n, 4) - t.d
n=n + 1
n -m_n( n , n=yl )

410 oont._nue
400 =ont.t.nue

O

do 420 J. ,, nesr.:'t.+n_x,nott'.op, (2*npx)
do 430 :) ,, npy/2+nyor..op+l,neelZy-npy/2,npy

_ayl(n, 1) - 2
_ayl(n,2) -
_oyl(n,3) -
_¢yl(n,4) - _d
n-n+ 1
n - m_n( n , hey1 )

430 continue
420 cont.._.nue

(:

ncyla - n
0

do 440 _ - 1,noyl_
_type = _=yZ(l, 1)
_.xgom - _eyl (_,2)
_ypo= = J.eyZ (.L, 3)
.t.d - .t.oyZ (:L, 4)
001i =ounctbo (_ype, _xpol, iypoJ, Ld, cho, _ypex, _ypoy, _he_x, that=y)

440 aonr..t.nuo
O

0 == == x WRITE INITFILE DATA FILE

open (2 9, flle-.t.n.i.r., file, fo_m,,' unfo_:matr.ed' )
w=_te (29) _, n, n=¢_me=
do 500 _ - i, noellx

do 510 _ - 1,nosily
wa:_t;e (29) =ho (_., _)

write (29) v(l,_)
w_Lte (29) p(i, _)
w_e(29) _ex(_, _)
wa::LV.e(29) t:ypey (i, _)
wrl_;e (29) _hetax (L, _)
write(29) t:.het:.ay(J., _)

510 continue
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500 continue
QloJ,(29)
end

¢
0 m mm mmmml,m ..-,,mll_mmmma mlmlm emmammlmlmmmemummm_ ..,,_mmm _ mm _ mm N _ _u mm N N N mm _

mubtou_ine toundbo (l_ype, _xp_i, iyix)e, _d, cho, _,pex, t_pe_, _he_ax, thetay)
_ m almm-mmN,,mHNHNm_m NNNNalm#wmalmNNajamlm NN_NNNN_NNN

o ::x,: SETS UP REFLECTING BOUNDARIES AND COMPUTES THETIS ON GRID
a ##:** FOR CYLINDERB (EITHER i/2 OR FULL}
O

= #,::, GRID & GEOMETRIC INTO
O

ln¢iude '*_|u_goo. l"
Ln¢lude "tlu_lnp. i"
inolude "cu|tom lni_.l"

¢

dimension l'ho (1 :noellx, l:ncelly)
dimonlion typex (1 :noollx, 1 .noolly)
dlmenmlon typoy(lzncollx, l:noolly)
dimoneion thorax (1 :naollx, 1 :noolly)
dimension thotay(lxncollx, l:noelly)

0

in_ogeE itype, ld, ixpo|,lypoa, ll,l,k
o
¢ .................. le_ x-sweep bounda]:iel .........

J_d " float. (id)
do 100 i ,, O, (id-l)

xdim - iq_c(rd**2. - (float(l))**2.) +0.99
il ,. lnt(xdim)
xdim - floa¢(il)
phi .. a¢o| (xdim/aq¢¢ (xdim**2. + (floa_ (l))*'2.) )

0

o ::::: IF itype - O, we hive 1/2 a aylinder faolng up _zom ho¢i|, boundary
¢ ::.:l IF Ltype - 1, we h,,ve 1/2 a cylindo¢ _a¢ing ou_ _¢om vo:_. wall
o ::l:: IF iCyiNm .. 2, wO have a full ¢¥1inde¢ in the flow
o _:::: id - radiul
o ::#:: ixpoam 6 iyI_am ARE TH_ POSITION OF THE r._NTIQ_OF TKE CYL. ON GRID
¢

t_pex(ixpol-il, iypoi+i) ,, 3.
_ypex(lxpo|+ll, lypol+i) - 2.
thorax (ixp_¢-ll, iypot,i) - -phi
_he_ax(lxpos+il,iypos+l) -pl + phi
do 110 _ - (ixpos-il+l), (lxpos+ll-1)

_ypex(k,iypoi+l) - O.
_ho (k, iy_o_+i) - _how

110 ¢on_nue
oleo i_(i_ype.oq.l)_hen

_ypox (lxpoo+ll, lypos-l) - 2.
Cypox(lxpot+ll, iypol+l) - 2.
_hoCax(ixpoa+ll,iypo_-i) - pi - phi
thotax(ixpol+ll,iypot+i) - pi + phi
do 120 k - ixpos, (ixpoa+il-1)

_ypex(k,iypo,-i) - O.
typex(k,iypoa+l) - O.
_ho (k,iypom-i) -¢how
_ho (k,ilrpom+i) - _how

120 ¢on_:lnue
glee i_ (lr.ype.oq. 2) _hen

typox (lxpom-ll, iypoa-i) - 3.
typox (ixpoe+ll, iypo_-i) - 2.
typex (ixpoe-il, lypo|+l) - 3.
_ypex (lxpoe+ll, lyp_e+i) - 2.
the_ax(ixpoa-il,lypoe+i) - -phi
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thetax(Axpos+At,Aypom+A) - pA + phA
thetax(Axpos-Al, AypoJ-:j - ,_hA
thetax(Axpom+A1,Aypol-L) a pA • phA
do 130 k - (AxpoI-11+l), (Axpoa+Al-1)

typex(k,Aypoj-A) - O.
typex(k,Aypoo+A) - O.
=ho (k, Aypoa-A) - rhow
=ho(_, Aypom+A) - zhow

130 =ontAnue
endAf

100 contAnue
c
a ................... let y |weep bo_ndAzAii ..................

do 200 L - O, (_d-1)
ycLLm- iqz'c(td**2. - (_loat(A))**2.) +0.99
11 - Ant(ydAm)
ydim " tZoat(A1)
phA - aooÁ (ydkm/aqtt (ydAm**2.+ (_loat (2)) *,2.) )
At (Atype. eq. O) then

typay(Axpom-i,iypol+AZ) - 2.
t_pay (AXpOl+A, Aypol,AZ) - 2.
thitay(AxpoI-A,A_pOl+Al) - pA - phA

do 210 k -O, (ii-1)
_ypey (Axpol-A, iypol+k) - O.
typey (Axpol+A, Aypol+k) - O.
=ho(Axpol-A,Aypol+k) - thow
rho(Axpoa+A,Aypol+k) ,. _how

210 cont Anue
elte 1E(A_rpa.eq.1)then

tylpey(Axpoi+A,Aypoa-AZ) - 3.
tylpey(Axpoi+A,Aypol+AZ) - 2.
thetay(ixpoe+A, Aypo|-A1) - -phA
thotay(Axpol+A, Aypol+AZ) - pA + ph£
do 220 k - O, (11-1)

tYpey (2xpoa+A, Aypoi-k) - O.
typey(Axpo,+A,Aypoi+k) - O.
_ho(Axpos+A,Aypo_-k) - =how
=ho(Axpom+A,Aypom+k) - thow

220 contAnue

elme A!(Atype.oq.2)then
tvpey (Axpoi-A, Zypoe-21) - 3.
typey (2xpom+A, 2ypo_-21) - 3.
typey (2xpoi-A, 2ypol+A1) - 2.
_Mpey (Axpo_+AoAMpoa+A1) = 2.
thetay(Axpo|-A, iypoi-A1) - phA
thetay(Axpos+A, Aypol-A1) - -phA
thetay(AxpoI-A,AMpoe+AZ) - pA - ph£
thatay(Axpoi+A,Aypos+A1) - pA + ph£
do 230 k - O, (t1-1)

t_pey (Axpos-A,A_poi-k_ - O.
typey(Axpol+A,Aypom-k) - O.
typay(Axpo_-2, Aypo_+k) - O.
typey (Axpoe+A, Aypol+k) - O.
=ho(Axpo_-A,Aypoe-k) - =how
=ho(_xpo_+A,Aypo,-k) - =how
=ho(Axpo.-A,lypo.+k) - thow
rho (tXpoi+A, J._l::)Ol+k) " =how

230 contAnue
endA_

200 oontAnue
o

end
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Cn mlnniaul_ n U a _ .mi_ U gl41momlln nmlmlmuu,in ml_mmlwin.Hiu munf,nma Hamu _..m iInMUlln n almml_ _ imameimmllalamomf m-m U _

C CUSTOMINIT. I
Cmmuummmmuamm-m_m--u_mmmmn--u-ammi_uun_au_ una_uugu rams

c : :: :: TSUNAMI geometric include file
C

C -----

C

c SPECIFIC PROBLEM:
c LJAST simulatio% shock attenuation

c Grid resolution: 600 x I00

c
c

c

parameter (cmach - 3.0)

parameter (r0 - 8.3144)

parameter (wtmol - 0.029)

parameter (gamma - 1.4)

parameter (pl - 17500.0)
parameter (templ - 295.0)

parameter (rhow - 25.0)

parameter (nxc - 5)
parameter (nxstop - 560)

parameter (nystop - 4)

parameter (ncyl - 48)

parameUer (ncstrt - 386)

parameter (tdist - i.i)
C u_ _mmmmmmmmmmmmgngmlm mmmmmmmmn _ nm nun _ann_ nnna_u_a_un_u_n Hi a

A.3.2 custom_init.f Source Listing- Elliptical Wall Chamber with X-ray Ablation

The source listing for custom_init.f given below is an example of the input deck

generation subroutine used to generate the internal cavity with a rectangular plug in the

middle of the cavity. The uniqueness of this subroutine is the ability to generate a

curved, elliptical wall for the cavity. The subroutine places a curved structural wall into

the grid and then nullifies all non-essential nodes outside of the vessel. The curvature
x2 y2

follows an ellipse which satisfies the equation: _'T +_" = I. By adjusting the major and

minor radii, a and b respectively, one can generate a circular surface as well.

Cno nun nnnnnUluinn ml,nnmm n nun nmm u unnn u ummo unnn nlumnoun nlmo nllm mlUlnmallH aN UUNU UU n an n

program custom_init
C smmmmmmmmmmmmmmnnaunu--mua__aaun_uuuuunua_un_

c This program generaUes inpu% files for a specific

c Gas Dynamics problem.
c
C--------

c INSIDE ELLIPTICAL CAVITY SHOCK WAVES

C-----

c I x I I I
c I x-rays I I < .... ablation shield i

c I released I I I
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c he re l__ l
C

C

C

c back wall .-->
c
c \
c I
c \
c I <.... elliptical wall
c \
c \
= \

c \ I
c

c written by:
C

c James C. Liu
c

c Dept. of Nuclear Engineering
c Thermal Hydraulics Laboratory
c 4118 Etcheverry Hall

c University of California at Berkeley
c Berkeley, CA 94720
c

c (510) 642-0421
c (510) 643-9685 FAX

c tsunami@ four-lab4. Berkeley.EDU (Internet)
C---

c Work performed under the auspices of the United States
c Department of Energy for the Lawrence Livermore National
c Laboratory under contract W-7405-ENG-48.
c

C

include "tsu_geo. i"
include "tsu_inp. i"
include "custom init.i"

c

c ::::: FLOW PROPERTIES

dimension rho(l:ncellx, 1:ncelly)
dimension u(l:ncellx,l:ncelly)
dimension v (l:ncellx, 1:ncelly)
dimension p(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)

C

c ::':: GRID & GEOMETRIC INFO

dimension typex (i:ncellx, 1:ncelly)
dimension typey (l:ncellx, 1:ncelly)
dimension thetax (I:ncellx, 1:ncelly)
dimension thetay (1:ncellx, 1:ncelly)

c

c ::::: SET INITIAL CONDITIONS
t-0.
n- 0
nframes - 0

C

c ::::: ANALYTICAL GAS DYNAMICS RELATIONS USED TO GET SHOCK JUMP

gml - gamma - 1.0
gpl - gamma + 1.0
rl - r0/wtmol

C

rhol - pl/rl/templ
ul - 0.0

al - sqrt(gamma*pl/rhol)
C
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c z_ _'z INITIAL CONDITIONS

do 100 i - 1,ncellx

do 101 j -1,ncelly

rho(i, J) - rhol

u(i, j) - 0.0
v(i, J) - 0.0

p(i,Jl - pl
thetax(i,j} - 0.
thetay (i, J) - 0.

typex(i, J} - i.

typey(i, j) - i.
101 continue

I00 continue
c

c :: _. : REFLECTING BOUNDARY ALONG RIGHT

do 310 j - iybl, iyb2

typex (ixb2, j) - 7.
thetax(ixb2, J) - 0.0

310 continue
c

raOx - float (iradx)

rady - float (irady)
c

c '::z: ELLIPSE CURVE FOR LEFT BOUNDARY Y-NODES

do 375 i - 0, iradx-i

xlen - float(i)

ylen - rady*sqr_(l.0-(xlen**2.)/(radx**2.))

iylen - int(ylen)-int(float(int(ylen)]/ylen)

typey (ixl-i, lyl-lylen) - 6.
if(xlen.ne.0.) then

thetay(ixl-i,iyl-iylen) - -pi/2.+atan(-float(iylen)/xlen*
& (radx"*2.) / (rady**2.) )

else

thetay(ixl-i,iyl-iylen) - -pi
endi f

c

c ::::' FILL VOID BELOW BOUNDARY NODE

do 376 J - I, (iyl-iylen-l)

rho(ixl-i, J) - rhow

typex(ixl-i, J) - 0.

typey(ixl-i, j) - 0.
376 continue

375 continue

c

c ::::: ELLIPSE CURVE FOR LEFT BOUNDARY X-NODES

do 385 J - 0, irady-i

ylen - float(J)

xlen - radx*sqrt(l.0-(ylen**2.)/(rady**2.))
ixlen - int (xlen) -int (float (int (xlen))/xlen)

typex(ixl-ixlen, iyl-j) - 6.

if(ylen.ne.0.) then

thetax (ixl-ixlen, iyl-J) - -pi/2. +atan (-float (ixlen)/ylen*

& (rady**2. } / (radx**2.) )
else

thorax (ixl-ixlen, iyl-J ) - -pi
endif

c ::::: FILL VOID LEFT OF BOUNDARY NODE

do 386 i - I, (ixl-ixlen-l)

rho(i,iyl-J) - rhow

typex(i, iyl-j) - 0.

typey(i, iyl-J) - 0.
386 continue

385 continue
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c

c z:::: FILL VOID BELOW AND TO LEFT AND RIGHT

do 400 i - I, ncellx

do 401 j - I, lybl-i

rho(i,J) - rhow

typex(i, J) - O.

typey (i, j) - 0.
401 cont inue

400 continue

do 410 i - i, ixbl-i

do 411 J - i, ncelly
rho(i,j) - rhow

typex(i, J) - 0.

typey(i, J) - 0.
411 continue

410 continue

do 420 i - ixb2+l,ncellx

do 421 J - i, ncelly

rho(i, j) - rhow

typex(i, J) - 0.

typey (i, j} - 0.
421 continue

420 continue
c

c ::: :_ PUT OBSTRUCTION IN THE CAVITY AT IX2, IY2

c ::::: 9 nodes wade, ilen-9 nodes on left and 12 nodes on right

c :: ::: and 22 deg. slope along bottom

do 500 i - ix2+l,lx3-!

do 501 j - (iy2-ilenl+l),iy2

typex(i, J) - 0.0

typey(i, J) - 0.0

rho(i, J) - rhow
501 continue

500 continue

c

do 510 J - (iy2-ilenl+l),iy2

typex(ix2, j) - 3.0

thetax(ix2,J) - 0.0

typex(ix3, J) - 2.0
the_ax (ix3, J) - pi

510 continue

c

do 520 i - ix2+l,ix3-1

typey(i,iy2-ilenl) - 3.0

thetay(i,iy2-ilenl) - 0.0
520 continue

c

c ::::: X-RAY ENERGY DEPOSITION INTO EXPOSED BOUNDARY NODES.

c :• :': COMPUTE INTENSITY

flag - 0.
do 600 J - (iy2-ilenl+l),iy2

d x - float(ix2 - ixl)*dx

d y - float(J - iyl)*dx

tad2 - d_x**2.+d_y**2.

rad - sqrt (rad2)

flux - yleld*0.16/4./pl/rad2

e_den - atten*flux/rho_liq

project - abs((d_x*cos(thetax(ix2,j})+d_y*
& sin (thetax (ix2, j) ))/rad)

depth - -log (evap/e_den)/atten*proJect
if (depth.gt.0.} then

flag - 1.0

rho (ix2, J} - rho_liq*depth/dx

e_denavg - flux* (I .-exp (-atten*depth/proJect)) /
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& rho_liq/depth

pfrac - (e_denavg - evap)/e_denavg

p(ix2, J) - flux*(l.-exp(-atten*depth/project))*gml/dx*pfrac
endif

600 continue

c

do 610 i - ixl,ncellx
d x - float(i - ixl)*dx

d_y - float(iybl - lyl)*dx

tad2 - d_x**2.+d y**2.
rad - sqrt (rad2)

flux - yield*0.16/4./pi/rad2

e den - atten*flux/rho_liq

project - abs(d_y/rad)

depth - -log(evap/e_den)/atten*proJect
if (depth.gt.0.) then

flagl - I.

rho(i, iybl) - rho liq*depth/dx

e_denavg - flux* (l.-exp(-atten*depth/proJect))/

& rho_llq/depth

pfrac - (e_denavg - evap)/e_denavg

p(i, lybl) - flux*(l.-exp(-atten*depth/project))*gml/dx*pfrac
endif

610 continue
c

do 620 i - ixbl,ixl

do 621 J - iybl,iyl

if ((typex(i,j).ge.2.) .or. (typey(i,J).ge.2.)) then
d x - float(i - ixl)*dx

d_y - float(J - iyl)*dy
tad2 - d_x**2.+d_y**2.

tad - sqrt(rad2)

if (rad2.gt.O.) then
flux - yield*O.16/4./pi/rad2

e den - atten*flux/rho_liq
if (typex(i, J) .ge.2.) then

project - abs((d_x*cos(thetax(i, J))+d_y*
& sin (thetax (i, j) ) )/rad)

else if(typey(i, j) .ge.2.) then

project - abs((d_x*sin(thetay(i, j))+d_y*

& cos (thetay (i, j) ) )/tad)
en di f

depth - -log (evap/e_den)/atten*project

if (depth. @I=.0.} then

rho(i, J) - rho_llq*depth/dx

e_denavg - flux*(l.-exp(-atten*depth/project))/
& rho_liq/depth

pfrac - (e_denavg - evap)/e_denavg
p (i, J) - flux* (1.-exp (-atten*depth/proJect)) *gml/dx*pfrac

endif

encLif

endif

621 continue

620 continue

c

c ::::: SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY ALONG TOP AND BOTTOM

do 300 i - ixbl, ixb2

typey (i, iyb2) - 7.

thetay (i, iyb2) - 0.
300 continue

do 302 i - ix1, ixb2

typey (i, iybl) - 6.

thetay (i,iybl) - pi
302 continue
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c

o ::::: WRITE INITFILE DATA FILE

open (29, file-lnitfile, form-' unformatted' )

write (29} t, n, nframes, gamma
do 700 i - i, ncellx

do 710 j - 1,ncelly

wrlte(29) rho(i, J)

wrlte(29) u(i, j)
write(29) v(i, J)

write(29} p(i, J)

write(29) typex(i, J)
write(29) typey(i, 31

write(29} thetax(i, j)

write(29) thetay(i,j)
710 continue

700 continue

close(29)
end

Cmm _ into _ mum mmlm lu_mmm_m stunsmm Imam ramsmare _ mmmm _ _ mm _ _ _ _ u _ _ u_ _ _ _ _ _ _ m

c CUSTOM INIT.I

C mmmmmm mm wm mmmm mmm mummm mmmm mmm mmm mmm mmmm mmmmmmmmmmm4m___mm mm mm mmnmmm m

c :: :: : TSUNAMI geometric include file
c

c-

c

c SPECIFIC PROBLEM:

c Inner elliptical cavity shock computation
c Grid resolution: 192 x 64

c

c---
c

parameter (r0 - 8.3144) gas constant

parameter (wtmol - 0.005267) molecular wleght

parameter (gamma - 1.58) ratio of spec. heats

parameter (pl - 1.333) initial cavity pressure [Pa]

parameter (templ - 295.0) initial cavity temp [K]

parameter (rhow . 1.0) wall density [kg/m3] for video
parameter (pw - 1.0) wall pressure [Pal for video

parameter (ixl - 40) ablation shield position on grid

parameter (iyl - 64) ablation shield position on grid

parameter (ix2 - 64) ablation shield position on grid

parameter (iy2 - 64) ablation shield position on grid

parameter (ix3 - 72) ablation shield position on grid

parameter (iy3 - 64) ablation shield position on grid
parameter (ixbl - Ii) cavity position on grid

parameter (iybl - 5) cavity position on grid

parameter (ixb2 - 190) cavity position on grid

parameter (iyb2 - 64) cavity position on grid
parameter (iradx - 30) major radius

parameter (irady - 60) minor radius

parameter (ilenl - 9) ablation shield x-dim

parameter (ilen2 - 12) ablat_ion shield y-dlm

parameter (e_theta - .3805064) ablataon shield cone angle

parameter (yield - 2.0e7) fusion pellet yield

parameter (evap - 3.578e7) wall material dissoc, energy

parameter (rho_liq - 689.) density of wall material
parameter (atten - 1.385e4) x-ray atten, oooff [m-l]

C m mmmm mmmnmmm mm unto mmmm mmmmm mnmmm mmmmmmmm n_mmmmm4mmmnmmuu4mnumu mmmmmmmm mm_nmm
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A.4. Sample Custom Output Subroutine

The following subroutine integrates the pressure around each cylinder in the

LJAST simulation to find the form drag, It also computes momentum transfer, expected

velocity and cylinder position if the jets are allowed to move. It also finds the average

velocity for all the jets and the average position.

C im IiiitatlImamwmll mira into- iiiinl liltme mltllltmttw IlmtB Irate itl _ a in _ mm _ _ mm _ _ n _ It _ _ au ms if _ m

subroutine custom ou_(t,dt,n,nframes,_ho,u,v,p,

& Uypox, typey, theUax, thetay, cmom, icyl)
C m-mmmtmmliuu_1-11munmuu_i _umm__i__n_u_iUlain_ma

c : :': : USER CUSTOMIZED OUTPUT SUBROUTINE
c

include "tsu geo.i"

include "tsu inp.i"
include "custom init.i t'

include "custom out.i"
c

c ::z:: FLOW PROPERTIES

dimension rho(i:ncellx, l:ncelly)

dimension u(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)
dimension v(l:ncellx, lxncelly)

dimension p(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)
c

c ::::: GRID & GEOMETRIC INFO

dimension typex(l:ncellx, l:ncelly)

dimension typey(izncellx, l:ncelly)

dimension thoUax(l:ncellx, l:ncolly)

dimension thetay(l:ncellx, l:nceliy)
c

c :: ::: DRAG, MOMENTUM, SPEED, AND OTHER

dimension icyl(l:ncyl, l:4)

dimension drag(l:ncyl)

dimension cmom(l :ncyl)

dimension speed(l:ncyl)

dimension rdist(l:ncyl)
c

ncyla - ncyl
c

avgspeed - O.

avgdlst - 0.
c

c : ::: : compute form drag on cylinders here

do 440 i - 1,ncyla

drag(i) - 0.

id - icyl (i, 4) + 1

do 230 ix - (icyl(i,2)-id), (icyl(i,2)+id)

do 231 iy - (icyl(i,3)-id), (Icyl(i,3)+id)

if (typex (ix, iy).eq.2.) drag (i) _drag (1) -p (ix, ly)*dx

if (typex (ix, ly) .eq. 3.) drag (1) -drag (1) +p (ix, iy) *(ix
231 continue

230 continue

cmom(i) - cmom(1) + drag (i) *2. *dt

speed(A) - cmom(1)/1000./(pl t (float(id)*dx)**2.)

rdist(1) - rdist(i) + speed(i)*2.tdt

avgspeed - avgspeed + speed(1)
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avqdlst - avgdlst + rdlst(1)
440 continue

c

write(19,901) t, (drag(1),l-l,ncyla)

wrlte (20, 901) t, (cmom(1),l-l,ncyla}

wrlte (21, 901) u, (speed(1),l-l,ncyla)
write(22,901) t, (rdist(1),l-l,ncyla)

write (23, 902) t, avgspeed/float(ncyla), avg_±_t
c

901 format (48 (ell. 4, Ix), ell. 4)
902 format (2 (ell.4,Ix),Ill.4)

c

ret_r_

end

A.5 tsu_geo.iSourceListing

Thetsu_g¢o.isubroutineis anabbreviationforTSUnamiGEOmetryincludef'Lte.

Thissubroutineprovidesthegeomeu'icdimensionsof the grid. it canbe includedin any

subrour.inewhichneedsto knowthe parametersof the compuuttionalgrid. Theexample

below is for the L.IASTsimulation. The variablesnceUxand ncetlydeterminethe

numberof nodesin the x- andy-directions.Thevariablenmax,is the largerof either

nceUxor ncetly. Thevariablepi isjust the constantg whichis the ratioof perimeterto

diameterforacircle. Finally,dxanddyaretheceil si=s.

c TSU_GEO. I

c TSUNAMI geometric include file
c

c

c

o SPECIFIC PROBLEM:

c LJAST simulaUlon shock attenuation

c Grid renolu_ion: 600 X i00

c dx - dy - 9.5250-04 m
c

parameter (noellx - 600)

parameter (ncelly - i00)

parameter (nmax - 600)

parameter (pl - 3.1415926954)

parameter (dx - 9.525e-04)
parameter (dy - 9.525e-04)
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A.6 tm_inp.l Source Listiag

The tsu_inp.i subroutine is an abbreviation for TSUnami INPut include f'de. ms

subroutine provides the parameters TSUNAMI requires du.,'ingrun time. The example

below is for the L/AST simalation. The variables "courant" and "tstop" are the CFL

numb¢r used for th¢ stability crit¢rion daring run tim¢ (must alwas less than one), and the

durationofthesimulation,respectively.The parameter"iniffile"isa characterstring

which storesthename oftheinputdeckproducedbythecustom_init.fprogram.

C i U mlllm_ mare awmlmMR _ _ atom _,aaam _ It_Imatom _ tram mm iN _ _ _ _ _ N _ _ _ _ ml _ _ _ m

c TSU INP. I

C m Im imm m_ m-m mm# _ m,m mmlm Im mmJm ma mm m_ me i_ im m i m_ mm m_ _ mm m_ nm_i mann mm BN _m mm mum

c :: ::' TSUNAMI r_ntimo include file

c

c

c SPECIFIC PROBLEM:

c LJAST simulation shock attenuation

c Grid resolution: 600 X i00

c dx m dy - 9.525e-04 m
c

parameter (courant - 0.85)

parameter (tstop - 0.00151
charaotor* 13 initfile

parameter (inltfilo - 'init dat.file')
C m mmmm mmmm(mmm mm mm mmmmmmm#mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmlmmmmm_mmmmmummmmmm m_mImmammm m
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A.7 tsu_out.l Source Listing

The tsu_out.i subroutine is an abbreviation for TSUnami OUTut include file.

This subroutine provides the parametersTSUNA_MAuses m configure the output file to

reflect the desiredoutput quantities. The fast entries,dr_frameand nt_dumpare the time

increment between outputing a frame of visualization data (for animation) and the

number of time steps between a full memory dump (for insurance against system

crashes). The next set of 8 lille parameters are meant as switches or flags which turn

outputting on or off. If the value is 1, then output is turned on. If the value is 0, then

output is shut off. Two types of output are availableby default. Re fast type is the flow

map of the entire grid. These are output for animation and visualization purposes. A

flow map is output every dr_frame seconds of simulated time. The second type is

transduceroutput. These diagnostics output some quantityon the gridat a fixed position

every time step. Six locationson the gridareavailable(morecan be addedby modifying

the actual tsunami.f sourcecode.

The 8 ifde variables swtichon or off, the density map output, the u-velocity map,

the v.velocity map, the pressure map, density transducers, u-velocity transducers, v-

velocity tranducers, and f'mallypressuretransducers, The icustom flag turns the custom

output subroutine on and off in the same w,., as the ifile flags. The f'denamedefinitions

at the end of the include file provide the default output file names for their respective

outputs.

_ m noln U gl _lml IBIm mlNl_ N N U U mNIn anumom'lm mP_ImlllMInlmlmll alanaDnmluomn_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

c TSU. OUT. I
Cm_N__nuuuuuu&1____N_UUUnU__gID

c :: : _: TSUNAMI geomo_rlc il;clude file
c

c

c

c SPECIFIC PROBLEMs

c LJAST simulation
c

c
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¢ _:::: RUNTIM¢ PARAMETERS

• t=t_: dt_fEame - tame £noEomenl'. An oompu_.ed Jeoonds t;o output 8 f=ame
o st z z: n_. dump - number of i".imeotepj l_.ween memory dumpi (0-no dump)

paramste= (d__f=&me - 0.000075)
paramoter (n__dump - 100)

e. ::::: OUTPUT FLAGS
paramet.e= (iflleX - 1)
pa:ametor (ifiio2 - 0)
parameter (Af£1.3 - O)
pa=amer.er (ifile4 - O)
parameter (i_lleS -, 1)
parar_t'.e= ;ifile6 .* 1)
pa=smer.e= (if£1o? - 1)
pa=ame_.er (ifile8 - 1)
parameteJ: (ioultom - 0)

c
c ::::: TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS

pa=ameter (ntxl = 303)
parameter (ntyl - 96)

c

parameter (n_.x2 o 382)
parameter (n_.y2 = 96)

¢

paramer, er (n_.x3 - 427)
parameter (nty3 - 96)

¢

parameter (nr.x4 - 473)
pa=amet,= (nr.y4 - 96)

0

parsmeter (nt:x5 - 515)
paL',,,meter (nty5 = 96)

¢

pa=smor.e= (n_x6 - 600)
pa=sme1".e= (n_y6 ,, 50)

G

c :: :: : DEFINE FILENAMES

che:ec_e¢*8 dfile, fAlel, file5, cf£le

chareo_e=*6 file2, fAle3, file4, file6, file7, file8
parameter (dfile - 'dump_out,)
parameter (filel = 'rho_grid*)
peremer.er (file2 - *u_grid*)
pe.-emoto_ (file3 - 'v_grid')
paremote= (file4 - 'p_gJ:id')
peremet:er (J_ll,5 = ' rho P.z:am')
parameter (file6 - 'u_t._4u_*)
psramor.er (file7 - *v_r.Ean,)
pe=emer.er (file8 - *p__.ran*)
i_llreznet:er (¢flle ,, 'ou_date' )

C m am qmmewnmmm m. mmmm nml nmnmmanma mm _aa_ mmma mm _ __s_mmssm__m
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A4 yield.f Source Listing

The yield.f subroutinecomputesthedensity, andpressurevalues for the initial

conditions in the HYL_ slmuladons. These arescal_ accordl._ngto Glenn's[i980]

results. The variableswhichcan be changedforthiscalculationare theyield andthe

evaporatedmass (the firsttwo parametersbelow). The resultingprofileis assumedto

correspondtothepmfUesinflgu_5.I,andsharethesamesha_,

(:miL,m mm _imale imtmtomb mr9 mallmall swlilarab o,aB Inmma N _ _ am u _ _i_ _ _ _ _ _ m

p=og=sm y_.eld
(=Ill N IHII lllll # lull| 111411111Lgll# IUlIIIi lillll _ iilillll Illl| || || _ || N _ _ _ _ _ _ U _ _ n| || |

oil _.o oomput;e don|t_.y, vo_Lo(_i_.y ,Lnd p=eaauzo fo_: Ix
all a given yield, mass ovaporae.od ar, d molecuiax' props ::
_ I mgllt IgUl 14m H aN H glkql Illltll Illlll H marl UltamaIim Sm ml IN El It H H H H H H H l H IH H m

pa=tmo_o= (y_.ald - 2.7o09)
paJ:amar.o: (amaaI - IS.)
pal"amet'.e= (he_Lghe. - 1.0)
pa:amet'.e= (=adou_ - 0.44)
pa=amot'.a: (radl - 0.15)
pa:amat'.o= (tad2 - 0.30)
paJ:u_ee.o¼ (=ad3 ,, O. 44)
pa_:amee.a:' (p_, ,, 3.141592654)
pa=ame_.e= (gan-/_ - 1,67)

a
y_Lold2 ,' ,32*,6258*y:Lo_d
:hol " omas|/(ho_.gh_,*pJ.'(46.*=ad3''2,-45,*:ad2'*2.))
rho2 - 46,*z:hol

(:

vo], - p_.*,:ad3*'2."he.t.gh_
p = O. 92345* (gamnm-1,) ,y_old2/vol

c:

e_ke - yZeld2 - p/(garnnm - I.)*voi
donom ,,, 2.'p.L*rhol'he_,ght.* (=td1''3./3.+4.5' ((=ad2.**3,-=adl**3,)/3.

; - =adl,:ad2**2./2. + =sdl,*3./2.)/(:ad2 - l:adl) - =ad2,'2./2.
6 ,4.=ad1"2./2.) + 5.'_*p_.*:ho2*he_.ghe.,(:sd3**2. - tad2**2.)

u! = |qr'c (o_ko/danom)
u2 = u1'5,5

c
'z:hol = ' =holp: _.n_.*,

pr_Lnr.*, ' =ho2 - ', =ho2
p=_.n_:*,'ul " ',Ul
p=_n_*, 'U2 " ',U2
p=:Lnt;",'p = ',p
and
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A.9 Condition Boundary Condition Sub_

The subroutine condbc.f is given for a one-dimension implementation. This

subroutinecomputestheqstatvaJuesat theinterfacecorrespondingto qi = rho,q2 ,,

norm_ velocity, andq3=pressureat theboundarynod=for and idea/gas provi_ that the

liquid temperaturedislzibufiondlq is given. Because the scheme is iterative, the time, t,

time stepdt, the solution in phasespace,xbyt,andLiquidceLlsizedxJgate required

input,Thecondensationis assumedtofoUowkinetictheoryaccord_ilto[Shrage1953].

De_ls onthemethodologyandtheschemearegiveninchapter6.

C SillIBIll ,Zlllll ¢lnlmiiisal IIIIB Ii/,01SIlSall IOIII ,mlS _ ml mm _ _ mg ms mm Im _ mm N N_ _ __ _ U _ m

subroutine ¢ond bc(ql,q2,q3,qetar, ganm_,t_£q,t,
& dt, Xbyt, CLXlg, tll)

¢
include "xxcond..i."
d£nmn|ion t].£q (0 snoea,l-x}
d£monm_on tllqnew (Osncel!x)
d£msns¢on q_ (1 _4)
d£mmns¢on q._(ls4)
dJLmmns¢on q|t'.a. _ (1 x4)
real q, wtmol, ¢00 ql, q2, q3, gamma, t, dt

c
n£te¢ - 15
niter2 - 15
re= 1,
_c=I.
wtmol - 0.035
rO - 8.3144
rl - r0/wtrnol
gml m gamma - 1.
_pl - genv1'.a + 1.
grainy - 1./gamma

c
c gas p_cops ..........
c

c ::': : compute LocI_ _daaZ gas p_ops
• ho " ql
U mq2
p ..q3
c - sqrt (qamn_s'p/z:ho)
cmach =, u/c
tZoc - p/]:l/z:ho

c
c s:::: compute _deeZ gas stegnet£on state p_opll

rhoO., rho'(1. + gml/2. *_s (u) /c) '' (2. /_ml)
uO=O.

pO = p' (1. + gmll2. *_e (u) /c) *, (2.*gammalgntl)
cO - sqgt(glmn1&'p01gho0)
tO = tloc'(1. + gml/2. *ebs (u) /c) **2.

c

c _rst guess _o: solur.;Lon to mass _lUX
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c
c zz zzi _eis IAc_Ld aurfaoe propa - i_b..lur£aoe propa a_ _.J.Aq(1)
c zz_z 9ueJs vapor: aurface propa, aozzesponds _o Asen.mLx. gas flux.
o

_J.t - tlAq(O)
IPla¢. - 101300.*(10.**(9.407-1.0054e4/_'.18))/760.
rhCVl " £ho
UVI m U
pVl - p
CV1 " 0
l:Vl - r.loc
cvl11141_h- all.oh

O
c z: sI z n_xAmumnvLl8 flux poltAb].e from ga| dynemJLol
o s_;z: Af tupe¢ 8onAc, _hs mate flux Am :)ul_. t'.hs |Ul_C'lonAc mall flux

Af (cmach.ge.1) t;hen
(;Wmax- l:ho*u

sL|e JLf(cmach. It;. 1. ) _.hen
;wmax - =ho* (u+2. *c/_l_l) * (_1/;1_1' (cmach.2./_1) ) ** (2./qml) -

t 2. * Jcho*c/;Ira1 * (_1/;;p1 * (cmach+2./_1 ) ) * * (_1_1/;11_1)
endAf

c
c ............. A_.eJ:a_.Aon_.o convel:Qe on mall flux, _18, and _.vl .......
c

n,,O
10 cone.Anus

(:
c :::: : mall flux f:om ih:age'| _.heo.,"y

a - (:vlm_ch*lq_ (;;_/2.)
bgam,_ - exp(-l**2.) + a*tq:¢(pA)*(l+e¢f(8))
_con(_ - fc*pv|*|q_'_. (1./(2. *pAt¢l*_.ve) ) *bgamma
gevep - fe*pler.*lqc¢. (1./(2.*pA,¢!*_.Ls) )
gk ,, gcond - gevap

c
c z_ss_ lmalAe: of t;wo fluxel l_.m.Lr.t

g ,, mAn(;lk,;lw,aJ()
c
c ::_ hear. flux Be a¢. fA]:t_, nods t;o ;;e_. new ¢.lg and pJa¢.

hqatA - gamma*pve/_l/¢hovl+uwl**2./2.
h;lao - cpl* (l".vt-t;AAnf) + hfg
hlAq - cpl* (t.La-t'.lAnf)
q_'ad - fete'mAgma* ('..vt**4.-t;Al**4.)
Af (;l._.. O. ) ¢.hen

c t;l_new - (¢.hcond/dxlg*_'.lAq(l) +g*hgao) / (g*op+_.hcond/dxlg)
_.lanew - t.lAq(l) + dxAg/_hcond*g* (hga_-hlAq)

ells Af (g.l¢..O.) 1".hen
r.l_new - (_.lAq(1) + (g*hfg*dx/_.hcond)) / (1-cpl*dxlg/_.hcond)

endAf
c
c ::::: check At _ll - _lanew - Af Mel, convs:ged, Af no, A_;e:a_e

Af(n.eq.1) _hen
Af (_llne_.l_;._;ll)_hen

_.Allow - tlsnew

clio
t'.llhA;lh - t:lmnsw
_.lslow m _.1t

encLtf
en_Af
t;dAff - abJ (¢.ls-_lsnew)/1:;1|
Af ( (_dA_f. gO. 1. Oe-05). and. (n. le. nAP.e=) )_.hen

Af (¢lenew._c.t:ls) t.hen
_.lllow - t.ls
_.Aa - (_.la._.llhAgh)/2.
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tlslow - tls

tls - (tls+tlshigh)/2.

else if(tlsnew.lt.tls) then

tlshigh - tls
tls _ (tls+tlslow)/2.

endif

psat - 101300.* (10.**(9.407-1.0054e4/tls))/760.
n - n + 1

goto 10
en di f

tliq(O) - tls
c

20 continue

c

temperature distribution in liquid
c

c :: ::: compute finite diff. coeffs for liq calc.
rll - alpha*dt/(dxlg*dxlg)

r12 - g*dt/(rhol*dxlg)
c

c :: ::: energy balance check

c ::::: energy per square meter of slab - old
tsum old - O.

tsum new - O.

do 25 i - I, ncellx-i

tsum old - tsum old + tliq(i)_ w
25 continue

esum_old- cpl*rhol*dxlg*tsum_old
c

c :: ::: conduction of energy into liquid
do 30 i - l,ncellx-I

tliqnew(i) - tliq(i) + rll*(tliq(i-l)-2.*tliq(i)+tliq(i+l))

& - r12* (tliq(i)-tliq(i-l))
30 continue

c

c :: ::: energy per sq. meter of slab -new
do 26 i - i, ncellx-i

tsum new - tsum new • tliqnew(i)_ w
26 continue

esum_new = cpl*rhol*dxlg*tsum_new
ediffl - esum new - esum old

c

c :: ::: reassign new temperatures to old array, but

c ::::: adaptive mesh doubles cell size everytime last cell increases

c :: : :: by .001 of the liquid internal temperature
c

tdiff - abs(tliq(ncellx-l)-tlinf)/tlinf

if(tdiff.gt.O.O01) then

dxlg - 2.*dxlg

tliq(1) - 2.*tliq(1) - tliq(O)

do 40 i - 2,ncellx/2
ii - 2"i

iiml - 2"i - 1

iipl - 2"i + 1

tliq(i) - (tliqnew(iiml) + 2.*tliqnew(ii) + tliqnew(iipl))/4.
40 continue

do 42 i - ncellx/2,ncellx

tliq(i) - tlinf
42 continue

else

do 44 i - l,ncellx-i

tliq(i) - tliqnew(i)
44 continue

endif
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write (13,400) t*l.0e06,g,gk,gvmax, tvs,tls,pvs,psat,cvsmach
400 format (8(el0.3,1x),ell.4)

c

ediffg - g*hgas*dt

c print*, 'rho,u, p, el, eg' ,rho, g/rho, p, ediffl, ediffg

c print*, 'hgas,hgasi',hgas,hgasi-cpl*tlinf
c

c :: :: : boundary condition for gas dynamics
c ::::: use Riemann solver...seek solution that satisfies mass flux
c :: ::: iterate until G matchs
c

c...first guess

ql (i) - rho
qr (i) - rho

ql (3) - p

qr (3) - p

ql(4) - gamma

qr(4) - gamma
nn2 - 0

xbyt - 0.
c

u suc - 2.*g/rho

c print*, 'u_suc',u suc
ql (2) - uvs

qr(2) - -uvs + u suc
C

600 continue

call riemann (ql,qr, qstar, xbyt)

gr - qstar(1)*qstar(2)

g_diff - (gr-g)/gvmax

c print*, 'u suc', u suc

c print*, 'g_diff, gr,g ',g_diff, gz,g
c print*, 'ul,ur',ql(2),qr(2)

if(abs(g_diff) .gt.0.001 .and. nn2.1e.niter2) then

u_suc - u_suc*(l.-g_diff)

qr(2) - -uvs+u_suc
nn2 - nn2 + 1

goto 600
endif

C

c :: :: : check enthalpy

c hl - g* (gamma*p/gml/rho + u*'2./2.)

c h2 - g* (gamma*qstar(3)/gml/qstar(1) + qstar(2)**2./2.)

c print*, 'h_flux0, hflux_rie',hl,h2
C

retu rn

end
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Appendix B. BENCHMARKS

To test the applicability of the approximate boundary conditions, three

comparisonsarepresentedhere.The fn'sttwo arequalitativecomparisonsof shock

_fractionarounda cornerandshockflowpastacylinderwhilethethirdisa quantitative

comparisonwithexperimcntaUyobtainedshockretardationdata.For thef'trsttwo

problems,iso-densitycontoursprovidea convenientmethod of visualizingthegas

dynamicsandcomparingqualitativefeatures.Non-dimensionalunitsareused.

B.1. Shock Diffraction Around a Corner

The irtrst benchmark is a comparison of density contour plots for a Mach 3 shock

diffracting around a sharp comer. The TSUNAMI code used a 50x50 uniform grid.

Figure B.1 shows the initial condition. The shaded region represents the solid comer.

Region (1) is the undisturbed test gas. Region (2) is the gas behind the shock front. The

calculation begins with the shock front one node away from the comer.

open I
boundaryI

I
comer [

(9 i
I I
[ ,"'x shock symmetric [

Figure B. 1. Schematic of the initial condition used in the shock diffraction

computation. Dotted lines represent freestream boundaries, and solid lines, reflecting

or symmetric boundaries.

The gas, ideal, and adiabatic air has a ratio of specific heats 7 = 1.4, which is assumed

constant. The boundary to the left, right and top of figure B.1, is an open, "free stream"
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boundary [van Leer, 1979]. The boundary along the lower edge represents a plane of

symmetry. The shock tube that originally generated the shock is assumed to be

sufficiendy long, such that the region (2) is a constant state region during the whole

duration of the calculation.

FigureB.2 shows the comparison of density contourplots between the TSUNAMI

calculation and a previous calculation [Carafano, 19841. Some discrepancies exist such

as a higher wall shock speed at 90 degrees which results in a flatter and smoother profile

than in the other calculation. Also, some of the internal details to the right of the vortex

swirl are different. These differences may be attributed to coarser mesh spacing and

shorter physical time of calculation in our calculations. Overall, however, most of the

major phenomena such as the vortex swirl, transmitted shock front and downward

propagatingacoustic wave are all represented.

po_rtexswirl

)ck

T

..........................1
Figure B.2. Iso-density contours of Mach 3 shock in air diffracting around a

comer. Left figure computed using TSUNAMI code with 50x50 grid, and right side

computed by Carafano [ 1984] as presented by Hillier and Graham [1985].

B.2. Shock Flow Around a Cylinder

The second benchmark is a comparison of density contour plots for a Mach 1.65

shock flowing over a cylinder. The TSUNAMI code uses an 80x80 uniformgrid. Figure
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B.3 shows the initial condition. The shaded region represents the solid cylinder. The

calculation begins with the shock front one node away from the cylinder, As in the

preceding shock diffraction problem above, the gas is ideal and adiabatic air.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::(!) I

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_yiii_de )

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1shock

Figure B.3. Schematic of the initial condition used in the shock flow over a

cylinder computation.

The boundaries on all four sides of the grid are free stream boundaries. The

cylinder uses the approximate boundary conditions described in chapter 3, and the

roundbc.f subroutine listed in appendix A-3.1. The cylinder is approximated by a 16 cell

diameter region. Again, the shock tube that originally generated the shock is assumed to

be sufficiently long, such that the shock gas region is a constant state region during the

whole duration of the calculation. Figure B.4 shows density contours for calculated shock

flow over a cylinder compared with a photograph of the real process [Bowman and

Niblett, 1956]. Remarkably good agreement exists in the qualitative features between

calculation and experiment. A small difference does exists in the width and curvature of

the Mach stems which trail behind the cylinder. A closer inspection reveals that the

cylinder in the photograpr somewhat elliptical, which may be the cause of the

discrepancy.
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Figure B.4. Comparison of iso-density contours for Mach 1,65 shock in air over a

cylinder computed using TSUNAMI. 80x80 grid to Mach 1.65 shock through a bank of

cylinde,rs, (Only one cylinder shown ). From Bowman and Niblett [19561.

The second benchmark suggests that number of nodes needed to model a round

object like a cylinder is less than 16. The number of cells needs is not exactly known

because the minimum number of nodes needed to approximate a 2 dimensional curvature

was not specifically investigated. However, from the LJAST simulations in chapter 4

which used 10 cells _iameter cylinders and still predicted reasonably accurate results, an

estimate of about 8 to 10 cells for the characteristic diameter of a curved object like a

cylinder appears to be the minimum.

B.3. Shock Retardation Experiment

In the third benchmark test, we attempt to predict the shock retardation for the

experimental set-up shown in Figure B,5 and then compare the computed results with the

experimental data of Kawamura and Kawada [1957]. The experiment presents a suitable

benchmark because of its complex geometry. Air is the gas in both cases. Table B. 1

gives a comparison of the results,
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The main parameter measured in the experiment was the retardation coefficient.

The retardation is given as distance r divided by the distance L (figure B,5) where r is the

distance between the unimpeded shock front and the attenuated shock. The total length,

L, is the distance from the cylinder center to the unimpeded shock front. The

experimental results were obtained from photographic data of the shocks. Multiple runs

were averaged to provide the single reported value, The researchers report standard

deviations in their data of as much as 50% [Kawamura and Kawada, 1957],

The TSUNAMI calculation used a I00x26 grid to represent the experiment. The

case of the plane, unimpeded shock propagation was run first until the shock had

traversed a distance of 45 cm from the cylinder, The transit time for the unimpeded

:hock to move 45 cm was then recorded. The value of shock velocity was compared with

the analytical RJemann solution and verified to be within 0.01% of the value for Me, the

analytical shock speed. Next, the same run is repeated with the blockage in place. The

simulated duration is set to terminate at the same timethe unimpeded shock traverses the

45 cm distance. When the calculation stops, the code locates the position of the steepest

horizontal pressure gradient on the grid. The x-direction cell index at this position is now

taken as the position of the retarded shock.

By inspection, the TSUNAMI calculations are mostly within 5% to 10% of the

reported values, well within the reported margins of experimental error. The calculations

for 58% blockage tended to under estimate the retardation while the calculations at 78%

blockage over estimate the retardation. This was traced back to the nodaiization and use

of integer spaced grids which resulted in slightly smaller percentage blockage (57.7% -

15 cells) for the 58% case and slightly higher percentage blockage (76.9% - 20 cells) for

the 75% case. The higher blockage, similar to the cases run in chapter 5, causes the flow

to become actually faster in velocity with less blockage. This agrees in principle with

equation (2.9) which says that a reduction in area increases the Math number.
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Figure B,5. Experimental apparatus used in experiment to study shock

retardation with obstructions in the flow path, From Kawamura and Kawada [1957],

Table B,1, Shock Retardation Results,

retardation [r/L]

......... Mach No, ........Bl_;kage .... Expe_ment ......... TSUNAMI. _

1,25 58% 3,2% 3,1%
--__ ..... .... ..... , . ......... , --- . ,, , , , , ,,, - ...... , --

75% 5,4% 6,1%
.... _ ............................... +...... , ........ r ..................................

1.36 58% 3,7% 3,3%
-- _ -+ , ,, .... : ................... -- ...... _ - ,........... :_:: _ - : _ .... _ :: : _ :_: _-__ __ --

75% 7,5% 8,0%
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Appendix C, CALIBRATION AND ERRORS

C- 1. Pressure Transducer Calibration.

The LJAST experiment used Kistler 601B1 miniature piezo-electric pressure

transducers (figure 2.i5). These transducers output a given charge for a given pressure

on their surface, The charge is then converted to a proportional voltage signal using

Kistler transducer amplifiers, (figure C.1). The voltage signal then becomes the input

into any standard oscilloscope. The transducers each come from the manufacturer,

Kistler Instruments, Clarence, New York, with a calibration curve showing the linearity

in the charge output to the pressure applied to the crystal, The piezo-electric crystals

inherently output a charge proportional to the pressure applied. The transducers are each

recalibrated in our laboratory before installment into the LJAST experiment. Each

transducer is calibrated in conjunction with its own charge amplifier and the same

amplifier-transducer combination is used as a pair. If a transducer is switched with an

amplifier, the calibration is performed again

The manufacturer lists a charge to pressure ratio for each transducer. Typically,

this is between 1,0 and 1.2 picoCouiombs per psi. The amplifiers can then be set using

the main dial on the face of the amplifier (figure C.1.). Because of differences in the

calibrations of the transducer amplifiers in converting the charge signal to a voltage

signal, the calibration to determine the setting on the amplifier must be performed prior to

USe.

The calibration used a Crosby dead weight tester to provide a known pressure

source. Each transducer is subject to a known pressure, and then the reading from the

data acquisition system recorded as described in chapter 2. The calibration requires about

30 seconds for each pressure measurement. This requires that the amplifiers output a

constant voltage over that period of time for a constant input charge. The charge

amplifiers have 3 time settings - short response, medium response, and long response. In
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short response mode, the amplifier responds within 1 microsecond to any sudden changes

in charge input. However, the voltage decays exponentially with time back toward

ground after only about 0,1 second, In the long response mode, the amplifiers require

about 0,1 second to respond to changes in pressure, but can sustain the output for 100

seconds. The exponential decay constant is roughly 1000 seconds. The manufacturer

assures that the voltageoutput for a given charge is the same regardless if the amplifier is

on long or short response modes. Calibration used a basic number of steps, listed in

Table C,1.

Table C, 1. Cal!brati9n procedures (of. figure C,2).
Ii Turnon{h¢dataacquisiti0nSystemand_ansduceramplifier(chaPter2,i" ..............

2 Scrcwthcmon plungerallthewaydownontheCrosbydeadweighttes!er.

3. Open_e oilreservoirandfillwithhydraulicoiltowithin5mm ofthetop

4. Cpentheoilreleasevalveandunscrewthemainpistonhandletodrawoilintothe
sys!em.Addmoreoilasitisdrawnim?_theplungercham_r.

5. When the pl.unger_isroughly 70%30 80% withdrawn, close the oil release valve.

6. TU.,'n' the plunger handle to force oil up into the test column.

7...... _Mount _e transducer and fitting into the Crosby dead weight tester (figm/e2.15)

8. Set the data acquisition system to continuous reading and output for the single
amplifier and set the amplifier to the factory installed charger/psi output on the
ma.mdial.

9. Set the Croasbydead weight tester t0 zero pressure.

10. Zero the pressure using software on the PC data acquisition system.

11. Set a new pressure on the dead weight tester and quickly screw the dial to the
correct pressure. Record the pressure off of the PC momtor.

12. Repeat steps 9 through 11 for hi_her and higher pressures until 10 points or more
are obtained for the current amphfier setting.

13. Plot the measured pressure to the actual pressure and fit the best straight line
through the data. If the slope of the line is not 1.0, then correct the dial strong for
pCb/psi on the amplifier by a proportional amount of s*m where s is the old
setting and m is the slope of the fitted line. By inspection, if the amphfier is
outputing a higher voltage than it should, then increasing the pCb/psi on the
sensitivity dial decreases the sensitivity of the amplifier and therefore reduces the
voltage output. ],,, _ ]

14. Repeat d_e calibration to verify,that the output pressure from the dead weight1
tester is actu.allybeing output digatallyon thePC WZtha slope of 1,0. l
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C-2. Experimental Error Ass_ment

The relative errorin the experimentis assessed using standarderrorpropagation

methods[Tsoulfanidis,1983]. The relativeerrorfor a chain of errors in the experimentis

defined by:

i

r: 1-- - ., (C.I)
F Lka, ) k a2 J k a. )

where c_r'/Fis the relative uncertainty and _/a is the fractiomfl unce_nty for some

independent step in the chain of data acquisition. For this experiment, possible errors

exist in the transducer caiibration, the measurement of arrival time and the transducer

response time. The effect of test section vibration and vessel ringing was not assessed.

C.2.1 Arrival Time Error

Thetransducerresponsetimeandmeasurementofarrivaltimearethekeyfactors

intherelativeerrorexpectedinthearrivaltime.Thetransducersrequire2 microseconds

tosuddenchangesinpressure.Foratimedifferentialbetweentransducersofonly40

microsecondsonaverage,thistrans!,atesintoa2/40thor5% fracdonaluncertainty.The

dimensionofthetransducerfaceisitself,about5 mm indiameter.Theaveragedistance

betweentransducersmay beaslittleas3cm. Therefore,thefractionaluncertaintyis

roughlyoforder5/30or 17%. Thesamplingrateofthecomputeris500kHz or2

microseconds.Hence,thisaddsanother2/40or5% uncertainty.The abovevalues

summedtogetherusingequation(C.I)yields:

= [(0.0S)_+(0.17)2+(0.0_)']_=0.18.F_

Thereforetheuncertaintyinthetimemeasurementisroughlyplusorminus18%.

C.2.2PressureMeasurementError
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Pressurecalibrationandtransducerresponsetimegeneratethemajorityofthe

errorinthepressuremeasurement.Allthepressuremeasurementsweretakenrelativeto

somebackgroundpressure.Thiswasaddedtothefinalpressurelistedinthetablesin

bothchapter,4andinappendixD. Thebackgroundpressureisusuallysubatmospheric.

ForpressuresbelowI00Pa,a Hastingsthcrmocoupl¢gaugecanyieldveryaccurate

pressurereadingswithinIPa. However,intherangeaboveI00PatoIatmosphere

absolutepressure,thepressureisdifficulttoassessexceptwithconventionalspring

loadedgauges,The experimentutilizeda springloadedvacuumgaugewhichwas

calibratedtoreadatmosphericpressurewithnovacuumand-29,92inchesofHg relative

toatmospherewiththesuctionofamechanicalvacuumpump calibratedtopullIPa

pressurevacuum.Thelinearityofthegaugewasassumed,Theerrorintheb._ckground

pressuremeasurementwasthereforeroughly0.5inchofHg,whichisroughly1.7kPa,

Therelativeuncertaintyforapressurereadingof20kPaisthenapproximately8.5%,

Thepressurecalibrationonthedeadweighttesterwasaccurateto_pproximately

3kPa,whichforreadingsof20kPacorrespondstoapproximatelya 15% uncertaintyin

pressure.ThedataacquisitionsystemdiscriminatestowithinI0millJVolts.Formostof

theruns,theamplifiersweresettooutputapproximately0.05volts/psi.Thisimpliesthat

thedataacquisitionisaccuratetoroughly0.2psior1.4kPa.Thiscorrespondstoan

uncertaintyof7% fora20kPapressurereading.Summingthesethreeaffectsyields'.

_] = [(0.085)' +(O.J_)' +(0.07)']" =0.19.
_eP"P/

Othererrormay existintheexperiment.Forexample,becausethePC dataacquisition

systemcanonlysamplethepressureonceevery2microseconds,theremay beoccasions

suchthatthea pressurepeakmay riseandfallinthatperiod.However,thiswasnot

assessed.
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FigureC.i.A Kistlertransduceramplifier,
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Appendix D. DATA TABLES

The following tables are llst the reduceddata from the experiment as well as the

computations,One computesvelocityandMach numberaccordingtotheequations

giveninchapter4:

u_ = _ (4.1)
ta - t^

Ct

Thepositionsx,_,xe,etc.aregiveninfigure4.Irelativetotheentrancetothetestsection.

Thesoundspeed,¢_,isthesoundspeedintheundisturbedtestgas.F_.rshocksintoair,c_

is344m/s,andforhelium,I011m/s.Theshockretardationisgivenby:

,,= C4,3)
M,u,

Thereflectedshockp_ssurcforplaneshockreflectionisgivenby:

= (S_,- l)M:-2(r_-t)
p,....J)M:.2.... (4.4)

wherep_isthepressurebehindtheapproachingshock,orp_inthiscase.The Mach

numberM_,inthiscaseisM_.

Fortheliquidimpactcases,thevelocityoftheliquidisestimatedusingthe

methoddescribedinsection4.2.3.Equation4.6wasderivedtoestin,atethevalues.,i.e:

v_,= 2_.. (4.6)
tw - t_

TheinputdataforthevelocitiescomefromTables4.4and4.7.TheBernoulListagnation

pressureforliquidisjustgivenby9v,//2wherethedensityisfortheliquid.
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TableD.I.ShockvelocityforLJAST shocksinairimpactingasolidcylinderarray.

Run # u_# [m/s] u#¢[m/s] Ucz)[,_s] uot_[rn/s] u_[rn/s]
1 351.95 252.13 313.03 325.31 373.75

2 351.95 315.17 296.33 291.82 369.73

3 358.71 289.61 288.64 305.29 295.15,, ,

4 365.75 289.61 292.43 374.41 435.26,,,

5 392.70 369.50 296.33 360.80 367.76
,,, ,,,

6 396.88 345.67 336.74 354.35 399.83

7 401.14 340.18 341.92 360.80 432.52

8 401.14 363.24 313.03 354.35 369.73

9 409.96 375.99 313.03 354.35 384.19

10 414.51 329.71 347.27 354.35 443.68, ,

11 419.17 369.50 322.10 367.48 446.56

12 423.93 389.66 322.10 360.80 384.19

13 433.79 404.36 326.84 367.48 384.19
....

14 438.90 389.66 322.10 * *

15 444.12 412.14 326.84 374.41 390.74
....

16 449.47 243.54 300.34 450.99 333.84

17 478.29 428.63 389.91 320,06 399.83

18 484.50 437.37 336.74 381.61 392.97
, ,

19 484.50 455.98 336.74 396.88 386.35

20 497.42 428.63 341.92 396.88 458.47
, ,,, , ,,, ,,, ,,,,

21 504.14 446.48 341.92 404.97 386.35

22 518.14 487.07 404.09 389109 386.35

23 621.77 549.52 444.50 348.14 440.84
, , , , , , ,

24 678.30 612.32 404.09 413.41 467.83

25 811.01 714.38 1058.33 389.09 397.52

26 829.03 793.75 555.63 583.64 404.53

27 888.24 765.40 404.09 862.77 458.47

28 888.24 793.75 635.00 450.99 603.25

29 1008.28 793.75 505.11 314.98 838.66

30 1008.28 892.97 740.83 551.22 582.80

31 1097.24 974.15 823.15 583.64 648.78

32 1097.24 1071.56 383.19 461.48 464,67

33 1130.49 1071.56 823.15 583.64 636.76 ,,,
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Table D.2. Mach numbers for LJAST shocks inair impacting a solid cylinder array.

Run # M_ M_¢ Moo Mo_ M_ r

1 1.023 0.733 0.910 0.945 .... 1.086 -0.06
2 1.023 0.916 0.861 0.848 1.074 -0.05

........ ., ,, H

3 1.042 0.842 0.839 0.887 0.858 0.18

4 1.063 0.842 0.850 1.088 1.265 -0.19

5 1.141 1.074 0.861 1.049 1.069 0.06

6 1.153 1.005 0.979 1.030 1.162 -0.01

7 1.166 0.989 0.994 1.049 1.257 -0.08

8 1.166 1.056 0.910 1.030 1.074 0.08

9 1.191 1.093 0.910 1.030 1.116 0.06

10 1.205 0.958 1.009 1.030 1.289 -0.07

11 1.218 1.074 0.936 1.068 1.298 -0.07

12 1.232 1.132 0.936 1.049 1.116 0.09

13 1.261 1.175 0.950 1.068 1.116 0.11

14 1.275 1.132 0.936 * * *

15 1.291 1.198 0.950 1.088 1.136 0.12

16 1.306 0.708 0.873 1.311 0.970 0.26

17 1.390 1.246 1.133 0.930 1.162 0.16

18 1.408 1.271 0.979 1.109 1.142 0.19

19 1.408 1.325 0.979 1.153 1.123 0.20

20 1.446 1.246 0.994 1.153 1.332 0.08

21 1.465 1.298 0.994 1.177 1.123 0.23

22 1.506 1.415 1.174 1.131 1.123 0.25
,,

23 1.807 1.597 1.292 1.012 1.281 0.29

24 1.971 1.779 1.174 1.201 1.360 0.31

25 2.357 2.076 3.076 1.131 1.155 0.51

26 2.409 2.307 1.615 1.696 1.176 0.51
i

27 2.581 2.224 1.174 2.507 1.332 0.48

28 2.581 2.307 1.845 1.311 1.753 0.32

29 2.930 2.307 1.468 0.915 2.437 0.17

30 2.930 2.595 2.153 1.602 1.694 0.42

31 3.189 2.831 2.392 1.696 1.885 0.41

32 3.189 3.114 1.114 1.341 1.350 0.58

33 3.285 3.114 2.392 1.696 1.850 0.44,,
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Table D.3. Ratio of Pa/Pgfor LJAST shocks in air impacting a solid cylinder array.

Run # M_ PR(M_8)/PA PB/PA PB/P_
1 1.023 1.05 0.99 0.94, ,,,,

2 1.023 1.05 1.08 1.03, ....... ,............ _

3 1.042 1.10 1.09 0.99
, , ......

4 1.063 1.15 1.68 1.47,,,

5 1.141 1.34 1.21 0.90

6 1.153 1.37 1.89 1.39

7 1.166 1.40 1.19 0.85

8 1.166 1.40 1.26 0.90,, , ,,,,,

9 1.191 1.46 1.40 0.96

10 1.205 1.49 1.80 1.21, .....

11 1.218 1.52 1.29 0.85
.... , ,

12 1.232 1.56 1.38 0.89

13 1.261 1.63 1.40 0.86

14 1.275 1.66 1.84 1.11
,, ,,

15 1..291 1.70 1.96 1.15

16 1..306 1.74 2.20 1.27

17 1,.390 1.94 1.59 0.82
,,, ,,, .....

18 1,.408 1.98 1.57 0.79

19 1.408 1.98 1.73 0.87
,,,, , , , ,,,

20 1.446 2.08 5.83 2.81

21 1.465 2.12 1,98 0.93
,,,, , ,

22 1.506 2.22 2.30 1.04

23 1.807 2.92 1.82 0.62
, ,,,,,

24 1.971 3.27 2.02 0.62

25 2.357 4.02 3.14 0.78

26 2.409 4.11 2.74 0.67
,, ,,,

27 2.581 4.40 1.23 0.28

28 2.581 4.40 3.25 0.74

29 2.930 4.91 1.71 0.35

30 2.930 4.91 4.50 0.92

31 3.189 5.23 4.42 0.85
, ,, ,, ,,, , ,

32 3.189 5.23 4.80 0.92

33 3.285 5.34 3.36 0.63....
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Table D.4. Shock velocitT for LJAST shocks in helium impacting a liquid jet array.

Run # u_ [m/s] uo¢[m/s] uco[rn/s ] uo_[m/sJ uee[m/s]
1 1165.82 1127.96 4938.89 1133.93 1250.37

2 1203.43 931.79 1852.08 1102.43 1146.18
, it .... , , ...........................

3 1286.42 1339,45 1010.23 763.22 996.67
...... ' '.... ' ...... 1

4 1381.71 1020.54 1389.06 1044.41 1011.33.............

5 1434.86 714.38 * 101.76 *
...... ,, ,, . ............ ,,,

6 1434.86 1099.04 1033,72 944.94 996.67
,, , , , • ..... , ,,,, t ,,

7 1434.86 1648.56 1111.25 1044.41 1273.53
, , ,....... ,, ...............

8 1622.01 1020.54 1709.62 1044.41 1185.70
, ,, ......... ,, , ,,, ,, , ............ , ....

9 1622.01 1428.75 1307.35 1044.41 1185.70

10 1658.06 1224.64 1709.62 1202.65 1375.41........ ,,, .......

11 1658.06 1260.66 1481,67 1240.23 1432.72

12 1695.74 1530.80 1389.06 1322.92 1375.41
• .... ,........ ,........

13 1776.49 1428.75 1307.35 992.19 1165.60
.... ,,, , ,

14 2487.08 2381.25 1852.08 1240.23 1463.20

Table D.5. Mac h numbers for LJAST shocks in helium impacting a liquid jet array.

Run # M_ Mac Mco Mog r Mee r ....

1 1,153 1.116 4.885 1.122 1.237 -0.07
t , ...........,, ,,,,,, ,

2 1.190 0.922 1.832 1.090 1.134 0.05
...... ,,,,, ,,

3 1.272 1.325 0.999 0.755 0.986 0.23,,,,, , ,, ,, , ,

4 1.367 1.009 1.374 1.033 1.000 0.27

5 1.419 0.707 * 0.101 * *
] , ., ,,

6 1.419 1.087 1,022 0,935 0.986 0.31,,., ,,,

7 1.419 1.631 1.099 1.033 1.260 0.11
t ,,, ,, , • ,,

8 1.604 1.009 1.691 1.033 1.173 0.27 ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,, , ,,,,,

9 1.604 1.413 1.293 1.033 1.173 0.27
,, , ,,,, , , ,

10 1.640 1.211 1.691 1.190 1.360 0.17
,, , , , , . /

11 1.640 1.247 1.466 1.227 1.417 0.14

12 1.677 1.514 1.374 1.308 1.360 0.19
,, , , ,, , , , , ,

13 1.757 1.413 1,293 0.981 1.153 0.34, , ,, ,, , ,, ,,

14 2.460 2.355 1.832 1.227 1.447 0.41 .....
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Table D.6. Ratio ofp0/pR for LJAST shocks in helium impacting a liquid jet array.

Run # M_ pR(M_)/P_ palpA patp/¢
I 1.153 1.381 1.21 0.88

2 1.190 1.472 1.52 1.03

3 1.272 1.670 1.45 0.87
, , , ,, ., ,, ,,,

4 1.367 1.891 1.54 0.81
........ ,, ,,,

5 1.419 2.011 1.69 0.84
,,, , ., ....

6 1.419 2.011 1.76 0.87

7 1.419 2.011 1.80 0.89

8 1.604 2.412 1.79 0.74
,,, ,,,,,, ,

9 1.604 2.412 1.87 0.78

10 1.640 2.485 1.72 0.69

11 1.640 2.485 2.66 1.07
,, L

12 1.677 2.559 1.86 0.73

13 1.757 2.714 1.57 0.58
, , ,,,

14 2.460 3.790 3.15 0.83

Table D.7. Estimated velocities and corresponding Bernoulli stagnation pressures for
liquid impacting the vessel wall.

Run # M_ v,, [m/s] pvJ! 2 [Pa]

1 1.153 117.85 907.00
,,, , , , ,

2 1.190 97.98 626.87
,, • ,, , ,, ,

3 1.272 136.89 1223.74

4 1.367 90.84 538.83

5 1.419 * *

6 1.419 71.55 334.34

7 1.419 77.06 387.76

8 1.604 77.62 393.39
, ,, ,,,,

9 1.604 86.09 484.03

10 1.640 63.97 267.25
, , , , , ,,,

11 1.640 70.20 321.76
, , , , ,,

12 1.677 72.03 338.85
,,

13 1.757 113.19 836.59
, , , , , ,

14 2.460 161.43 1701.67
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Table D.8, Shock arrival times for TSUNAMI simulation for LJAST with air shocks.

Mach # tA[Its] ts[l.ts] tc[gS] to[Its] te[i.ts] tp_s]
1.10 0 197.1 314,3 467.5 587,5 806.1

1.25 0 174.0 278,2 399.0 512.3 727.1

1.50 0 144.7 232.3 338.3 442.5 647.0

1.75 0 124,2 199.7 290.9 385.3 572.4

2.00 0 109.0 175.5 255.0 343.0 517.0

2.50 0 87.0 139.5 201.0 276.0 431,0

3.00 0 73.0 117,0 169.0 232.0 367.0
,H ,,

3.50 0 62,5 99.0 144.0 195.0 317,0

4.00 0 54.5 86.4 125.0 174.0 279,0

Table D.9. Shock peak pressures for TSUNAMI simulation of LJAST with air shocks,

Mach# PA[Pa] PB[Pa] pc[Pal po[Pa] pe[Pa] pe[Pa]

1.10 1.50x105 1.74x105. 1.35x105 1.48x105 1.47x105 1.75x105
"' b

1.25 2.00x105 2.76x105 2.25x105 1.81x105 1.83x105 2,60x105

1.50 2.96x105 5.32x105 3.95x105 2.53x10 s 2.34x105 4.13x105

1.75 4.11x105 9.11x105 6.16xi05 2.58x105 2.12xi05 5.24x105

2.00 5.43x105 1.46x106 4.20x105 3.51x105 2.59x105 6.20x105

2.50 8.61x105 3.01x106 6.82x105 4.48x105 3.45x10 s 1.58xi06
, I

3.00 1.24x106 5.20x106 9.92x105 5.17x105 4.69x105 2.59x106

3.50 1.70x106 8.05x 106 1.35x106 6.96x 105 6.20x10 s 4.86x106

4.00 2.23x106 1.13x107 1.76x106 9.03x105 7.99x10 s 7.89x106
,
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Table D.10. Shock velocities for TSUNAMI simulation of LJAST with air shocks.

Mach # u_ [m/s] uo¢[m/s] uco[m/s] uoe[m/s] uep[,rn/s] ........

1.10 378,47 365.69 290,22 330,56 370.37.... ,,, ,,,, ,

1.25 428.81 411.15 368.12 350.29 376.83
, ,, , , ,,,, ,,, , ,, ,,, ,.,,, ,

1.50 515.46 489,58 419.34 380.88 395.90
, , ,, , ,, , ,,., ,,,, , , ,, , ,

1.75 600.74 567.72 487.39 420.42 432.72
, , , , , , ,

2.00 684.52 644,55 559.12 450.99 465.30
......... , ,,.,,,, ,,,,, ,, ,,,, ,,,, , ,, , , .... ,, , , ,, ,, ,

2.50 857.61 8i6.43 722.76 529.17 522.34
, , ,,,, , ,,H ,

3.00 1022.09 974,15 854.81 629.96 599.72
, ,, , ,, , ,,,

3.50 1193.80 1174.32 987.78 778.19 663.63
, , , , ,,

4.00 1369.04 1343,65 1151.55 809.95 771,07

Table D. 11, Mach numbers for TSUNAMI computed shocks in air impacting a cylinder
array, .......

Mach# M_ Mqc M¢o Mo¢ Met r

1.I0 1.10 1.06 0.84 0,96 1.08 0.0214
,, ,, • it ,

1.25 1.25 1.19 1.07 1.02 1.10 0.1212
, ,, ,,,,, ,

1.50 1.50 1.42 1.22 1.11 1.15 0.2319
, ,,, , u,, ,

1,75 1.75 1.65 1.42 1,22 1.26 0.2797
,,, ,, ,,, , .,,, ,,

2.00 1.99 1.87 1.62 1.31 1.35 0.3202
, ,, ,,,,,, ,

2.50 2.49 2.37 2.10 1.54 1.52 0.3909

3.00 2.97 2.83 2.48 1,83 1.74 0.4132
, ,,, , ,,,,,,,,, , , , ,,,,, ,,, ,,

3,50 3.47 3.41 2.87 2.26 1.93 0.4441
,, ,,

4,00 3.98 3.90 3.35 2.35 2.24 0.4368
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TableD,12.RatioofPa/P_forTSUNAMI simulationofI.JASTwithairshocks.

Mach# pR(M_)/pA Pa/Pa .... pnip_

I,I0 1.24 1,16 0.94

1.25 1.60 1.38 0.86
,,, , , ,, ,, i , ,,

1.50 2.21 1,80 0.81
,,.,,,,, , , , , ,,,,

1.75 2.79 2.22 0.80
'- ' ' ' ' _ I ,

2.00 3.33 2.69 0.81
L........ " ' '' ' ' '" ' " ' J , ,,,,,,,,,..,, ,L

2.50 4.27 3,50 0.82
................ , .,, ,,,,,,,, , ,,., ,, ,,,,,. ,, ,, ,

3,00 5.00 4.19 0.84, ,,, ,,, ,,,, ,i , ,, , , ,, ,,, ,,,.

3.50 5,57 4,73 0.85

4.00 6.00 5.08 0.85,, ,, ,,, - , ..... , , , ,,,,, , , ,,,,,,,,, , , , .........

Table D,13. Shock arrival times for TSUNAMI simulation of LJAST with He shocks.
...... , ........

Math # ....t_ _sl ta[fts] tctgsl to[Its] ..............te[I.tS] tl,_s]
1.10 0.00 67.13 107.03 159.82 199.78 274.31
, , , , ,, , ,, , , , , ,,, ,,,, , , ,, ,, ,

1.25 0.00 59.68 95.10 136.50 174.60 246.20
,, ,,, ,, , ,,i,, ,,,,,,,,,,, , , ,

1.50 0.00 49.27 79.04 115.47 150.10 212,90
,_ , , ,,,,, , , . ,, , ,, , ,,, ,, , , ,,, , ,,,,,,,

1.75 0.00 42.39 67.83 99.64 129.77 188.95
t,. ,,,, i ,J , , , , , , , ,

2.00 0.00 37.00 59,00 88.00 113.30 170.00
, , • ,,, ,, ,, ,, , , ,.,, , t , , ,

2.50 0,00 29.77 47.37 69.15 91.30 138.93
,,, i, , ,, ,, ,,, , ,, ,, ,, , , ,.,,,, .,, ,,,, ,,, !,, , f,,

3.00 0,00 24.84 40.02 57.12 76.23 116.80......

Table D,! 4. Shock peak pressures for TSUNAMI simulation of LJAST with He shocks.

Mach# pA[Pal pa[Pa] pc[Pal p_[Pa] pB[Pa] pptPa]

1.10 1.52×105 1.78×105 1.36×105 1.44×105 1.47xI05 1.79xI05
,, , , ,,,,,,,, • ,i, , ,,,,,,,,,,,, , , , ,, , ,,,,,

1.25 2.05×105 2.86×105 1.68×105 1.50×105 1.49×105 2.80×105
, , ,,i ,, , , ,

1.50 3.09×105 5.48×105 2.31×I05 1.88×105 1.83×i05 4,64×I05
• J ,,,,,J,,,,,• ,J ,,,,,

1.75 4.3!×105 9.15×I05 3.23×105 2.74×105 2.41×I05 6.24×105
, ,,,,, J. ,tl , ,,,,,,,, , ,,,,, , , , , i ,, ,,,, , ,, ,i,it

2.00 5.51×105 1.38×I06 4.69×105 3.79×I05 3,10×I05 1.03×I06
,,,,,, , i , ,

2.50 9.12×105 2.71×106 7.06×I05 6.12×I05 4.17×105 2.17×I06
i , , ,,i ,, • i , , u, , i , , • , . , , , , ,

.00 1.33×106 4.50xI06 1,05×I06 8.24×I05 5.66×105 3.79×I06
........ , , ,,,
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Table D. 15. Shock velocities for TSUNAMI simulation of LIAST with He shocks.

Mach# u_ [m/s] u_cin_s] ........uco[._S] uoe[m/s] u_[m/s]

1.10 1! 11.46 1074.25 842,02 993,18 1086,31
.... ,,, ,,, , ,,,..... , , .... =,,, ,,,,, , , ,i,,, , ,

1.25 1250,21 1210.12 1073.67 1041.67 1130,76

1.50 1514,36 1439,79 1220.15 1146,04 1289.21

1.75 1760,14 1685.18 1397.14 1317,21 1368.07......................................... , , ,, , , , , .......

2.00 2016.55 1948.30 1532.76 1568.68 1427,91

2.50 2506,30 2435.37 2040,86 1791,76 1699,82

3.00 3003.72 2823,62 2599,42 2076,79 1995,62.........................

Table D, 16. Mach numbers for TSUNAMI computed shocks in air impacting a cylinder
array. ..........

Mach # M_ Mac ....... Mco MoE ....... M_ r

1.10 1.099 1.063 0.833 0.982 1.074 0,02
, ,, ....,, , , , ,,, , ,,,, , ,, ,,, ,,, ,

1.25 1.237 1.197 1.062 1.030 1.118 0,10
, ,, ,, ,,i , ,

1.50 1.498 1,424 1.207 1.134 1.275 0.15

1.75 1.741 1.667 1.382 1.303 1.353 0,22

2.00 1.995 1.927 1.516 1.552 1.412 0,29

2.50 2.47,9 ..... 2.409 2.019. 1.772 1,,681 0.32
3.00 2.971 2,793 2.571 2.054 1.974 0.34

........ ,,

Table D.17. Ratio ofp0/pt for TSUNAMI simulation of LJAST with He shocks.r

Math # pR(M_)/PA PB/P_ palp_

1.10 1.25 1.17 0.93

1.25 1.62 1.39 0.86
,,

1.50 2.19 1.77 0.81

1.75 2.70 2.12 0.79

2.00 3.14 2.50 0.80

2.50 3.84 2.97 0.77

3.00 4.33 3.39 0.78................ =,,..... ,, ,,
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